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The Harris AN/PRC-117G is SRW, WNW and MUOS 
capable for mobile command and control. It gives 
today’s commanders secure wideband access to critical 
information while on-the-move. Learn how Harris 
delivers the network: harris.com/delivers

Delivering the Network.



ADS provides a single source to meet your mission 
requirements as cost-effectively as possible. Your 
mission is the sole purpose of every member of 
the ADS team, many of whom are military veterans 
and members of military families.  We are focused 
on solving your challenges through the largest 
product and service selection, the broadest array of 
procurement and contract options, and world-class support and logistics 
solutions to enhance readiness and your acquisition strategy.

ADS provides access to the mission-critical 
C4ISR equipment and components required 
to maintain operational readiness.  We partner 
with industry-leading manufacturers to offer a 
unique variety of C4ISR equipment and solutions 

to meet your communications requirements. We have the procurement 
and support solutions to develop a comprehensive program to address your 
C4ISR requirements and provide readiness at reduced cost. 

BRING US YOUR 
MISSION REQUIREMENT 
AND WE WILL HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY THE BEST 
SOLUTIONS TO MEET IT. 

If the right solution doesn’t 
exist, we’ll leverage our 
expertise and work with our 
partners to create it. We’ll offer 
you a range of contract 
vehicles for procurement, 
manage the entire supply 
chain, and get your equipment 
to you when and where you 
need it – without fail.

ADS IS CERTIFIED TO THE ISO 9001:2008 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

ADS complies with all applicable United States export-control laws and regulations. We have the ability to apply 
for all necessary licenses required by the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), the Export Administra-
tion Regulations (EAR), and Title 15, sections 730-774 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as promulgated 
and implemented by the Department of Commerce. ADS has established procedures and administrative support 
to aid our international customers in complying with these laws and regulations. This includes abiding by the 
export rules and regulations set forth by the various agencies of the United States Government.

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-  

 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTS-  

 SUPPORT & LOGISTICS-  

ADS is the world’s premier equipment, 
Procurement, and support solutions 
Specialist to the military, law enforcement, 
first responders, and defense industry.

© 2015 ADS, Inc. C0077 03/15

855.819.4273  
ADSINC.COM/C4ISR
621 Lynnhaven Pkwy ., Ste . 400
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

330   
C4ISR PARTNERS

ADS CONSISTENTLY RANKS 
AMONG THE TOP 200 FEDERAL 
INDUSTRY LEADERS.

Antennas  C4ISR Kits  Headsets  ISR 

Power Supplies  Radios & Accessories 

SATCOM  Unmanned Aircraft Systems

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

#65
Overall among

FEDERAL
contractors

#45
Top 50

DOD
contractor

We understand your 
mission because 
we’ve been there.

1,400   
Combined Years of
Military Service

1,200+
C4ISR PRODUCTS

OUR PURPOSE.
YOUR MISSION.



 ADS MEETS THE  

 MOST CHALLENGING 

 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. 

 BRING US YOURS. 
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UNMATCHED

 EQUIPMENT-

CAPABILITIES.
adsinc.com/equipment

Our capabilities are unmatched which means We can 

meet even the most challenging mission requirements. 

Bring us yours.

ADS has the most extensive product and service portfolio available.  We provide 
military, law enforcement, and first responder agencies a single-source solution to 
meet any mission requirement as cost-effectively as possible.  With subject matter 
experts on staff in virtually every equipment category, we help our customers 
research and develop specialized, custom equipment solutions. We utilize our 
internal technical expertise and robust external partner network to design systems 
and efficiently execute development projects including rapid prototyping.
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SPECIAL
MISSIONS
 CWMD, EOD, FIRST RESPONDER, MARITIME & DIVING
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Small Business, Yes.  Large ideas and 
capability, Yes.  National Mission Force 
pedigree specializing in Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, 
Explosives (CBRNE), IED, WMD, 
HME, SOF EOD and Dismounted
EOD operations.

Introducing NEW exciting products:
The FIVE.56 ™  Tool Sets 
The Grapnel
UBit
PBit
MBit

Find us on page 74 

www.zeropointusa.com

Modular Charge System Find out more about the 
MCS using this QR code

INNOVATION TO INTEGRATION
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INTERNATIONAL
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 YOUR MISSION.
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EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES
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MEDICAL
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E 4.0

THE MOST EXTENSIVE 
PRODUCT & SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE.

Download and order your 
category equipment  
catalogs online.

OVER 6,500 PRODUCTS:
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits
Expeditionary Structures
Environmental Support 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Distribution 
Perimeter & Security 
Storage & Safety 
TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

680 CSE
PARTNERS

OVER 3,200 PRODUCTS:
Antennas
C4ISR Kits
Headsets
ISR
Power Supplies 
Radios & Accessories 
SATCOM 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems

330 C4ISR
PARTNERS

OVER 6,000 PRODUCTS:
CWMD & CBRNe Defense
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
First Responder Specialty Kits
Maritime & Diving

456 SMS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,400 PRODUCTS:
Cleaning, Maintenance, & Storage 
Components & Systems 
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits 
Optics & Accessories 
Weapons & Accessories
Weapons Storage

250 WEAPONS & OPTICS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,300 PRODUCTS:
Combat Medical & TCCC 
Custom Medical Kitting 
Domestic Preparedness  
Emergency Medical Services 
Evacuation & Rescue 
Battalion Aid Stations 
Medical Treatment Facilities

200 MEDICAL
PARTNERS

OVER 30,000 PRODUCTS:
Law Enforcement & Corrections
Defense & Security Contracting
Personal Protective Equipment
Operational Clothing
Individual Equipment
Specialty Kits

800 OCIE
PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT
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 ADS DEVELOPS  

 ORGANIZATION-SPECIFIC  

 PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS 

 FOR THE SUPPORT  

 YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 
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 PROCUREMENT-

MADE EASY.
adsinc.com/procurement

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
CATEGORY RANKINGS*

#5 Facilities Supplies

#6 Engines & Aircraft
Components

#9 Clothing

#55 Weapons & Ammunition

# 72 Sustainment Materials

# 84 Technology Equipment

# 93 Training Devices

# 96 Support Ships & Small Crafts

Multiple DLA Tailored Logistics 
Support (TLS) Programs: 

  Special Operational Equipment (SOE) 
  Fire & Emergency Services (FES) 

ADS is as a Gold Tier supplier for the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) as part 
of the Department of Defense (DOD) Superior 
Supplier Incentive Program (SSIP) . Our top-tier 
distinction by the DLA is in the highest bracket 
that can be awarded to a company . 

Over 175 Partners and 25,000 
Products on Schedule.

  Buildings & Building Materials:  
Schedule 56

  Hardware Superstore: Schedule 51V
  Law Enforcement & Emergency  
Response: Schedule 84

  Medical Equipment & Supplies:  
Schedule 65IIA

  Outdoor & Recreation: Schedule 78
  Training Services MOBIS:  
Schedule 874

PROCUREMENT

ADS is a prime contractor on SPAWAR 
Atlantic’s ISR & C2 COTS contracts. 

Through SPAWAR Atlantic, we support 
customers with turnkey commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS) C4ISR solutions required to ensure 
mission success and operational efficiency .

ADS SPAWAR Contracts:  
  SPAWAR COTS Comms/C2 Products 
  SPAWAR COTS ISR Support Equipment Working with ADS and utilizing 

the DLA TLS Program has truly 
been easy compared to the usual 
contracting procedure. ADS 
supports each request from 
“cradle to grave,” and updates us 
during each step of the Program.

S-3 Division 
Leading Chief Petty Officer

U .S . Navy

ADS serves as a single-source solution for our 

government and commercial customers’ procurement 

and acquisition strategies. 

Put our resources to the test. Our dedicated contracts department has more 
than a decade of experience helping government customers identify optimal 
contracting and procurement strategies ranging from large scale, complex, 
and broad reaching requirements, to unit-level solutions.  We can develop an 
organization-specific solution tailored for the equipment, services, and support 
solutions your mission requires. 

We offer a wide variety of contract vehicles ideally suited to simplify and 
streamline your procurement process, increase efficiencies, and provide 
readiness at reduced cost.  From Governmentwide Acquisition (GWAC) and 
service-specific contracts, to tailored solutions such as agency IDIQs, we can 
provide a procurement strategy for your requirement.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Put our resources to the test, 
we can develop an 
organization-specific solution 
tailored for the solutions your 
mission requires.

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

#7
Top 10

DLA
contractor*

DLA TOP 
PERFORMER 

#33
Top 50

GSA
contractor*

MULTIPLE 
CONTRACTS 

C4ISR
PROCUREMENTSPAWAR

Additional Governmentwide 
Acquisition Contract (GWAC) Options:

  CBRNe COTS IDIQ GSA Contract

  DOD EMALL

  Multiple DLA Programs:
Heavy Equipment Procurement Program (HEPP)
Medical Prime Vendor DAPA & ECAT Schedules
MRO CENTCOM Contract

  Multiple GSA Schedules

  NSNs in Stock, Ready for Delivery

  Socioeconomic & Mandatory Sources

GOVERNMENTWIDE
ACQUISITIONGWAC



 ADS SUPPORT SOLUTIONS 

 ARE DESIGNED TO 

 ENHANCE EACH PHASE 

 OF YOUR ACQUISITION PROCESS. 
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PACKAGING  
& ENGINEERING

ADS designs and engineers custom 
storage and packaging solutions for 
many of our customers that provide 
increased protection and organization 
of mission-critical equipment.

WAREHOUSING & 
TRANSPORTATION

ADS works directly with program 
managers and purchasing authorities 
to consolidate, warehouse, maintain 
inventory levels, and distribute 
equipment and supplies to meet their 
mission requirements. 

Regardless of size or scope, our 
technology-driven kitting and 
assembly operations will meet and 
exceed your mission requirements and 
reduce your cost of readiness. 

From large scale and complex kitting 
programs like the U.S. Army’s GEN III 
ECWCS to unit-level requirements such 
as USMC IFAK’s, our past performance 
speaks for itself.

ADS provides value-added logistics support capabilities 

into your procurement requirements, helping you get the 

equipment you need quickly and efficiently.  

From kitting and assembly, packaging, and engineering, to warehousing and 
transportation, our logistics experts serve as a force multiplier for our clients by 
reducing logistics support burdens and allowing them to focus on their mission.

1,500
KITTED SOLUTIONS

KITTING & ASSEMBLY

BRINGING TOGETHER THE 
RIGHT PRODUCTS AND 
PROCUREMENT IS ONLY 
PART OF THE SOLUTION. 
Without word class logistics 
and supply chain support, your 
readiness is at risk. 

WORLD CLASS

SUPPORT

 SOLUTIONS.-

adsinc.com/support-solutions

ADS is the only company I can 
count on to acquire the items we 
need at a reasonable price and in 
a timely manner.

 Assault Craft Unit ONE (ACU 1)

Supply Chain Management
ADS manages the supply chain for many of our 
customers’ requirements .  We warehouse, kit, 
assemble, and distribute equipment according 
to their specific requirements . Our dedicated 
supply chain management team is responsible for 
production planning, logistics, transportation, and 
tracking to ensure on time delivery of our customers’ 
mission-critical equipment .

Research & Development
We utilize our subject matter expertise and 
broad network of manufacturing partners to 
research and develop integrated, modular, 
interoperable, and flexible multi-mission 
equipment solutions .

Total Asset Visibility
Our secure web-based systems provide 
program managers transparent oversight of 
the complete supply chain data required to 
manage an efficient organization .

Life Cycle Management
We assume overall responsibility for 
complete program management including 
procurement, scheduling, subcontractor 
management, quality assurance, war-
ranty management, returns and all required 
deliverables for complete compliance with 
contractual requirements .

SUPPORT & LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS

  9



Parts obsolescence negatively impacts many 
warfighter programs and capabilities.  

Defining the issue is not as easy as simply saying that a part is not 

made anymore. Parts obsolescence also includes components that are 

incapable of supporting newer, 

more technologically advanced 

platforms and equipment. 

For the military, the issue of 

obsolescence is a challenging 

one because the critical systems 

that the obsolete components 

support cannot simply be 

abandoned. When the overall system outlives the function or relevancy 

of its embedded components, the system is considered obsolete. In a 

nutshell,  components  are considered obsolete if they are no longer 

produced or they  don’t “speak” to the newer parts.

Weighing the Options. Obsolescence management solutions are 

risky. On one hand, the issue could be addressed by constantly 

developing new products or re-configuring and re-working internal 

components to accommodate their rapidly changing life cycle.  

However, developmental timeline setbacks are unpredictable, costly 

and require continuous management and oversight. In the end, the 

result might not be worth the long-term investment. One work-around 

for components that cannot be economically produced is a systematic 

cannibalization of older systems. Yet another option for Department of 

Defense (DOD) programs is to stockpile equipment as part of a “last-

time buy” initiative. However, this is not only unnecessarily costly, it 

squanders the opportunity to improve capabilities as platforms age. 

Bridging the Gap  To address this issue, the DOD is working 

toward a sustainment strategy for the capabilities these aging 

components provide that would bridge the gap between legacy 

and objective force infrastructures.  Finding a long-term solution 

is particularly challenging, considering the dynamic trends in the 

consumer-driven marketplace and rapid technological advances. 

It is punctuated by the fact that the DOD’s supply chain of original 

equipment manufacturers (OEM) is focused on responding to 

unprecedented demand in a consumer-driven market rather than 

re-treading old-parts reproduction with the military. Companies are 

constantly answering consumers’ demand for the “latest and greatest” 

while at the same time discarding older, less-capable products still 

largely being utilized by the military. These newer product offerings 

exceed the compatibility parameters of legacy military systems. 

With current DOD budget cuts 

hampering the production 

and development of newer 

systems, legacy systems 

are required to not only 

support the mission for which 

they were designed, but 

also accommodate newer evolving roles in the modern battle-space. 

Despite their maturity, these systems still maintain their significance 

in spite of the limitations of their embedded components. In short,  

the military is being asked to do more, both in size and scope,  with 

outdated components and limited capabilities.   

Bridging the

OBSOLESCENCE
GAP

 COMPONENTS ARE  

 CONSIDERED OBSOLETE IF 

 THEY ARE NO LONGER  

 PRODUCED OR THEY 

 DON’T “SPEAK” TO 

 THE NEWER PARTS. 

 THE MILITARY IS BEING 

 ASKED TO DO MORE, BOTH  

 IN SIZE AND SCOPE,  WITH  

 OUTDATED COMPONENTS 

 AND LIMITED CAPABILITIES. 

 LEVERAGING 

 COMMERCIAL-OFF-THE-SHELF 

 (COTS) TECHNOLOGY TO 

 ENHANCE LEGACY TECHNOLOGY 



To Build or Not to Build.  In a perfect world, critical embedded components would 

outlast the overall system. This is especially true when considering military systems as 

end-of-life schedules continue to be pushed to the right. Once internal components begin 

to fail, there is obviously a need for an “apples-to-apples” replacement, usually with little-

to-no intent of an upgrade. It is at this point program managers are looking for a solution 

when presented with the issue of finding a part that is no longer being manufactured. 

While the obvious solution may seem as simple as coaxing OEM’s to reproduce the original 

components, it comes at a cost.  OEM’s are reluctant to produce outdated components 

that have been shelved for an indefinite period. Additionally, components that adhere to 

stringent and specific military specifications and requirements can be costly.  One solution 

is to utilize companies like Crestwood Technology Group (CTG) to contribute to obso-

lescence management by using information provided by OEMs to affordably reproduce 

original components or modify existing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment. 

        Currently, ADS is working with its partner, CTG, to develop a solution for 

the Forward Observer/Forward Air Controller (FOFAC) kit, which replaces 

obsolete components in U.S. Marine Corps M1A1 Abrams tanks with 

new COTS systems. This kit seamlessly integrates existing M1A1 

communications systems into modern C4ISR networks using “plug and 

play” architecture. The system integrates multiple components into the 

original equipment form factor, maximizing available space and heat 

dissipation within the vehicle, while minimizing power consumption.

Looking Down Range.  Given current financial landscape, the COTS components 

are the most efficient solution. It is important to note that obsolescence management goes 

beyond reproducing specific obsolete components. The full spectrum of issues should 

be addressed through analysis of obsolete items in order to research and locate similar 

COTS solutions for form, fit, function and “ruggedization.” This critical step is necessary in 

order to identify potential replacements, prevent counterfeits and prepare any engineering 

changes or waivers that may be required to adopt substituted items. Long-term consider-

ations should be taken seriously when determining the potential for equipment redesign or 

reverse engineering that would eventually 

remove obsolete items at various system 

levels. This solution would ultimately 

enhance system performance and improve 

reliability and maintainability. 

These newer product 

offerings exceed the 

compatibility 

parameters of legacy 

military systems.

In response to the demand on 

aging military systems, ADS 

recently partnered with Harris 

Communications, FLIR, Synexxus 

and Granite Tactical to develop a 

concept, tactical vehicle that would 

address many of the obsolescence 

challenges faced by the military’s aging 

tactical fleet vehicle systems. The 

prototype demonstrated the flexibility 

of integrating newer components into 

older systems in order to maintain and 

increase existing capabilities. Using 

the military’s HMMWV as the base 

system, the prototype was affordably 

upgraded to a fully-capable and relevant 

armored tactical vehicle with COTS 

C4ISR technology that was available 

through governmentwide acquisition 

contracts. These components were then 

completely integrated into rugged and 

modern crew stations. Improvements 

to the HMMVW ranged from an up-

armored crew capsule with 360 degree 

ballistic blast/ballistic protection and 

cameras with motorized, protective lids 

to a high-performance, multi-sensor 

thermal imaging system and modular, 

open hardware and software interfaces, 

just to name a few. 

 COTS COMPONENTS 

 ARE  THE MOST  

 EFFICIENT SOLUTION. 

IN A PERFECT WORLD, 
CRITICAL EMBEDDED 
COMPONENTS WOULD  
OUTLAST THE 
OVERALL SYSTEM.



MULTIPLE COLOR OPTIONS

The HTH or Hi-Threat Headset is specifically designed to meet the dem-
 ands and intensity of Tier 1 operators and special operations teams. 
   For over a decade the HTH continues to be one of the most popular 
     and rugged dual ear boom headsets.

        The HTH features Combat Noise Suppression technology that pro-
         tects the operator’s hearing against damaging noises they’re expo-
         sed to during combat.  In addition to providing certified hearing 
           protection the HTH has adjustable and amplifiable electronic 
           hearing that allows operators to maintain 360° battlefield 
            awareness.  

            The Tier 1 version of the HTH also includes a ballistic and sub-
            mersible Noise Canceling boom microphone that can provide 
             compatibility on multiple communication platforms such as 2-
              way radios or vehicle/aircraft/watercraft ICS systems. 
             Depending on your requirement TEA offers a variety of 
            microphone options to choose from.

HEAR AND BE HEARD THE FIRST TIME...

2015© Television Equipment Associates, Inc., All rights reserved

Model/Version Part No.

HTH T1 IN MULTICAM SOR1312HBMC-U93

HTH T1 IN OD GREEN SOR1312HBGN-U93

HTH T1 IN BLACK SOR2495HBBK-U93

HTH T1 OD/10-PIN (SUB) SOR1312HBGN-MK

HTH T1 OD/LEMO (SUB) SOR1312HBGN-LE4

ADDITIONAL VERSIONS AVAILABLE



BRING US YOUR MISSION.  Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program
managers, and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an environment 
designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees can take advantage demonstrations, 
educational breakout sessions, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, procurement, and support 
solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA

REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM | 855.276.4242 

C4ISR | Combat Support  |  Medical  | OCIE, Personal Protective, & Tactical  |  Special Missions  |  Weapons & Optics

© 2015 ADS, Inc.  The ADS logo and Warrior Expo are registered trademarks of ADS, Inc.     A0265  03/15

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.
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Enhanced Two Way 
Headset Communications

3M™ Peltor™ Communications Headsets are a leading name in 
two-way headsets. Their comprehensive range of headsets and 
earmuffs can be used in a number of environments and meet most 
requirements for both communication and hearing protection. 
These Protective Communication Solutions combine state-of-
the-art electronics and hearing protection advancements. 3M™ 
Peltor™ headsets provide comfort during extended wear and have 
demonstrated field-proven, mission-critical reliability.

HEADSETS

3M™ Peltor™ is a leading resource for 
advanced hearing, communications 
headsets and other tactical safety. 
Each product is designed to perform 
under tough conditions and is subject to 
ongoing innovation. 
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DISTRIBUTED BY:

ComTac IV Kit
Headband Variant

ComTac ACH Kit
ARC Headband

ComTac ACH SOCOM Kit
Headband Variant

ComTac ACH Kit
Headband Variant

The 3M™ Peltor™ COMTAC ACH (Advanced 
Communications Headset) is designed to provide 
warfighters the options needed for successful field 
hearing protection and combat communications. The ear 
cup profile has been improved to provide better fit and 
increased comfort for a variety of tactical helmets used 
by military and law enforcement professionals, including 
the Advanced Combat Helmet (ACH). The tactical 
headset features external microphones for “talk-thru” 
capability so today’s warfighter can maintain situational 
awareness while wearing reliable hearing protection.

COMTAC ACH tactical headsets have been field-tested by 
the U.S. SOCOM and U.S. Army PEO Soldier.

Comtac ACH Single Comm Kits

COMTAC Headsets Feature:
 { Level-dependent surround sound for “talk-thru” function
 { External communications and stereo “talk-thru” are 

independent of each other
 { Ambidextrous noise-canceling boom microphone
 { Neckband variants available
 { Throat microphone option
 { Adjustable sizing to fit different users
 { ARC variant available

SINGLE COMM
KITS INCLUDE:
Single Downlead Headset
Gel Ear Seals
Headset Carry Bag
(1) Push-to-Talk Adapter

DUAL COMM 
KITS INCLUDE:
Dual Downlead Headset
Gel Ear Seals
Headset Carry Bag
(2) Push-to-Talk Adapter

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..
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SEE FIRST,  
THINK FIRST, 
ACT FIRST, IN  
THE BATTLESPACE.

Direct ownership and operation of small tactical UAS platforms provide boots 
on the ground real-time situational awareness with immediate access to 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) systems that dramatically 
decrease the time it takes to Task, Process, Exploit, and Disseminate (TPED) 
information so it can be acted upon more quickly.  

Small UAS are difficult for the enemy to detect or engage and effectively mitigate 
risk by performing active reconnaissance around the next corner and beyond the 
next terrain feature without putting ground forces into harm’s way. When con-
figured and deployed with the appropriate payload, they serve as an electronic 
and kinetic attack system working to identify and locate threats which can be 
destroyed directly or via handoff to other battlefield assets. 

Small UAS tie tactical commanders directly into the entire network of battlefield 
assets, including additional UAS piloted by others, Close Air Support platforms, 
adjacent units, and higher headquarters.  Additionally, ISR receivers combined 
with data link radios push the UAS feed into the link 16 tactical network contribut-
ing to the Common Operating Picture (COP) and allowing others to view and act on 
the data, whether they are in the battlespace, out at sea, or across the globe.

In the current constrained budget environment, maintaining readiness and enhanc-
ing capabilities while reducing costs can be extremely challenging at the unit level.  
From procurement, operator training, and flying hours, to repairs and mainte-
nance, the cost of ownership of small UAS is exponentially less when compared to 
manned airborne assets.  Upgrading small UAS capabilities is also relatively inex-
pensive and can often be accomplished at the unit level by replacing components 
procured through governmentwide acquisition contracts. 

Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are highly effective solutions that provide 
critical support for the small unit commanders allowing them to see first, think first, 
and act first in the battlespace. 

AIRFRAMES: Small UAS airframes include fixed and rotary 
wing of varying sizes. The most common and widely used small 
UAS solutions provider is AeroVironment. Their Raven, 
Puma AE, and Switchblade family of systems are currently 
in use by the U.S. Army and Marine Corps as well as Special 
Operations Forces.

PAYLOAD: The heart of any UAS, payloads provide small unit 
commanders with their own eyes, ears, and weapons system.  
Payloads can include:

 { EO/IR cameras for day/night video surveillance.  
 { Signal Intelligence (SIGINT) for communications  

monitoring and transmitter geolocation.
 { Communications relay systems extend UAS tether  

by linking airframes to increase range and ISR coverage.
 { Counter-IED and communications jamming.
 { ISR systems in conjunction with weaponized UAS to  

find, fix, and finish targets.
 { Kinetic energy and electronic attack weapons.

GROUND CONTROL STATIONS: The Ground Control 
Stations (GCS) systems utilized to pilot UAS provide real-time, 
instant control of the airframe for fluid situations. GCS systems 
can be manpackable, vehicle mounted, or in a fixed location 
such as a FOB or TOC.  They can also pre-program UAS for 
autonomous missions using GPS waypoint navigation for force 
protection or route reconnaissance missions.

RECEIVERS: ISR receivers are available that interface with 
UAS to provide a broad set of capabilities.  They range from 
body worn IP-based systems, small handheld video enabled 
systems such as the Harris RF-3590 Ruggedized Tablet and 
RF-7800T-HH SAVR, to data link radios that transmit through 
the link 16 tactical data exchange network. 

Co-Authored with Eric Graves
SoldierSystems.net
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Close Air Support
Higher overhead, an 
FA-18 pilot can see video 

feeds from both UAS on his 
displays and their locations via 
link 16. He deconflicts his flight 
path and stands by to provide 
close air support.

Larger UAS
Overhead, a USMC 
Shadow UAS is being 

piloted beyond visual range 
(BVR) from the  MEF ashore 
HQ.  Small Tactical Terminals 
push the Shadow’s video and 
Precise Position Location 
Information (PPLI) into link 16. 

Tactical UAS
The small UAS flies 
over the patrol providing 

real-time situational awareness, 
surveilling potential insurgents, 
and identifying threats for 
the small unit commander on 
the ground.

Small Unit Patrol
A small unit patrol pilots 
a small tactical UAS via 

Ground Control System. His 
video is fed directly to his com-
mander’s ISR video systems 
and simultaneously relayed 
back to their TOC via data link 
radio through the link 16 tacti-
cal network contributing to the 
Common Operating Picture.

4

CONNECTING THE 
BATTLESPACE 
With the proper 
configuration, small UAS 
serve a vital role as a 
primary battlefield asset 
for multiple units and 
higher headquarters as 
they work to find, fix, and 
finish threats. 

321



Puma AE (All Environment) is a fully waterproof, small, unmanned aircraft system (UAS) 
designed for land based and maritime operations. Capable of landing in salt water or on 
land the Puma AE empowers the operator with an operational flexibility never before avail-
able in the small UAS class. Puma AE carries both an electro-optical (EO) and infrared (IR) 
camera on a lightweight mechanically and digitally stabilized gimbaled payload, allowing 
the operator to keep “eyes on target.” The air vehicle’s modular design allows for alterna-
tive payload development to meet the needs of specific Military or Civilian applications. 
The UAS is operated by AeroVironment’s (AV) battle proven Ground Control System (GCS). 
AV’s common GCS provides Puma AE users compatibility with the Raven®, Wasp AE™ 
and Shrike platforms. Payload: gimbaled sensor, 360 degree continuous pan, +10 to –90 
degrees tilt, stabilized EO, IR camera, and IR Illuminator all in one module.

AeroVironment is the world’s leading supplier 
of hand-launched UAS for military and civilian 
applications. The Raven®, Puma AE™ and 
Wasp® UAS prove their value on the battlefield 
on a regular basis by providing their operators 
with critical information to help them make 
better decisions. These advanced tools are 
providing the same benefits closer to home. 
Whether helping protect the public, manage 
resources or promote science, AeroVironment’s 
family of small UAS allow the power to see and 
respond to challenges that lie ahead without 
putting human lives in harms way. 

UAS SYSTEMS

Cost advantages over manned 
aircraft may one day drive their 
widespread use for mission 
critical applications, where time 
is short and risk is high. 

PUMA AE 

Puma AE; 64540

PUMA AE

Small Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems Serve a Critical 
Role in Saving Lives

 ALL AeroVironment GCS:  
 Common ground control station  
 for use with AeroVironment’s  
 small UAS 
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Raven RQ-11B is a lightweight Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) designed for rapid 
deployment and high mobility for both military and commercial applications, requiring 
low-altitude intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR). Raven is the most prolific 
small UAS deployed with the U.S. Armed Forces. The vehicle can be operated manually 
or programmed for autonomous operation, utilizing the system’s advanced avionics and 
precise GPS navigation. AV’s common GCS provides Raven users compatibility with the 
Puma AE, Wasp AE and Shrike platforms. Payload: Dual forward and side-look EO camera 
nose, electronic pan-tilt-zoom with stabilization, forward and side-look IR camera nose 
(Gimbaled sensor optional).

Numb Raven®; 70211G

AeroVironment’s Wasp AE is the all-environment version of the battle proven Wasp III 
Micro Air Vehicle (MAV). With special design considerations for maritime and land opera-
tions, Wasp AE delivers exceptional features of superior imagery, increased endurance 
and ease of use that is inherent in all AeroVironment UAS solutions. Operating virtually 
undetected, Wasp AE’s mechanically stabilized EO/IR gimbaled payload transmits 
advanced imagery even in high winds for mission effectiveness. It also features hand 
launched capabilities, with a deep-stall landing in confined areas on land or water. This 
lightweight, unmanned aircraft system (UAS) is operated by AeroVironment’s battle 
proven Ground Control Station (GCS). This common GCS is also compatible with Raven®, 
Puma AE™, and Shrike VTOL™. Payload: Gimbaled sensor with pan and tilt stabilized high 
resolution EO & IR camera in a compact aerodynamic module.

Wasp AE; 67493

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Shrike VTOL is a man-packable, Vertical Take-Off and Land Micro Air Vehicle (VTOL Mav) 
system. It is a small, portable, reliable and rugged unmanned aerial platform designed 
for front-line day/night intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR). Shrike VTOL 
operates in hover-and-stare or perch-and-stare modes, transmitting real-time persistent 
ISR to small unit commanders through AeroVironment’s common ground control station 
(GCS) via a digital data link. High Resolution, Modular EO/IR Gimbal Perch Payload with EO 
Camera, Two fixed EO cameras, and Forward-Look and Down-Look.

Qube is a rugged and reliable small Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) targeting the needs 
of first responders. The packaged system fits easily in the trunk of a car, and can be 
assembled and ready for flight in less than five minutes to provide a rapidly deployable 
eye in the sky, transmitting live video directly to the operator at a fraction of the cost 
of manned aircraft.  The Qube system provides instant real-time airborne situational 
awareness to support a variety of high value missions including, search for suspects and 
missing persons, standoff or hostage situations, accident or crime-scene investigations 
and document, disaster and emergency response. Payload: Dual high resolution color and 
thermal cameras.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

15 km 210+ min 9.2 ft (280 cm) 37–83 km/h, 
20-45 knots

4.6 ft (140 cm) 13.5 lbs (6.1 kg)
AEROVIRONMENT INC 

 
Puma

PUMA

0.62 miles (1 km) 
with line-of-sight

40+ min (with payload)
9.2 ft (280 cm)

n/a n/a 4.6 ft (140 cm) 5.5 lbs (2.5 kgQUBE

RANGE ENDURANCE WING SPAN SPEED LENGTH WEIGHT

10 km 60-90 min 4.5 ft (140 cm) 32-81 km/h 17-44 knots 3.0 ft (90 cm) 4.2 lbs (1.9 kg)
AEROVIRONMENT INC 

 
Puma

RAVEN

5 km Line-of-sight 
with relay capability 

to extend range

40+ min n/a 55 km/h, 30 knots 3.0 ft (90 cm) 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)STRIKE 
VTOL

5 km 50 min 3.3 ft (102 cm) 37 km/h. 20 knots cruise 
45+ knots dash

2.5 ft (76 cm) 2.85 lbs (1.3 kg)
AEROVIRONMENT INC 

 
Puma

WASPAE
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OTHER C4ISR

Anixter is a leading global distributor of communications and security products, 
electrical and electronic wire and cable, fasteners and other small components. They 
help specify solutions and make informed decisions around technologies, applications 
and relevant standards. 

Anixter’s Supply Chain Solutions can help reduce costs in your business processes 
and make sure you get the right product, on time, the first time. By customizing our 
Supply Chain Solutions, Anixter and ADS provide customers with effective, scalable 
and repeatable solutions to eliminate costs, save time, mitigate risk and enhance 
productivity through the deployment process.

Anixter Protects and 
Connects Crucial 

People and Assets

Preconfigure Products 
For Efficiency

Kit Materials By Floor, 
Site or Wing To Easily 
Locate On Site

Consolidate Product 
Shipments to Save 
on Cost

7

1

5

2

6

3

4
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 Anixter’s full range of  
 minimally disruptive  
 deployment services  
 provide you a quick  
 and simple building  
 technology installation. 

They cover a wide range of technologies 
designed to increase productivity and 
safety, improving overall experiences within 
the Enterprise. 

1 Horizontal Building Space
 { Copper and fiber optic cable
 { Flexible cable runway
 { J-hooks
 { Indoor plenum inner duct
 { Cable ties
 { Wireless access points
 { Building wire
 { Ceiling- and wall-mount zone enclosures
 { In-building wireless (IBW)

 { Jacks, adapters and faceplates
 { Patch cords
 { Labeling
 { Surface raceway
 { Telephones
 { Headsets 
 { Voice and visual paging
 { UPS and power protection products 

2 Workstation

 { Copper and fiber optic backbone cable
 { Firestop
 { Building wire

3 Riser Building Space

 { Copper and fiber optic cable
 { Patch cords and patch panels
 { Racks, cabinets and shelving products 
 { Cable management
 { Grounding and bonding 
 { UPS and power protection
 { Cooling solutions 
 { Tools and test equipment 
 { Switches 
 { Power over Ethernet (PoE)
 { Media converters 
 { Transceivers

6 Telecom Closet

 { Electrical and electronic support and supply products 
(cable tray, cable ties, etc.)

 { Power cable
 { Instrumentation and control cable
 { Specialty industrial cable
 { Portable cord
 { Industrial networking products
 { Industrial control cable
 { Industrial communications cable  

(Ethernet, field bus, fiber)
 { Enclosures
 { Perimeter security
 { Power distribution and power protection
 { In-building wireless (IBW)

4 Remote Manufacturing Facility

ADS works with our customers to develop 
complete solutions meeting mission 
requirements using comprehensive programs to 
address your challenges and provide readiness 
at reduced cost. 

 You Have Challenges.  
 ADS Provides Solutions.  { Copper and fiber optic cable

 { Patch cords and patch panels
 { Intelligent infrastructure management
 { Predetermined copper and fiber solutions 
 { Racks, cabinets and shelving 
 { Cabinet locking systems
 { Cable management
 { Intelligent rack power strips
 { Grounding and bonding 
 { Precision cooling units, and much more.

7 Data Center
Anixter keeps you current on the latest data center products, 
applications, industry trends, standards and emerging 
technologies. Our experts draw on years of experience and 
training to identify and specify products and solutions for 
the most sophisticated data centers.

 { Video surveillance 
 { Access control 
 { Network and environmental monitoring 
 { Sound and paging systems 
 { Fire and intrusion products 
 { Low-voltage and fiber cabling 
 { Accessories
 { UPS and power protection
 { Architectural hardware

5 Security Systems
With advanced technical expertise and resources, Anixter 
keeps you up-to-date on the latest security products, 
applications, industry trends, standards and emerging 
technologies.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  
 MORE INFORMATION 
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Antenna Solutions 
for UHF SATCOM, 

Communications, 
Surveillance,  

and Jamming

HANDHELD 
SATCOM 
ANTENNA

Creating the world’s Best antennas for over 50 years. Antenna Research (ARA) designs 
and manufactures quality antenna solutions that save military and civilian lives.  
ARA provides MIL-STD-810 qualified antennas for UHF SATCOM, Communications, 
Surveillance, and Jamming applications.  Their antenna solutions cover all military 
and civilian frequency bands from 10 Hz to 80 GHz.  ARA’s customer and quality 
commitment is unmatched.  All ARA facilities maintain rigorous Quality Management 
Systems (QMS) based on ISO 9001:2008. 

ANTENNAS
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 { Folding pistol grip for easy deployment and stowing
 { Sturdy tripod. 
 { Magnet mount with built-in spike and cable included. 
 { Quick Reference Guide
 { Soft Case for lightweight on-the-move storage

 { Optional GorillaPod for versatile mounting available. 
 { Optional stackable extenders for additional +2 dBic of gain  

 { Color: Black, Tan, Green

The LPD-830-105 is an 800 to 3000 MHz, high-power, 
compact Log- Periodic antenna that is ideal for tactical and 
field communications applications. These extremely durable 
antennas have been tested and comply with MIL-STD-810 
environmental requirements. The matte black finish is suit-
able for use in environments found around the world and the 
standard antenna comes equipped with ¼-20 threaded hole 
for a tripod mounting. The LPD-830-105A model is provided 
with a detachable pistol grip for reduced storage volume. 
The detachable grip uses the ARA Connect interconnect.

Ultra Lightweight, Handheld  
800 – 3000 MHz Directional Antenna

This is a broadband conical monopole antenna that is ideal 
for tactical and field communications applications. The CMP-
727-M covers the 700 to 3000 MHz band and handles 85W 
of power. These are extremely durable antennas that can be 
deployed many times in harsh environments. The flat black 
finish is suitable for use in environments found around the 
world. The antenna is supplied with a magnetic mount and a 
12 foot length of low loss cable with a TNC male connector.

The CMP-727-NMO-2 antenna is equipped with a standard 
NMO mount interface, a high frequency NMO mount (ARA-
NMO-2) and 12 feet of low loss coaxial cable (CB-727).

Broadband 700 - 3000 MHz  
Communications Antenna UHF SATCOM Antenna - High Gain

The ARA-3240 and ARA-3240C are high-gain, portable UHF 
SATCOM antennas. The right-hand circular polarized (RHCP) 
yagi antennas are designed to operate from 240 – 318 MHz 
at 200 Watts CW with exceptionally high gain, low VSWR and 
rapid deployment. Both antennas comply with MIL-STD-810 
environmental standard for vibration, shock, temperature, 
loose cargo and immersion. The ARA-3240 is capable of 
operating in wind speeds up to 80 MPH and the ARA-3240C 
is capable of operating in wind speeds of 160 MPH. Both 
antennas come with a mounting tripod, two 12.5 foot RF 
cables and a rugged storage bag. The ARA-3240 comes 
equipped with 2 additional director sets.

Optional hard case storage available. Contact ADS for order-
ing information.

The ARA-243 is the smallest, sturdiest, and most lightweight, foldable Yagi antenna available for UHF SATCOM Operations. The 
antenna and all mounts are durable enough to be used in a harsh field environment and can be deployed by an operator several 
thousand times. The dull black anodized finish protects the antenna from the effects of weathering and does not produce a glare. 
The ARA-243 collapses into a small space making it the ideal size to fit into a briefcase, BDU pocket or attached to a rucksack in 
molle bag. A Pelican 1400 Waterproof Case is included with this kit. Additionally, an optional GorillaPod mini tripod is available 
with flexible joints and rubberized grips, enabling mounting to various surfaces.

The ARA-243-B is a kit that features four quick disconnect options for deployment in different operations.

HANDHELD SATCOM ANTENNA

Broadband, 800 - 3000 MHz Handheld Antenna; LPD-830-105

Broadband 700 - 3000 MHz Communications Antenna;
with NMO Mount;

CMP-727
CMP-727-NMO

UHF SATCOM Antenna, High Gain Compact, 11 dBic; ARA-3240C

UHF SATCOM Antenna Ultra-Lightweight; ARA-243-B
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1.0 Meter Ku-Band 3-Axis (Azimuth, Elevation & Skew) Auto 
Acquire SATCOM Terminal. AQYR’s TYPHOON Auto Acquire 
SATCOM Terminal delivers lightning fast acquisition in one 
rugged case. Leveraging the innovation and technology 
developed and deployed since 2007 with elite military Spe-
cial Operation Forces, the TYPHOON is the next-generation 
of rapidly deployable satellite communication terminals. 
TYPHOON is comprised of a lightweight carbon fiber reflec-
tor, patented auto positioner, and compact integrated RF 
components. The terminal is fully operable from the auto 
positioner or can be accessed through a remote GUI to man-
age network profiles and view real time updates. TYPHOON 
is designed to be modem and satellite service agnostic, but 
offers significant system-level integration with iDirect Evolu-
tion class modems.

Tactical SATCOM for 
Harshest Conditions 
Imaginable

AQYR designs and manufactures highly portable GBS 
and 2-way Ku and Ka-band auto-acquisition terminals 
deployed to provide increased access to Full Motion 
Video, Intelligence, Geospatial Information, Mapping, 
Weather and a variety of large files required for 
successful team or mission support. AQYR products 
have no ITAR restrictions and carry a Commodity 
Jurisdiction designation by the US Department of 
State. AQYR’s intuitive, patented, easy to use auto-
positioning  systems are born from a decade of 
experience as the Tactical SATCOM Systems Division 
of Windmill International, Inc. 

SATCOM SYSTEMS

 AQYR PROVIDES LANDD  
 TERMINAL TACTICALD  
 SATCOM SOLUTIONSD  

 USED BY MILITARY,D  
 DEFENSE, AND FOREIGND  

 GOVERNMENTS AROUNDD  
 THE WORLD.D 

TYPHOON

TYPHOON

TYPHOON; TYPHOON-1
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The AQYR KA-Portable Receive Terminal (PRT) is a highly 
portable Ka-Band receive terminal that revolutionizes the 
way in-the-field communicators operate. It brings opera-
tions center information to the teams or to the individu-
als, in austere locations or where they need it most. The 
ultra-lightweight, compact design delivers much needed 
capabilities to support full-spectrum operations. The system 
operates over military Ka-Band, or can be configured to 
operate over commercial Ka-band satellites, providing both 
low cost and wide bandwidth the world over. The rapid set 
up, short signal acquisition time, and simple user interface 
enables untrained communicators to get the information 
they need most, immediately.

Built combat tough, the portable receive terminal is modular 
and scalable making it adaptable for use into most any net-
work operations specific to any situation, as well as ongoing 
operations in far flung territories. The KA-PRT has been in 
use by U.S. DOD since 2007.

The 60cm dish is designed to augment the current flat 
panel when you need to increase your signal gain 100%, 
~3dB or better. This upgrade was requested by users 
to achieve more gain and improve performance during 
inclement weather or edge of beam mission AORs. The dish 
attaches in minutes with the quick release mechanism built 
into every existing Ka-Band system. All cables and their 
respective connections are the same as every existing sys-
tem and it all packs up into a small tactical bag (weighing ~ 
9 lbs). While the dish option is in use, the flat panel aperture 
will stow into the same tactical bag. The dish option uses 
the same auto acquisition methodology inherent in the 
KA-10 and KA-PRT.

The AQYR KA-10 was originally developed under the Air 
Force SBIR program and won a 2007 Defense Acquisition 
Challenge award sponsored by SPAWAR. The GBS portable 
receive suite revolutionizes the way warfighters operate. 
It brings command center information to the operational 
combat teams or to the individual warfighter where they 
need it most.

The ultra-lightweight, compact design delivers much 
needed capabilities to support full spectrum operations. The 
system operates over military-owned Ka-Band satellites, 
which provide both low cost (no satellite access fees) and 
incredibly wide bandwidth over Worldwide Global SATCOM 
(WGS) satellites. The rapid set up, short signal acquisition 
time, and simple user interface enables warfighters to 
deliver precision strikes to the enemy while negotiating 
dangerous non-linear battlefields.

KA-PRTKA-BAND 60cm Dish Accessory Kit

The tactical advantage of the KA-10 Suitcase Portable 
Receive Suite (SPRS) and the KA-PRT is its impressive 
situational awareness capabilities, packed in a portable 
and very low-profile package.  When extended operations 
or remote locales call for even more in-field flexibility and 
uptime, the Solar Panel Power Accessory Kit delivers on 
demand portable, powerful, and rechargeable energy for 
continued operation. Operators are able to maintain acute 
situational awareness, and are assured of uninterruptible 
data whenever and wherever they need it.

Solar Panel Power Accessory Kit

KA-10

Dish Accessory Kit; KA-DISH-1

KA-PRT; KA-PRT-1

KA-10; KA-10-1

SOLAR Panel Accessory Kit; KA-SOLAR-1
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The World’s Leading Supplier 
of Military Amplifier Systems 
and Accessories.

AR Modular RF provides booster amplifiers and 
embeddable modules for tactical military radios 
covering the HF, VHF, UHF and L bands (2 MHz– 2 
GHz frequency range).  AR Modular RF systems cover 
legacy and all emerging networking waveforms such 
as WNW, ANW2 and SRW.  Solutions are available 
from 20-200 Watts and in addition to Tactical 
Communications, AR Modular RF systems are ideal 
for CW, pulse, over-the-horizon, foliage penetration, 
Doppler and Phased Array radar applications.  

AR has been designing and manufacturing RF 
amplifiers for over 40 years. The company has a well-
earned reputation for outstanding quality products as 
well as with exceptional service, support, and one of 
the strongest warranties in the industry.

New AR-20 Tactical Booster Amplifier
It’s critical that troops in the field are able to maintain constant, clear, dependable communication. 
But they also need the ability to move quickly and easily. AR Modular RF’s new AR-20 Tactical Booster 
Amplifier provides rugged dependability in a lighter package with a lower profile. This 20-watt, 30 –512 
MHz unit is simple to use; and it boosts radio signals and extends communication even in the most 
extreme, demanding conditions. Supports legacy and all emerging networking waveforms such as WNW, 
IW, ANW2 and SRW. It features internal LNA, co-site filtering, and all necessary cables, antenna and 
mounting pouches are included with the amplifier. The AR-20B version eliminates the LNA for simplicity 
of use to the end user. Available with or without LNA.

RADIOS & ACCESSORIES

Tactical Booster Amplifiers, 20 Watts, 30-512 MHz; AR-20
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The AR-50 is a JITC-certified booster amplifier for military transceivers. It’s lightweight 
and portable, with automatic tuning that makes it easy to use. And it provides the most 
extensive radio platforms & waveform support available: SINCGARS, HAVEQUICK, 
DAMA, WNW, IW, ANW2 and SRW. This battle-tested, 50-watt RF amplifier covers the 
30 – 512 MHz frequency band supporting the Harris AN/PRC-117F, Harris AN/PRC-
117G, Harris AN/PRC-152A, Thales MBITR AN/ PRC-148, Raytheon AN/PSC-5D, Rock-
well Collins AN/ARC-210 tactical radios plus others. With protection against antenna 
mismatch, over-temperature and accidental polarity reversal, the AR-50 has proven to 
be extremely durable and exceptionally dependable in the toughest battle conditions.

AR-20KT
The AR-20KT is the lightest, most compact 20-watt booster 
amplifier kit for military transceivers. The entire kit weighs 
approximately 2.5 lbs. But it’s a real heavyweight when it 
comes to performance, durability, and ease of use. It covers 
the 30–512 MHz frequency and supports legacy and all 
emerging networking waveforms such as WNW, IW, ANW2 
and SRW.  It is compatible with all 5-watt tactical radios such 
as Harris AN/PRC-152, Thales MBITR, AN/PRC-148 plus 
others. The KMW1031 can be powered by a single battery or 
a 12 or 24 volt vehicle system. The portable, waterproof kit 
includes everything needed to boost radio signals: amplifier, 
antenna, RF cables, battery cable and tactical vest pouches 
for both the amp and antenna.

AR-75
The AR-75 is a battle-tested booster amplifier that expands 
the range of tactical radios with clean, clear signals even 
in extreme conditions. This tough, dependable, compact 
75-watt amplifier is designed as a vehicle or airborne 
mounted applications. It covers the 30 – 512 MHz frequency 
range, and Supports legacy and all emerging networking 
waveforms such as WNW, IW, ANW2 and SRW. Features 
include fast automatic switching, separate antenna ports for 
line-of-sight and satellite communications, and Switchable 
LNA and co-site filters.

AR-20R
The AR-20R also known as the “Rifleman Amp” covers the 
frequency range of 225 MHz – 1.9 GHz and supports the 
latest networking waveforms such as WNW, ANW2 and 
SRW. It is compatible with tactical radios such as Thales AN/
PRC-154, Harris RF-330E-TR and Raytheon AN/PRC-154A. 
This amplifier is lightweight, waterproof and highly reliable. 
Low input for the full rated output of 20 Watts. Also includes 
low noise amplifier and filters to help keep local high power 
transmissions out of the receiver channel.

AR-55L
This powerful booster amp is designed for use with the latest 
networking formats. The AR-55L is a 50 Watt “L-Band” 
amplifier which covers the frequency range of 1.2 GHz– 1.9 
GHz and supports the latest networking waveforms such as 
WNW, ANW2 and SRW. Designed to work with radios such as 
the Harris AN/PRC-117G that have a wideband networking 
antenna port. Also includes a low noise amplifier and filters 
to help keep local high power transmissions out of the 
receiver channel.

AR-50

Tactical Booster Amplifiers, 50 Watts PEP, 1.2 to 1,9 GHz; AR-55L
75 Watt Booster Amplifier; AR-75

Rifleman Booster Amplifier, 20 Watts PEP UHF and L-Band; AR-20R

Tactical Booster Amplifiers, 20 Watts, 30-512 MHz Manpack Kit; AR-20KT
Tactical Booster Amplifiers, 50 Watts, 30-512 MHz; AR-50
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ADS, Inc. Lynnwood Plaza • 621 Lynnhaven Parkway, Ste 400
Virginia, Beach. VA 23452 

Toll Free: 866-845-3012  • Phone: 757-481-7758

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

ATLANTIC SIGNAL, NORTH AMERICA’S LARGEST CUSTOM TACTICAL HEADSET 
AND ACCESSORY MANUFACTURER, HAS CHOSEN TO PACKAGE THE 3MTM/PELTORTM 
COMTAC III ACH HEADSET WITH A SUITE OF PUSH-TO-TALKS IN ORDER TO PROVIDE 
TODAY’S WARFIGHTER THE OPTIONS FLEXIBILITY OF ACCESS TO A SUITE THAT 
CAN BE CUSTOM TAILORED TO HIS/HER SPECIFIC OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

THE COMTAC III ACH HEADSET IS THE THIRD AND NEWEST VERSION OF TACTICAL 
HEADSET FROM 3M/PELTOR AND IS FIELDED BY U.S. ARMY PEO SOLDIER AND U.S. SOCOM
FEATURES INCLUDE LEVEL-DEPENDENT SURROUND SOUND FOR “TALK-THRU” FUNCTION, 
EXTERNAL COMMS AND STEREO “TALK THRU” ARE INDEPENDENT OF EACH OTHER, NEW 

RUGGEDIZED AMBI-DEXTROUS PLUG AND PLAY NOISE CANCELING MICROPHONE
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE OPTIONAL GEL EARCUP CUSHIONS, INCREASED RF 
IMMUNITY FOR HIGH EMI ENVIRONMENTS, SALT WATER RESISTANCE, RX/TX FAIL SAFE 
AND ADJUSTABLE HEADFRAME TO FIT DIFFERENT USERS. BUY AMERICAN, TAA AND 

BERRY COMPLIANT

WarfighterFlyer_Dual&Single-CS6.indd   2 2/27/14   1:36 PM



Atlantic Signal has recently 
introduced the ‘UP-H’ line of 
ballistic helmets, designed to 
integrate with their various 
comms systems.

HEADSETS

Mounted / Dismounted Comms Suite
Atlantic Signal was approached in 2012 by a U.S. Military 
Stryker Brigade and asked to consider developing a 
comms kit that allowed the operator to utilize a body worn 
push to talk assembly and headset both in and out of the 
vehicle. Furthermore, the comms system had to allow for 
accessibility to the vehicle’s ICS system - providing hot mic 
capabilities. Incorporating one of three versions of COMTAC 
III ACH headset (over the head, behind the head and rail 
mounted), Atlantic Signal developed a small push to talk 
system featuring dual comm capabilities with two radios 
as well as an ICS interface. Radio comms are maintained 
on one radio while ICS communications are monitored via 
the second radio connector with ICS adapter cable.  The 
operator is able transition from a mounted vehicle operation 
to a dismounted ground operation without having to change 
out a vehicle comms set-up to a ground operations comms 
set up - greatly reducing time, increasing convenience and 
lowering overall cost.

WARRIOR PTT
Developed and designed to allow plug-and-play capabilities 
for operators. Available in both a single and dual comm 
model, the WARRIOR PTT features a suite of plug-and-play 
cables that can be purchased individually based upon mis-
sion requirements. The WARRIOR PTT can be manufactured 
to allow an operator to maintain comms simultaneously on 
two radios, while also communicating on an ICS system or 
smartphone. The cable assemblies feature a 90 degree con-
nection to the PTT assembly - reducing the overall footprint 
of the box when kitted out with cables. The 90 degree con-
nectors are also keyed at a 45 degree angle inward, keeping 
them tight against the vest, and allowing an operator to 
more easily manage cables.

Amphibious Assault 20 Meter Submersible 
Tactical Headset
The world’s original 20 meter submersible bone conduction 
tactical headset. The MH180V-AA amphibious assault 
headset is Atlantic Signal’s most popular model. It features 
no speaker hardware in, on or over the ear(s); rather, radio 
comms are received thru the temporal bones of the face - 
leaving both ears unobstructed providing critical situational 
and directional awareness. The headset’s design provides 
the operator the ability to add some form of in the ear 
hearing pro if desired. The MH180V-AA features a vertical 
stainless steel headframe and adjustable front / back head 
strap. The push-to-talk housing is ergonomically designed to 
allow for ease of location by feel rather than sight.

Warrior Push-To-Talk; 200050
Amphibious Assault 20M  Headsets AAH.VLG.99+

Mounted / Dismounted Comms Kit; LRA3007
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Ruggedized Tactical, Urban, and Maritime 
Communications Systems and Accessories

Atlantic Signal specializes in ruggedized tactical urban and maritime 
communication headsets and earpieces, push to talks, custom cable and 
connector assemblies, antennas, armored vehicle and boat communications and 
tactical smart phone interfaces among their over 20+ corporate divisions. They 
proudly serves the Police, SWAT and traditional military markets as well as U.S. 
Military Special Operations and its NATO counterparts. 

DOMINATOR II Comms Suite
The DOMINATOR II upper headset frame features dual forms 
of receive audio:

1. Bone conductors on each side of the face that pick up 
radio communications and pass them through the facial 
bones directly in front of each ear and carry them to the 
inner ear.

2. In-the-ear earpieces that feature miniature speakers that 
direct radio communications specifically to each inner 
ear canal.

The two forms of radio RX can be utilized in tandem, or the 
electronic earpieces can be removed and stored magneti-
cally onto each headset side-piece housing. This allows the 
operator to maintain radio comms via the bone conductors 
positioned on each side of the face. Radio TX is carried out 
via waterproof/noise canceling boom microphone on an 
articulated boom arm. There is no in-the-ear microphone to 
transmit voice comms.

DOMINATOR II Comms Suite; DOM.VMD.14+

ARC Rail Mount Helmet to Head Transition Kit 
for Peltor ACH COMTAC III Headsets

The ARC Rail Mount Helmet to Head Transition Kit consists 
of a ruggedized nylon webbing ‘frame’ surrounding and cov-
ering a stainless steel head band. At the end of each covered 
frame is a polyurethane buckle and strap system designed to 
surround each of the circular accessory rail connectors. The 
headset cable is captured under the padded leather cover 
that protects the wearer’s head. The operator simply slides 
the ARC headset off the rails and transitions to the over the 
head kit is less than one minute.

3 Way Adjustable Strapping System: At the request of a U.S. 
Military client, Atlantic Signal set out to develop  a strap 
for horizontal framed Peltor COMTAC III headsets that was 
adjustable for multiple head sizes; both front to back and 
side to side. The result is a patent pending 3-way adjustable 
strap that allows operators to easily experience the benefits 
of the ACH headset with no strap or frame issues. 

COMTAC III ACH ARC Helmet to Head Transition Kit; XRY.ST7
COMTAC III ACH Horizontal 3-Way Adjust Strap Assembly; XRY.ST6

GLADIATOR “V” and “H” Model
The GLADIATOR ‘V’ and ‘H’ models are a hybrid of MH180 
horizontal and vertical framed headsets. The integration of 
U.S. Military approved 4th generation Combat Arms Earplugs 
allows the operator to engage and disengage hearing pro at 
will, while having no impact whatsoever on his/her ability 
to RX and TX. This provides the operator situational and 
directional awareness in open mode yet protects against 
dangerous peak noise levels with a filter element that reacts 
instantaneously to harmful environmental sounds providing 
increased protection. When properly worn, the earplugs 
provide up to 23 NRR.

The GLADIATOR headset allows the operator to receive radio 
communications through his/her facial bones, leaving both 
ears free to maintain 360 degrees of situational and direc-
tional awareness. Custom cable lengths are available along 
with nearly 20 push-to-talk assemblies, remote switches, 
remote volume controls and other options to choose from 
- allowing the individual operator, team, squad, brigade, 
battalion or regiment to customize their comms system.

GLADIATOR “V” Headset with Hearing Pro; GLD.VLD.47
GLADIATOR “H” Headset with Hearing Pro GLD.HLD.47

Helmet to Head 
Transition Kit for 
Peltor ACH COMTAC III 
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Booz Allen’s TDR provides users with the ability to power up to four devices from a single 
power source.  This is especially beneficial for battery operated systems in which power 
must be conserved, especially for unattended operation.  Power to any of the four devices 
may be scheduled with 1 minute resolution, and remotely over-ridden with a key fob. A GPS 
option provides periodic time corrections to the internal Time of Day Clock (TODC).  If GPS 
is jammed the unit will continue to operate using the TODC. If power is removed the TODC 
continues to operate from the internal Li-ion battery, and the scheduler keeps track of the 
pre-programmed schedule.

ISR SYSTEMS

Sensor Net Basic Kit
Booz Allen’s Sensor Net is a sensor agnostic, long-range, low-power, wireless network 
designed to support persistent intelligence surveillance missions. Its radio communica-
tions module is optimized for high performance at low power and uses highly configurable 
waveforms and custom communications networking algorithms to enable robust wireless data 
transfer over distances up to 20 miles. For greater distances or in geographically challenging 
locations, the network’s communication footprint can be extended through the deployment of 
repeater nodes, enabling communication on networks such as GSM, Iridium, Globalstar, Ether-
net, and Wi-Fi.   The system provides support of the XVisor Tagging system (Over-The-Horizon 
TTL System).  Sensor Net supports a wide variety of sensor modalities, including infrared/opti-
cal, acoustic, EM, meteorological, atmospheric, and chemical sensors.

TDR

Sensor Net Kit KSEN-SNSN-1100A

TDR Kit; KACC-0TDR-1100A

Booz Allen innovative solutions 
help organizations achieve success 
today and address future needs 
by applying functional expertise 
spanning consulting, analytics, mission 
operations, technology, systems 
development, cyber security, design, 
development, and engineering.

TDR
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µSDVR
The µSDVR, is a standard definition (SD) recorder with two 
channels of audio, which was developed specifically for 
mobile-based surveillance. A docking station provides addi-
tional battery capacity that allows extended record times 
without access to external power. An external trigger is also 
ideal for mobile surveillance operations. It supports industry 
standards and customer-supplied NTSC/PAL cameras with 
larger, standard connectors.

 { Built-in Lithium-polymer battery for portable recording 
 { Access to up to 64GB SD memory and USB connector 
 { Adapter cable for standard A/V connectors 
 { Camera or NTSC video input video output for a monitor 
 { Sources 12 VDC power for external camera (camera 

must be externally powered when µSDVR operates from 
its internal battery) 

 { On-board web-based configuration utility that allows 
graphical configuration of the µSDVR without a separate 
software installation

mDVR
The mDVR is an SD recorder that’s an ideal option for 
general-purpose surveillance. With features that range from 
Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking and two channels 
of audio to mature recording features and an external 
trigger, the mDVR features advanced configurational to 
support specific user requirements. The device includes 
an on-board, web-based configuration utility that allows 
users to graphically configure the device without a separate 
software installation. 

 { Removable internal microSD card for hours of recorded 
NTSC video 

 { H.264 video recorded to industry standard formats 
(MKV, ASF, FLV, M4V, and TS) 

 { Two “stub” moisture-resistant microphones for smallest 
package size 

 { Quick-swap secure-latching Harwin-style connectors for 
easy exchange of the included microphones 

 { USB peripheral port that allows use of Wi-Fi, 4G, wired 
Ethernet, and GSM network connectivity 

 { Region-of-Interest motion detection

µHDVR
Booz Allen’s µHDVR is an easy-to-use, low-power, 
lightweight, high definition (HD) DVR with a built-in CMOS 
imager and lens.  With its small size, easy external power 
support, and external trigger, the µHDVR is ideal for covert 
surveillance missions that require placing a device in a 
hidden or embedded location. The µHDVR includes an 
integrated HD camera and two internal microphones. The 
HD recording options (HD 1080p 30fps and 720p 60fps) 
provide users high quality video without sacrificing size and 
weight. The µHDVR has the smallest form factor (1.1 x 1.1 x 
1.0 in with enclosure) of any device within the DVR family.

PC Attached Option: 
 { Connects to PC via USB cable 
 { Uses PC to control configuration and recording 
 { Allows direct view of recorded video on PC

SDVR/VCOM Combination Kit
Booz Allen’s SDVR/VCOM Combiner provides an easy-to-use 4-to-1 video combiner with a simple DVR.

 { Four industry-standard BNC connectors for NTSC SD inputs and two BNC connector combined video outputs
 { Quad combined video signal output format
 { Picture-in-picture (PIP) combined video signal output
 { Fully configurable region-of-interest (ROI) motion detection on individual (or all) input video signals 
 { Trigger output signal for enabling other devices based on detected video motion
 { Web-based configuration utility when used in conjunction with DVR platform 
 { H.264 video recorded to multiple industry standard formats (MKV, ASF, FLV, M4V and TS)
 { Optional external switch or RF remote for starting and stopping the recording

SDVR/VCOM Combination Kit; KVID-COMB-1100A

µHDVR Kit; KVID-UHDV-1100A

µSDVR Kit; KVID-USDV-1100A

mDVR Kit; KVID-MDVR-1100A

Products and 
Services for Mission 
Success Today and 
the Future

Booz Allen Hamilton has been at the 
forefront of strategy and technology 
consulting for more than a century. 
Today, the firm provides services 
primarily to the U.S. Government 
in defense, intelligence, and civil 
markets. Booz Allen delivers 
innovative problem-solving products 
targeted at intelligence gathering and 
law enforcement missions. 
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POWER SUPPLIES

1.75 kWh “6-PACK” 
Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) Portable System
Comprised of six (6) BB-2590/U batteries packed into a rugged, watertight container 
capable of acting as an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), or standalone battery 
unit. Output can range from 1.2 kWh to 1.75 kWh with the ability to increase as higher 
capacity BB-2590/U batteries are available. Depending on the power consumption, 
the 6-PACK is capable of providing continuous power when connected to a renewable 
energy source. The Bren-Tronics 6-PACK provides versatility needed by the warfighter 
to power their mission with one piece of equipment.

 { Dimensions (LxWxH): 13 in (325 mm) x 10.8 in (274 mm) x 11.3 in (287 mm)
 { Weight: 21 lb (9.5 kg) without batteries or 39 lbs (18 kg) with batteries
 { BB-2590/U batteries are sold separately.

Reliable, Trusted Battery Power 
and Charging Systems Solutions

Bren-Tronics has been DoD’s only trusted supplier of rechargeable 
batteries for over a decade. Their secondary batteries adapt 
instantly to changing load conditions, report their charge states via 
onboard displays, and include innovative safety and power saving 
circuits. Their proven 750+ charge/discharge cycle capability 
provides power where you need it, when you need it. 

Battery charging systems form the backend of a complete 
package with Bren-Tronics rechargeable batteries. Ruggedized 
cases along with proprietary circuitry that delivers perfectly 
tuned output according to each battery’s requirements keep 
you on the move, whether it’s on the ground, in the air, or in the 
water. These chargers deliver solutions for AC to DC conversion, 
power from solar panels and fuel cells and wind, as well vehicle-
mounted applications or in backpacks. Standard features include 
ultrasonically welded high-impact plastic cases for maximum 
durability, easy to follow instructions, and convenient, sealed 
storage for batteries that are not in use.

“6-PACK” Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) Portable; System BTE-70791A-T1B
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2 Bay FLEX (Foldable, Lightweight, Expeditionary) Charger® Kit
Provides power to AN/PRC-152 or AN/PRC-148, Conformal (or other similar device with a Glenair connection) and BB-2590/U 
batteries. Will charge two (2) sets of two (2) batteries in 4.5-6 hours depending on the input power. It can be powered from 20V-
30V DC, 115W (max), or a solar panel. Incorporates advanced features such as Maximum Power Point tracking (MPPT) which 
allows the batteries to be charged more efficiently by constantly adjusting to utilize the maximum power available from a solar 
panel. Equipped with a 10W USB charging port, a trailer hitch connector, and blackout button for stealth operation.  Kit includes 
interfaces for AC/DC power, Nato Slave adapter, xx90 Scavenger cable, 8 ft extension cord, instructions and MOLLE bag.

 { Charger Dimensions (LxWxH): Folded, 5.0 in (127 mm) x 5.6 in (143 mm) x 3.0 in (76 mm) Unfolded, 13.5 in (343 mm) x 5.6 
in (143 mm) x 1.8 in (44 mm)

 { Weight: 1.19 lb (0.54 kg)  Kit Weight: (all parts) 10 lb

Enhanced Operation Power System (EOPS)
Solar Charging Kit:  Enhanced Operation Power System 
(EOPS) is a replacement for the OP-177 Solar kit.  State 
of the art, portable power system capable of recharging a 
variety of Military batteries and/or acting as a continuous 
power source. For users that require a lightweight and highly 
portable charging tools in one kit.

 { Dimensions (LxWxH):  
12.0 in (305 mm) x 12.0 in (305 mm) x 5.0 in (127 mm)

 { Weight: 9.7 lb (4.40 kg)

USB Dual Port Charger for X90 Batteries
Output of 5V.  Includes two (2) 1A USB ports and provides 
a simple solution for users to charge USB portable devices 
from any X90 configuration battery such as the BB-2590/U, 
BB-390B/U, BA-5590, or BA-5590/5390.

 { Dimensions (LxWxH): 2.4 in (61 mm) x 1.7 in (43 mm) x 
1.5 in (38 mm)

 { Weight: 0.09 lb (0.04 kg)

BB-2590/U, 28.8V, 7.5Ah  
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery
The only BB-2590/U qualified for Military use since 2004. 
Includes SMBus v1.1 and SBData v1.1. plus an absolute 
state of charge indicator that comes in two (2) separate five 
(5) segment LCD’s with constant display. Typically used in 
SINCGARS & ATCS, Falcon radios, robots, and surveillance/
sensors. Recommended charging platforms include Bren-
Tronics SPC, SPC Lite, VMC, VMC Lite, and Solar Charge 
Controllers, as well as Single-Station Chargers.

 { Dimensions (LxWxH):  
4.4 in (112 mm) x 2.4 in (61 mm) x 5.0 in (127 mm)

 { Weight: 3.1 lb (1.4 kg)
 { Built to the same spec (MIL-PRF-32052/1) as the 

BT-70791A

AN/PRC-148; 10.8V, 6.4Ah  
Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery
Communicates using a single wire DQ interface. Typically 
used in the WAVE System and AN/PRC-148 variants. Com-
parable to BT-70716BE (ALI-130). Recommended charging 
platforms include Bren-Tronics SPC, SPC Lite, VMC, VMC 
Lite, Solar Charger Controllers, and single-station chargers.

 { Dimensions (LxWxH):  
2.8 in (71 mm) x 1.6 in (41 mm) x 0.75 in (86 mm)

 { Weight: 0.75 lb (0.34 kg)
 { Connector has flat contact (bottom), 
 { Fly Wheel Connection (top)

USB Dual Port Charger for X90 Batteries; BTE-70791A-T1B

BB-2590/U, 28.8V, 7.5Ah Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery; BT-70791CK

10.8V, 6.4Ah Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery; BT-70716BG

2 Bay FLEX Charger® Kit; BTK-70911-7 Enhanced Operation Power System (EOPS); BTK-70663-2
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 WHEN YOU CAN’T  
 GET CLOSE ENOUGH 

Featuring advanced image stabilization to handle most any shooting 
situation and Full HD CMOS sensors developed from digital SLR camera 
technology, Canon devices enable users of all levels to achieve high-quality 
high-definition video approaching that of professionals. A culmination of 
the highest-level optical technologies and precision engineering, Canon’s 
EOS system comprises EOS-series interchangeable-lens digital cameras, 
featuring high-performance CMOS sensors and advanced image processors.

At home and around 
the globe, Canon digital 

video camcorders 
and cameras play an 

important role in a wide 
variety of Missions.

ISR SYSTEMS
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Delivering outstanding low-light performance and image 
quality, the Canon XA20 HD camcorder is equipped with 
a new high-sensitivity 2.91-megapixel 1/2.84-inch HD 
CMOS image sensor and the new Canon DIGIC DV 4 image 
processor. The XA20 professional camcorder is designed 
to provide a compact, portable, and wireless system for 
content acquisition and uploading.

The XA20 features a Genuine Canon 20x HD Zoom Lens that 
provides a highly versatile zoom range with 35mm equiva-
lent of 26.8mm–576mm, and a minimum object distance 
of just 23.6 inches (60cm). The impressive image quality 
is enhanced by a new 8-Blade Circular Aperture design, 
which avoids the “starburst” effect of point light sources 
in non-circular aperture designs. An endless-type focus 
and zoom control includes user-programmable direction 
and sensitivity modes. Zoom speed can be set to variable, 
constant (with 16 levels), Fast, Normal or Slow.

XA20 HD Camcorder

The 10x42 L IS WP is the first waterproof binocular to 
incorporate Canon’s exclusive Image Stabilizer technology 
for steady, shake-free viewing. The high quality L series 
optics, featuring 2 Ultra-low Dispersion (UD) lens elements 
(on each side), deliver excellent correction for chromatic 
aberration. With a large lens diameter and a 4.2mm exit 
pupil diameter, this binocular provides an exceptionally 
bright view, even in low-light conditions. The 10x42 L 
IS WP binocular offers both the desired brightness and 
excellent waterproof capabilities, making it ideal for a host 
of activities including marine use, stargazing and wildlife 
observation - just to name a few.

IS Binoculars
 { Focal Length & Maximum Aperture: 24-70mm, 1:2.8
 { Lens Construction: 18 elements in 13 groups
 { Diagonal Angle of View: 84° - 34°
 { Focus Adjustment: Inner-focusing with USM
 { Closest Focusing Distance: 0.38m/1.25 ft.
 { Zoom System: Rotating Type
 { Filter Size: 82mm
 { Max. Diameter x Length, Weight: 3.5 x 4.4 in., 28.4 oz. / 

88.5 x 113mm, 805g

EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM
 { Focal Length & Maximum Aperture: 24-105mm f/4
 { Lens Construction: 18 elements in 13 groups
 { Diagonal Angle of View: 84° - 23° 20’ (with full-frame 

camera)
 { Focus Adjustment: Inner focusing system with focusing 

cam
 { Closest Focusing Distance: 1.48 ft./0.45m
 { Zoom System: 5-group helical zoom (front group moves: 

32.5mm)
 { Filter Size: 77mm
 { Max. Diameter x Length, Weight: 3.3 in. x 4.2 in., 23.6 oz. 

/ 83.5mm x 107mm, 670g (lens only)

EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM

Digital AF/AE single-lens reflex camera with built-in flash.

 { Dual Pixel CMOS AF. This game-changing technology 
allows the EOS 70D to capture video in Live View with 
smooth and precise auto focus similar to that of a 
camcorder, complete with the superb image quality that 
is a hallmark of EOS cameras. Additionally, Dual Pixel 
CMOS AF provides fast and accurate auto focus during 
Live View still image capture.

 { Built-in wireless technology allows you to wirelessly 
transfer images.

 { High speed continuous shooting up to 7.0 fps allows you 
to capture quick action.

 { EOS Full HD Movie mode with Movie Servo AF for 
improved continuous focus tracking of moving subjects.

 { Vari-angle Touch Screen 3.0-inch Clear View LCD monitor 
II with smudge-resistant coating.

EOS 70D DSLR Camera
 { Focal Length & Maximum Aperture: 400mm 1:2.8
 { Lens Construction: 16 elements in 12 groups (Including 

drop-in rear filter, Fluorite: G2 and G4, UD Lens: None)
 { Diagonal Angle of View: 6° 10’
 { Focus Adjustment: Inner focusing system,  

with focusing cam
 { Closest Focusing Distance: 2.7m / 8.86 ft.
 { Filter Size: 52mm Drop-In
 { Max. Diameter x Length, Weight: 6.4 x 13.5 in, 135.8 oz. 

/ 163.0 x 343.0mm, 3850g

EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM

EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II USM;  5175B002

EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM; 0344B002 10x42 L IS WP Binoculars 0155B002

XA20 HD Camcorder; 8453B002
EOS 70D DSLR Camera; 8469B002

Lens - EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM  4412B002
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Combining the Right Tools with the Right 
Technology and the Right Training, Equals 
Mission Success.

Coastal Defense is  a Service Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) 
employing highly trained Special Operations veterans and providing comprehensive 
training solutions for public and private agencies.  Coastal Defense instructors have 
an average of 15 years of real world operational experience in their respective areas of 
expertise on the battlefield and in the global war on terror.  Coastal’s training solutions 
combine the right approach, the right tools,  and the right technology to mitigate risk 
and increase mission success.

The MVR-VI is a hand-held digital & analog unit that 
receives real-time, full-motion video. Designed to work 
over the L, S and C bands, it provides situational awareness 
to ground troops from the aircraft, UAV, or ground based 
video sources. The unit is compatible with a standard-issue 
eyepiece and can be interfaced to a portable computer for 
video capture, manipulation, retransmitting and Storage. 
It is modular in design, is upgradeable for unit specific 
requirements (to include digital encoding), and works with 
all legacy video transmission systems. Digital link encryption 
for all bands is available.

The MVR VI is currently deployed and in use in both theaters 
of operations with outstanding reports coming from the 
troops in the field. The MVR VI is the light weight video 
reception system of choice for ground teams. With no 
specialized training required, the system is fully operational 
and receiving video from a transmitting source in less than 
five minutes from power on. The MVR VI system has been 
integrated into the MR-1, Black Diamond Computer and the 
Panasonic Toughbook. 

Multi-Band Video Receiver (MVR-VI)

Manned ISR Training
Coastal Defense Inc. provides manned fixed-wing aircraft to 
replicate a multitude of manned and unmanned ISR and non-
traditional ISR platforms. Our military experienced aircrews 
are able to simultaneously replicate multiple assets during 
complex ISR and CAS scenarios. 

Dry Contract Air Support
Coastal Defense Inc. provides tactically relevant Dry 
CAS platforms to allow for JTAC training, evaluation, and 
certification. Our CAS experienced aircrews and platforms 
are perfect for JTAC proficiency training, complex scenario 
development, and TTP development.

Live Contract Air Support
Coastal Defense Inc. provides tactically relevant CAS 
platforms to allow live ordnance delivery. Our Advanced CAS 
platforms are perfect for live munitions training. Capabilities 
include: EO/IR/SWIR sensors; IR pointer and illumination, 
day and night operations; video downlinking; secure com-
munications; up to 3-hour time on station; up to 12 BDU-33s 
per sortie; 250 or 300 knot aircraft available; individual 
customer requirements as necessary. All Coastal Defense 
Inc. aircraft are available for stand-alone training or 
integration into any level of training exercise. Dedicated to 
the customer’s needs we can work out of any pre-deter-
mined location. 

Commercial Air Services

Unmanned Ground Target System
Coastal Defense provides realistic high speed ground target 
training. CDI offers a complete package including test, evalu-
ation, custom builds, SME and operations. We are able to 
integrate our systems into your vehicle or provide a turn-key 
solution. CDI’s innovative unmanned solutions stems directly 
from the needs of the troops in theater.

Unmanned Towed Systems
 Coastal Defense can provide a secondary target option 
that will increase your target footprint. A single or twin axel, 
metal framed, dimensions built to customer specifications 
and easily towed behind our primary unmanned system. Our 
custom built trailers will operate over all types of terrain and 
road conditions.

Unmanned Ground Target Range/Ground Support
Coastal Defense will assign a 3-4 man team to provide all 
required support during operations. Including but not limited 
to: range coordination, maintenance, remote driving, trans-
portation of the targets to and from the range and disposal.

Unmanned Surface Target
Coastal Defense can install remote control systems for 
a variety of surface vessels for operations at sea. These 
vessels can be used as high-speed moving targets for ship 
security exercises. Our surface vessels can also be used to 
conduct security operations in harbors, rivers, inter-coastal 
and coastal water ways.

Unmanned Target & Towed Systems

MVR VI; MVRVI

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

MVR-VI
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SATCOM SYSTEMS

Durable Military Grade System 
All of our portable satellite terminals are constructed 
of rugged materials to withstand any condition and 
are tightly sealed to keep out sand, dust and water. 
They are rigorously tested to surpass the toughest 
environments and standards.

Quick Deploy Terminals
CommuniCase Technology CCT 90/120/200
The DataPath line of CCT terminals is designed to be 
rugged, easy to transport, and quickly deployable. 
Using automatic satellite acquisition with a 
motorized antenna, you can go from in the  
case to connected within minutes.

Common Modular Architecture 
Interchangeable modules allow you to customize for 
mission, portability, speed and budget. Maximize 
your investment and adapt to future needs by 
changing key characteristics of your CCT system  
for different frequency bands, power levels and 
modem types. 

Vehicle Mounted Terminals
CCT Drive Away DA120
The DA120 is a rugged, lightweight, fully
enclosed, vehicle- mounted system that
deploys quickly, so you can transmit your
voice, data or video on air in no time.

From Case To Connected In Minutes 
The quick-deploy systems offer automated satellite 
acquisition with motorized antenna pointing and 
optimization driven by user-entered or  
pre-programmed satellites, satellite channels,  
and transmission channels. With no tools required, 
easy one-person operation, the CCT system will be 
ready for transmission in minutes.

Communications & Networking 
Engineered to Perform in the 
Most Extreme Conditions

For operations in remote, austere or at-risk environments, 
communications and networking quickly become a critical 
part of the mission.  DataPath partners with domestic and 
international government clients to design, develop and support 
both custom and COTS field communications and IT solutions.  
DataPath solutions are engineered to perform in even the 
most extreme conditions and are backed by industry leading 
customer care.  When your mission goes off the beaten path, 
DataPath will keep you connected to ensure mission objectives 
are achieved.

DataPath Specializes In:
Satellite Communications Systems
Custom Integrated Networks
Field Implementation and Service
Network Management Software
Cyber Security Solutions

CCT ANTENNA  
SYSTEMS
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CCT ANTENNA SYSTEMS
The CCT Antenna System consists of the main reflector, 
feed arm, a subreflector for dual optics Gregorian type 
antennas, and elevation and azimuth drive lines. The CCT 
Antenna System allows you to simply switch antenna size 
and change key characteristics easily and cost effectively.  
Each of the antennas utilizes a Gregorian offset antenna sys-
tem, allowing us to shape the beam better, radically improve 
performance, and make the feed arm sturdier. The CCT 
Antenna System module comes in multiple versions.

CCT Transceivers
The CCT Transceiver converts transmit-and-receive inter-
mediate L-band frequencies into satellite microwave signals 
and amplifies the signal levels. The CCT Transceiver module 
of the unique CommuniCase® Technology (CCT) architecture 
is easily switched in three minutes. The complete CCT 
Transceiver unit, incorporating all band specific components 
including the feed horn, is lifted out of the feed arm and 
replaced with another frequency band or power level to 
achieve a new system configuration. The proprietary refer-
ence system ensures perfect alignment every time.

CCT Network Processors
The CCT Network Processor allows you to change networks 
on the fly in the field: Simply insert a different modem cas-
sette and the terminal automatically updates the system and 
the GUI. Multiple network configurations are available, and 
for the ultimate flexibility, we can even integrate your own 
specific L-band modem. A number of hardware and software 
options are available.

Hardware Options:
 { SCPC – FDMA modem enables point-to-point 

communications,including serial data, IP data, IP Gate-
way and DHCP server.

 { iDirect e800 - always-on broadband capabilities that 
support data, voice, and video connectivity in highly 
mobile military and government applications. 

 { LinkWayS2/S – TDM/TDMA modem built on DVB-S2 
standard and increases improvements in bandwidth 
efficiency. Supports star and mesh topologies. Crypto 
version only.

CCT 200 Ku-BandCCT 120 Ku-Band 
Drive Away

CCT 120 Ku-Band

CCT 120 Ku-Band; ADS-CCT120KU
CCT 200 Ku-Band; ADS-CCT200KU
CCT 120 Ku-Band Drive Away; ADS-DRIVE120KU

CCT Ka-Band 35W Transceiver; ADS-CCTKA-TRANS
CCT X-Band 60W Transceiver; ADS-CCTX-TRANS

CCT Network Processor - SCPC; ADS-NP-SCPC
CCT Network Processor - iDirect e800; ADS-NP-IDIRECT
CCT Network Processor - Linkway S2; ADS-NP-LINKWAY

ADS is the world’s premier equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions specialist 

to the military, law enforcement, first 
responders, and the defense industry.

 Our Purpose. Your Mission.Y  
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Custom Portable Power 
Systems Designed 

for Modularity 

Electric Fuel Battery (EFB) Corporation’s 
custom portable power systems expertise for 

military, industrial, medical, and aerospace 
applications is unmatched. They provide a 

broad scope of equipment from high-end 
primary and rechargeable military batteries, 

associated chargers, and smart charging 
electronics to services such as battery cell 
selection and pack design, and assembly.

POWER SUPPLIES

The Soldier Worn Integrated 
Power Equipment System 
(S.W.I.P.E.S.) is an advanced 
power distribution system that is 
currently a Program of Record 
with the Army’s PM Soldier 
Power with over 7,500 units 
currently being used in theatre.  

SWIPES POWER 
ONLY SYSTEM
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Additional items that can be powered 
through the SWIPES charging cups 
include but are not limited to:

 { L-3 Tactical Rover
 { Coastal Defense Video Receiver 
 { Persistent Systems Video Receiver

SWIPES SYSTEM INCLUDES:
1. USB 3-Port Hub with Pouch
2. DAGR Cable Pouch
3. Battery Cable, 6-Pin to 3-Pin
4. DAGR Cable
5. Extension Cable MG/FG 18”
6. Power Hub
7. Falcon III Charger Pouch
8. Rifleman AN/PRC-154 Charger Pouch
9. Falcon III AN/PRC-154 Charger
10. Falcon III AN/PRC-152 Charger

1

6

2
3 4 5

7 8 9 10

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Through the use of a cable management system contained 
inside an armor system or ruck, SWIPES utilizes a central 
hub to distribute power from commonly used military 
batteries through a trickle charge to most individually worn 
equipment.  This allows for the most efficient use of power 
and decreases the weight a warfighter must carry by virtu-
ally eliminating the need to carry spare batteries.

SWIPES POWER ONLY SYSTEM

Augments, Does Not Add
The SWIPES system simply augments the gear 
one already has; there is no need to add additional 
equipment or change one’s current system.  SWIPES 
can power most individually worn equipment with 
little or no modification required and makes one’s 
current kit configuration and the warfighter them-
selves more efficient.

Modular
The SWIPES cable management system can be 
integrated into almost any armor system or ruck. 
Extension cables allow the user to customize place-
ment of equipment of vest while utilizing system. 
Cable Management System allows for cabling to be 
managed inside the vest eliminating snag points. 
Cables are provided with quick disconnect features 
and release with the vest.

Reduces Weight
The entire SWIPES system weighs less than 2 
pounds and eliminates the need to carry 
spare batteries. 

Provides Power
Power is provided to the radio through the use of a 
smart charging cup seated in the bottom of the radio 
pouch. A trickle charge is provided to the radio with 
the original radio battery intact providing the user 
with a fully charged and functional radio should the 
need arise to pull the radio from the kit. 

Energy Efficient
When used with the 2.2 pound, 150wH Conformal 
Wearable Battery  from Palladium Energy, SWIPES 
can provide power to all integrated equipment on 
an individual for 36 hours continuously or 24 hours 
continuously if transmitting data. 

Radios and that currently can be powered by SWIPES 
include but are not limited to:

 { AN/PRC 148 MBITR 
 { AN/PRC 153 (Motorola XTS 2500) 
 { AN/PRC 152 Falcon III 
 { AN/PRC 154 Rifleman

 { BA-5590
 { BB-2590
 { BA-8180

 { LI-145
 { CWB-150 
 { CWB-85

Battery Agnostic
SWIPES can distribute power from most any of the 
commonly used power sources to include but not 
limited to:

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FORR   
 MORE INFORMATIONR   
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ISR SYSTEMS

 GPS SOURCE HASD   
 THE EXPERIENCE ANDD  
 EXPERTISE TO DESIGND 

 GPS APPLICATIONSD   
 ACCORDING TO ANYD  

 AEROSPACE/DEFENSED  
 INDUSTRY SPECIFICATION.D 
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PNT Enabling and GPS 
Connectivity Solutions for 
Military Applications

GPS Source is the recognized industry leader in GPS 
retransmission technology and enables Assured PNT. 
Their GPS retransmission equipment and kits ensure 
any handheld military or commercial GPS receiver, 
precision air drop guidance units (JPADS), and military 
free fall receivers will a acquire satellite signals and 
maintain connectivity inside aircraft, ground vehicles, 
and buildings. GPS Source PNT enabling and GPS 
retransmission solutions are currently utilized by 
the U.S. and other military organizations. They 
have developed custom GPS retransmission and 
signal distribution systems for demanding military 
applications, including USAF C-17, USA Stryker LAV, 
USMC MV-22, and many others.  

GLI-FLO GPS/PNT HUB
Selected by the US Army as their choice for distributing 
DAGR messages, specifically PNT (position, navigation and 
timing).  The Army calls this solution D3 (DAGR Distributed 
Device).  It supplies a single point of PNT distribution for 
multiple devices on a ground vehicle platform.  The US Army 
chose this device based on its ability to support the ground 
vehicle systems architecture from a System of Systems 
Approach (SoSA) and its long term affordability that supports 
new or retrofit programs integrating radio or communications 
equipment.  It removes the burden of multiple SAASM GPS 
receivers or antennas. One GLI-FLO-G serves IS-GPS-153 
PNT data simultaneously to multiple communication or 
weapon systems that require GPS data. A SAASM GPS router, 
it is designed to meet the US Army’s DAGR 
Distributed Device (D3) performance requirements, 
mounted into an existing DAGR vehicle mount, utilizing 
standard DAGR accessories.

GPS Retransmission kits provide GPS signals inside any 
aircraft, ground vehicle or hangar, making satellite con-
nectivity and/or Situational Awareness available prior to 
dismount. GPS receivers will experience no loss in signal 
coverage as they move in or out of any vehicle equipped with 
GPS Live Inside.  GPS Retransmission technology developed 
by GPS Source, Inc. is currently in use by aircraft and ground 
vehicles in theater.  This equipment has received Safety of 
Flight Approval for a range of platforms.

GPS Repeater Snake Kits

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

GLI-FLO GPS/PNT Hub - GBGRAM Enabled; GLI-FLO-G
GLI-FLO GPS/PNT Hub - DAGR Assisted; GLI-FLO

GLI-Hangar allows MROs to reduce man hour intensity, 
by allowing for ongoing testing and troubleshooting of 
GPS/avionics systems indoors. This may include avionics 
component inspection, disassembly, repair and specialty 
testing.   It improves the operational efficiencies of Line 
Maintenance, reducing risk of Long Aircraft On Ground 
(AOG) situations for operators.  GLI-HANGAR enables the 
GPS signal to be available inside the hangar (and only the 
hangar).  The ability to work on the navigation equipment 
requiring GPS is not dependent on the aircraft being outside 
or the hangar door being open. GLI-Hangar kits from GPS 
Source have been approved for installation in all Air Force 
Hangars, per USAF AFMC HQ.

GLI-HANGAR-M1 L1/L2 GPS Hangar Repeater Kit

GLI-Hangar-M2 L1/L2 GPS Hangar Repeater Kit, Small Hangar GLI-HM1
GLI-Hangar-M2 L1/L2 GPS Hangar Repeater Kit, Large Hangar GLI-HM2

GLI-ECHO II
GLI-ECHO II is a Next Generation Primary System LRU for 
GPS Retransmission

 { Provides Wireless or Wired Signal to ALL GPS Enabled 
Sub-Systems

 { Based on State of the Art Technology Developed for 
Permanent GPS Retransmission in the Boeing C-17

 { Supports Options Not Available in Any Other Repeater
 { Outperforms Retransmission Systems Costing Several 

Thousand Dollars More
 { Precisely Controlled and User Adjustable Output  

Signal Strength
 { Expandable - Single Input, Four Output
 { NVG Compatible
 { Automatic Oscillation Detection
 { BIT and Fault Isolation
 { Available as a Roll On/Roll off or Permanent Install

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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E X P A N D I N G
THE GRID ACCESSING MISSION-CRITICAL 

INFORMATION ANY TIME, ANYWHERE
C4ISR SYSTEMS OFFER AN UNPRECEDENTED LEVEL OF ACCESS TO 
A GLOBAL INFORMATION GRID OF SHARED DATA AND INFORMATION 
SOURCES. From global positioning data to video and sensor data, C4ISR systems utilize radio networks to transmit intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance information. In addition to voice transmission, modern radios have evolved into Internet Protocol (IP) 
based tactical communications systems similar to network-enabled home computers. They not only connect the operator to higher 
headquarters, but also provide him a level of situational awareness never before seen on the battlefield. 
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EXPANDING THE GRID

RADIO SYSTEMS are a primary means of 
communicating over distance.  Modern network-
enabled radio systems are software-based offer-
ing multi-band functionality and support multiple 
waveforms such as voice and data. SINCGARS, 
Quick II, UHF  SATCOM, and VHF/UHF AM/FM 
allow integration with legacy systems.  These 
systems also incorporate onboard encryption 
or compatibility with standard military 
encryption devices. 

As radio technology becomes smaller and lighter, 
the lines between handheld and manpackable 
communications has become blurred.  Handheld 
radios offer functionality and range whereas 
manpackable models offer increased capabilities. 
Additionally, a multitude of specialized mounts 
and amplifiers are available to adapt handheld 
and manpackable radios for mounted use.  
Requirements such as multi-band functionality, 
on-board encryption, external power, and 
specialized antenna systems should be evaluated 
against a scale of size, weight and power when 
selecting a solution for your mission. Larger 
systems, such as base stations, offer additional 
bandwidth capable of supporting an entire 
Forward Operating Base (FOB), significantly 
increasing access to voice and 
data communications.

INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE, &
RECONNAISSANCE (ISR) SYSTEMS 
are designed to process specialized 
communication protocols from tactical and 
national intelligence systems.  These configurable 
systems provide access to mission-critical 
data without clogging tactical communications 
networks and dramatically increase situational 
awareness for the operator. High bandwidth in 
nature, these protocols include everything from 
aircraft, UAV, or ground-based video feeds, to a 
theater ballistic missile warning net broadcast.  
 
In many systems, data processing is facilitated 
through a palmtop device or microcomputer that 
relies on a mobile operating system, such as the 
open source Android OS. The data is interacted 
with and visualized on displays that mimic the 
touch screen technology found in cellular phones.  
ISR data is presented on the device’s display in 
relation to geospatial data such as maps 
or imagery.

The dynamic nature of technology development 
and rapidly changing threat tactics, techniques, 
and procedures (TTP), make it difficult to 
predict what types of communications and data 
will be required in the future.  Undoubtedly, 
existing technology will be utilized in new 
ways while more advanced Command, Control, 
Communications, and Computer systems will 
need to be developed on short notice to integrate 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
information for the warfighter.

Co-Authored with Eric Graves
SoldierSystems.net

ANTENNAS
When configured for the type of communications 
they are intended to support, the right antenna can 
significantly increase a radio’s efficiency and range. 
Designs vary in size from small, body worn models 
that can be hidden beneath clothing, to large vehicle 
and ground mounted models for use with wide 
bandwidth SATCOM. Other antenna systems are 
designed to be located away from the actual radio for 
convenience or to mask the transmitter’s location. 

HEADSETS 
Modern tactical headsets go well beyond simple 
voice communication.  They can also protect the 
wearer’s hearing from high sound events and 
augment hearing for low sounds.  More advanced 
models provide directional hearing, enabling the 
wearer to pinpoint the source of a sound.  With the 
appropriate adapter systems, headsets can also 
plug and play with intercom systems on vehicles, 
water, and aircraft to provide clear communications 
between passengers.

POWER SUPPLIES
External power options, such as vehicle mounted 
and shore power supply systems, are effective 
solutions to increase range, maximize efficiency, 
and reduce or eliminate battery use.  Rechargeable 
battery technology such as Lithium Ion (Li-Ion) of-
fers high energy density, improved battery life, lower 
power loss over time, and reduced burden on the 
supply chain. Waterproof and specialty use batteries 
are also available.  Additionally, scavenging chargers 
can be used to harvest and transfer unused power 
from partially discharged batteries for other uses. 

SENSORS & TRACKING
Data collection devices that can be left in place, 
attached to a person or item of interest, or mounted 
on platforms such as UAVs to improve access to 
targets or areas of interest.  Some sensors are 
designed to collect specific types of data such as 
video, seismic, or infrared, while others can collect 
multiple data types.  Tagging, Tracking, and Locating 
(TTL) sensors are devices or materials used to keep 
track of persons or items of interest.  In certain intel-
ligence collection roles, TTL sensors are designed be 
clandestine in nature to avoid discovery.  The data 
these devices collect is fused with other information 
to increase situational awareness. 

BODY WORN SYSTEMS
Designed to integrate with clothing and personal 
protective equipment. From communications and 
power supply management to ISR data processing 
and display, these wearable C4ISR systems facilitate 
increased situational awareness for the operator and 
transmit data to others in the network.  Other devices 
are also available that integrate with eye protection 
or weapon optics to produce a heads up display.

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS
Receivers overlay position data on geospatial data to 
enhance the user’s situational awareness by creating 
moving map displays.  Supplemental remote antenna 
systems, such as repeaters and retransmission kits, 
allow GPS updates while inside a vehicle or even an 
aircraft en route to a target. 
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The RF-7800M-MP110 is a complete manpack kit for the 
AN/PRC-117G R/T.  The kit comes with the AN/PRC-117G 
R/T, antennas, Keypad Display Unit (KDU), portable  
SATCOM antenna, GPS antenna and all cabling.  The AN/
PRC-117G covers 30 MHz to 2 GHz and transmits at up 
to 10 watts VHF/UHF line-of-sight and 20 watts tactical 
satellite (TACSAT). 

It incorporates the Harris Adaptive Networking Wideband 
Waveform (ANW2), with a dedicated Combat Net Radio 
(CNR) voice channel to ensure voice communication is never 
lost if the IP network goes down. The AN/PRC-117G also 
incorporates SRW, SINCGARS, Havequick I/II, VHF/UHF AM 
and FM, and a variety of TACSAT capabilities, including the 
High Performance Waveform (HPW), MIL-STD-188-181B 
Dedicated SATCOM, DAMA (MIL-STD-188-182A and MIL-
STD-188-183A) and Integrated Waveform (IW). Optional 
capabilities, including the ROVER waveform for receiving 
L-Band video transmissions and the APCO P25 waveform 
increases the operational scope of the AN/PRC-117G. 

RF-7800M-MP110 

RF-7800I

RADIOS & ACCESSORIES 

The RF-7800I is a comprehensive system solution for 
in-vehicle, intra-vehicle, or command center voice and 
data communication, tactical network connectivity, 
and battle management system interoperability.  With a 
modular, configurable platform, the RF-7800I is not only 
easy to install, but is also lightweight and power efficient. 
Designed and tested to MIL-STD-810G specifications, the 
rugged RF-7800I interoperates with the family of Harris 
Falcon® tactical radios as well as other military, government 
and commercial devices. The RF-7800I offers the most 
advanced front-end control of any intercom platform, 
including radio remote control through the Keypad Display 
Crew Station or the remote Soft-Keypad Application (SKA).  
The system is also capable of on-the-fly configuration of 
dynamic cross banding or radio retransmission. 

Configuration is designed to the customer’s platform 
requirements.

The Harris Falcon® family 
of software-defined tactical 
radio systems encompasses 
manpack, handheld, and soldier-
worn vehicular applications 
and support network-centric 
operations worldwide. With 
more than 45,000  units 
deployed, Harris provides 
the only systems that bring 
true wideband networking 
capabilities to the battlefield.  

RF-7800M-MP110 AN/PRC-117G RT; RF-7800M-MP110

RF-7800I Advanced Intercom System; RF-7800I

RF-7800I 
Advanced Intercom System

Harris RF 
Communications 
Unprecedented 
Situational Awareness

Harris Corporation is global 
communications and information 
technology leader who serves 
government and commercial markets 
in more than 125 countries.  Harris RF 
Communications provides best-in-class 
Assured Communications® products, 
systems, and services for military, 
public safety, and other demanding 
government users who require secure 
radio communications and embedded 
high-grade encryption solutions. 

RF-7800M-MP110
with Manpack Accessories
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The FALCON III® AN/PRC-152A(V)4 wideband network-
ing radio provides voice, high-speed network data, and 
full-motion video services on the move. Covering the 30 to 
512 MHz frequency range, the multiband radio also comes 
with high band enhancement that increases the radios 
frequency coverage to 30-520 MHz and 762-870 MHz for 
select waveforms. The AN/PRC-152A provides interoper-
ability with SINCGARS, Havequick II, and VHF/UHF AM 
and FM. Additionally, the radio supports wideband (1.2 
MHz Bandwidth) networking waveforms from 225 to 450 
MHz. The AN/PRC-152A provides voice and data security 
up to the TOP SECRET level.  The AN/PRC-152A provides 
high-speed network data using ANW2 and supports SRW.  
ANW2 provides situational awareness and data on demand, 
seamlessly linking dismounted soldiers with upper-
echelon networks.   
 
Includes:

 { Li-Ion Battery
 { USB data cable
 { VHF/UHF Multi Band Antenna
 { Accessories available upon request

AN/PRC-152A(V)4 Wideband Handheld With GPS
The RF-330E-TR wideband Team Radio designed to meet 
Nett Warrior and Rifleman Radio operational requirements. 
Hosting the SRW networking waveform, the RF-330E-TR 
provides simultaneous voice, high-speed data and up-to-
date position location information.

The RF-330E-TR utilizes the same widely fielded battery and 
charging systems as the AN/PRC-152. RF-330E-TR SWaP 
optimized design ensures unparalleled battery life capable 
of supporting a 24 hour mission life with only a single spare 
battery. The RF-330E-TR features a SCA v2.2.2 Operating 
Environment, enabling software upgrades. The small size 
and advanced capabilities of the RF-330E-TR provide seam-
less voice and data capabilities enabling today’s warfighter 
to take on tomorrow’s missions. 
 
Available Accessories:

 { Programming cable, 3ft
 { Pouches
 { Headsets
 { Other accessories available upon request

RF-330E-TR001 SRW Handheld Radio InForce eKDU

The InForce eKDU, is a 7” ruggedized Android tablet 
providing higher bandwidth and full motion video for SA, 
ISR, database sharing, chat and other secure applications. 
The Tablet enables real-time sharing of mission-critical 
information.  The 7” display and touch screen supports 
glove multi-touch, is sunlight readable.  The Tablet supports 
802.11n, Bluetooth 3.0, GPS, and wireless cellular, features 
both a front and a rear facing camera, and standard 
external interfaces.
 
The InForce Tablet comes with Harris’ TacChat and Keypad 
Display Unit (KDU) app for data and is FIPS 140-2 Certified, 
MIL-STD-810G, and MIL-STD-461. 

Includes:
 { RF-3590 Tablet
 { 117G/Tablet USB/PWR cable with BA5590
 { Soft KDU Application
 { TCIP AD Application
 { Single Bay battery charger
 { Standard capacity spare battery
 { Accessories available upon request

Fusion Tactical Cellular, Band 13
Harris FusionTM  Tactical Cellular brings the broadband speeds of 4G LTE standards 
combined with intuitive edge devices to the tactical user. The system integrates a full 
end-to-end, turnkey solution comprised of a rugged eNode-B, a tactical server (MCP), 
and edge user devices, including rugged Android platforms, like the RF-3590 tablet. An 
optimized Harris cellular core hosted on the MCP server combines voice, data, video, 
and network management. FusionTM Tactical Cellular provides scalable high throughput 
backhaul options with IP-based, standard interfaces. 

 { High bandwidth, 4G LTE technology on the battlefield
 { Complete, ruggedized system to military standards
 { Centralized, fully integrated core for standalone deployment

SRW Handheld Radio; RF-330E-TR001
Wideband Handheld with GPS; AN/PRC-152A(V)4 InForce eKDU; 12131-4020-02

Fusion Tactical Cellular; 12146-1500-01
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SATCOM SYSTEMS

SSDL
The RF300M-DL-(C) Small Secure Data Link (SSDL) is a single-channel, lightweight, multiband, multi-
mode, multimission radio developed for all embedded radio applications. As a result of its small SWaP, 
the unit easily embeds on small airborne platforms to provide voice, data, video, Beyond-Line-of-Sight 
(BLOS), and LOS JTRS ad hoc networking.

 { NSA certified to protect information classified Secret and below
 { Lightweight (18 oz.), repackaged, airborne tactical radio based on the AN/PRC-152A Falcon III® 

series of radios 
 { High-speed networked voice, data, and video supported by ANW2 and SRW
 { Remote control and remote zeroization
 { Software Defined Radio (SDR) architecture on platforms ensures product longevity— readily loads 

updated and new waveforms as they become available

Tactical SATCOM and 
Secure High-Bandwidth 
Networking Solutions

Harris Government Communications Systems Division 
(GCSD) designs, manufactures, and supports a wide 
range of communications equipment. Including Tactical 
Satellite Communications (SATCOM) equipment 
currently deployed around the world in many different 
tactical missions. 

Harris GCSD solutions include secure high-bandwidth 
networking capabilities and a family of multiband 
satellite terminals capable of operating on nearly all 
wideband satellite constellations, including DSCS, 
WGS, EutelSat, SES World Skies, Global Express, and 
planned for O3b.  Harris GCSD provides complete 
lifecycle support, ensuring the highest levels of 
performance and reliability. 
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KnightHawk™
Harris KnightHawk™ is a cellular network node that 
provides secure, high bandwidth networking with absolute 
confidence under battlefield conditions. Whether operat-
ing stand-alone, multi-node, or connected to backhaul 
networks, KnightHawk provides the commercial cellular 
wireless bandwidth and connectivity necessary to realize 
the full potential of smartphones, tablets, and mobile apps 
for battlefield environment in a vehicle mount configuration.

 { Up to 10 Mbps DL, 2.1 Mbps UL
 { Concurrent voice calls: up to 34
 { Concurrent data sessions: up to 16

KnightLite™
Harris KnightLite™ is a cellular “network in a backpack” 
that provides secure, high-bandwidth networking with 
absolute confidence under battlefield conditions. Designed 
for dismounted operations, KnightLite provides the benefits 
of cellular connectivity wherever operators go. Whether 
operating stand-alone, multi-node, or connected to backhaul 
networks, KnightLite provides the commercial cellular 
wireless bandwidth and connectivity necessary to take 
full advantage of smartphone and tablet mobile apps for 
battlefield situational awareness.

 { UMTS/HSPA (WCDMA): Up to 10 Mbps DL, 2 Mbps UL
 { Concurrent voice calls: up to 16
 { Concurrent data sessions: up to 8

MAQA

The MAQA Terminal provides today’s warfighter with a 
ruggedized, highly mobile, quad-band SATCOM terminal 
that supports operations with the Wideband Global Satcom 
(WGS) constellation, legacy DoD satellites, and commercial 
satellites. Evolved from the field proven 4.9m LAMDA 
AS-4429D/TSC, and the 2.5m LMST AN/USC-65 products, 
the new 3.8m MAQA Terminal is the next generation product 
designed to operate and support the warfighter’s tactical 
environment. Combined with best-in-class RF electronics, 
the MAQA Terminal provides superior transportability, 
simultaneous X/Ka-band capability, and setup time of less 
than 1 hour without tools.

 { C, Ku, and simultaneous X/Ka-band supported
 { Superior wind stability and satellite tracking
 { Saves significant satellite cost over smaller systems
 { Ruggedized outdoor RF components
 { L-band terminal interface supports a variety of  

commercial and military modems

Seeker
 { .95m version – packs out in less than 45 lbs per case
 { High performance 1.3m version – WGS certified
 { Common electronics  - supports X-, Ku-, and Ka-bands
 { Supports both commercial and MILSAT frequency bands 

for worldwide operations
 { Fly-away operation: one-man setup in under 10 minutes, 

without tools
 { Highly-integrated design – simplifies operation and 

minimizes parts count
 { Interchangeable components allow for optimized  

logistic support
 { No cooling fans or motors improves effectiveness
 { Superior satellite bandwidth utilization through high 

efficiency design
 { Power-efficient design supports AC or battery operation
 { Enables remote operators to establish communications 

faster by providing manual assisted satellite acquisition 
and eliminating slow positioning motors

 { Easy-to-use acquisition wizard increases reliability while 
reducing cost, logistics, size, weight, and power

HAMR
The Harris Airborne Multi-channel Radio (HAMR) is the 
most capable two-channel wideband radio available to 
deliver voice, high-speed IP-networked data, and Full 
Motion Video (FMV) to warfighters at the tactical edge, 
taking advantage of tactical VHF/UHF networks to provide 
critical air-to-air and air-to-ground communications. HAMR 
enables interoperable communications between multiple 
waveforms and radios including the entire Harris® Falcon® 
family of radios. The HAMR solution repackages two Falcon 
III® AN/PRC-152A radios (the world’s most widely deployed, 
JTRS-approved, Software Communications Architecture 
compliant, software-defined radios) into an airborne form 
factor in the same SWaP as a traditional, single-channel 
airborne radio.

 { HAMR integrates two SSDLs which are certified to 
protect information classified Secret and below

 { Provides two wideband radio channels in the same SWaP 
as a traditional single channel narrowband radio

 { Supports beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) communications 
between command and the tactical edge for users with 
both wideband and legacy waveforms

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..
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RADIOS & ACCESSORIES

When communication and performance matter, the XG-25P 
meets the challenge. Armed with Bluetooth® functionality 
and ready for operation in the narrowband frequencies, 
the XG-25P is the best in radio value. When you require 
exceptional audio in a rugged and lightweight radio, the 
XG-25P delivers.

XG-25P - Multimode Portable Radio

Solutions for Public 
Safety & Professional 
Communications

At Harris PSPC, we understand that our 
communications solutions and equipment 
play a vital role in our customers’ lives 
every day.  Leveraging the latest technolo-
gies, listening and responding to custom-
ers’ needs and constantly seeking ways to 
improve is just who we are. It shows in the 
value we create today and in the progress 
we’re making for tomorrow.

ADS works with our customers to develop 
complete solutions meeting mission 
requirements using comprehensive programs 
to address your challenges and provide 
readiness at reduced cost. 

  You Have Challenges.  
  ADS Provides Solutions. 
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The Harris XG-75M dual-band mobile radio is a multi-mode 
radio that delivers end-to-end encrypted digital voice and 
data communications and is Project 25 Phase 2 upgradable, 
once the TIA standard is finalized.

XG-75M
Multimode, Dual-Band Mobile Radio1

The Feature-rich and Economical Solution for Narrowband 
P25 Performance. The XG-25M meets the challenge. Armed 
with Bluetooth® functionality and ready for operation in the 
narrowband frequencies, the XG-25M is the economical 
solution for those who seek out the best in radio value. The 
XG-25M accomplishes this without sacrificing the function-
ality that is expected from a Harris radio in the XG family: 
exceptional audio in a rugged and compact design.

XG-25M
Economical, Feature-Rich Mobile Radio2

The XG-75P is a single-band radio operating in the VHF, 
UHF-L, and 700/800 frequency bands. With multiple fea-
tures and options available the portable is easily customized 
to the user’s needs. The radio offers a noise cancellation 
option minimizing the chance of ambient noise from disrupt-
ing critical communications in emergency situations. All 
XG-75P portable radios have an easy-to-read display and is 
designed with knobs and buttons that are easily adjusted by 
users wearing heavy gloves. Rugged, immersible (option), 
and intrinsically safe (pending option), the XG-75P is the 
ideal solution for customers who operate their radios in the 
toughest of conditions.

XG-75P
Multimode Portable Radio3

The Harris Unity® XG-100P Full-Spectrum Multiband 
portable radio delivers end-to-end encrypted digital voice 
communications and is Project 25 Phase 2 upgradable, 
once the TIA standard is finalized. The Harris Unity radio is 
manufactured in the U.S.

Unity XG-100P
Full-Spectrum Multiband Portable Radio4

The Harris Unity® XG-100M Full-Spectrum Multiband mobile 
radio delivers end-to-end encrypted digital voice communica-
tions and is Project 25 Phase 2 upgradable. Honored as a 2010 
Hot Product’ by APCO’s Public Safety Communications Maga-
zine. The Harris Unity radio is manufactured in the U.S.

Unity XG-100M
Full-Spectrum Multiband Mobile Radio5

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..
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Rugged Infrared and Visual Camera Systems 
for Vehicle Platforms and Facility Structures

HurleyIR is a small woman owned business and leading provider of rugged, durable 
infrared and visual camera systems used on a variety of platforms. With thousands of 
units deployed throughout the world and trusted by all branches of the U.S. Military, 
HurleyIR maintains under a 1% failure rate in the field.  HurleyIR has been 810F & G 
tested and approved by the US Army ATEC, surpassing all testing standards. 

All systems are built to withstand the harshest environmental conditions known. 
Extreme heat and cold, blowing sand, salt fog, 3 foot submersion, 3 foot drop on 
concrete, electromagnetic discharge shielding and explosion proof testing are just 
some of the standards. HurleyIR meets. From the roofs of military vehicles to the top of 
critical facilities, HurleyIR cameras provide crystal clear imagery in all environmental 
conditions.   Today, HurleyIR systems protect facilities of all sizes from MASSPORT, 
Logan Airport, and Camp Victory,  to Mata Khan District Center, Sar Howza District 
Center, as well as US military personell in RG-31’s, MRAPs, Buffalos, and HMMVWs.

The Route Clearance Camera (RCC), known by the US Army 
as the CYCLOPS or INTERCEPTOR, provides hi-definition 
extreme long range target detection. The advanced technol-
ogy used was based on feedback from US Army and USMC 
and meets US Army ATEC 810G standards. The system was 
originally designed for IED detection during Operation Iraqi 
Freedom and continues to be used in Operation Enduring 
Freedom featuring cameras with the most advanced 
infrared and color camera technology.

 { Hardened, shock resistant, waterproof &  
environmentally sealed imagers

 { US DOD 810G tested & approved
 { Far infrared uncooled detector
 { High definition long range color camera
 { Lifetime warranty on camera housings
 { Vehicle Mounts approved by US  

Army & USMC

ROUTE CLEARANCE CAMERA

ROUTE 
CLEARANCE 
CAMERA

Route Clearance Camera; RCC-1650

ISR SYSTEMS
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TomKat Site Security
The TomKat designed for site security includes 360° continuous 
rotation with thermal and visual imagers. It is easily to install and 
integrate in any surveillance system. Configured with your choice of 
an advanced 320x240, 640x480 or 1024x768 array, 360° continu-
ous rotation, and an easy to install mounting platform, the TomKat 
is built to exceed all expectations. The TomKat is delivered with a 
variety of common protocols for easy integration into any security 
configuration. Multiple mounting brackets are also included for quick 
installation. Long Range IR and Visual cameras provide 24-7 security, 
in any environment.  

TomKat Illuminator
The TomKat Illuminator designed for site security includes 360° 
continuous rotation with a long range IR Illuminator and day/night 
camera. It is easily to install and integrate in any surveillance system. 
The TomKat is delivered with a variety of common protocols for easy 
integration into any security configuration. Multiple mounting brack-
ets are also included for quick installation. The TomKat Illuminator 
provides 24-7 affordable security,  
in any environment.

TomKat
The TomKat TI™ is HurleyIR’s latest answer to a 
miniature PTZ thermal imager. Lightweight, com-
pact, and versatile, the TomKat TI™ performs well 
in any application. Configured with an advanced 
320x240 thermal array, 360° continuous rotation, 
and a quick-disconnect mounting platform, the 
TomKat™ TI is built to exceed all expectations.

 { Lightweight, Compact design
 { 360° continuous rotation
 { Joystick or Matrix controllable

TomKat TI™

If “well rounded” was used to describe a thermal imaging 
solution then the Big Shot is exactly that. Boasting a very 
sensitive, high resolution detector and a continuous zoom, 
auto focus lens, the Big Shot acts much like a standard 
zoom camera. The high speed 360°, continuous rotation 
positioner and our standard, battle tested daylight camera 
is what we have chosen to complete the Big Shot.

 { Continuous Zoom Auto Focus Thermal
 { 25-40 NETD Max
 { High Speed 360° CR PTZ

Big Shot
The TD Interceptor couples a 1650mm telephoto, daylight 
camera and the longest range, uncooled thermal imager 
together on one PTZ platform. The 640x480 resolution com-
bined with the 350mm high-grade germanium optics allows 
the TD thermal imager to detect human activity out to 8km. 
During daylight, the 100% optical zoom and the atmospheric 
interference reduction of the 1650mm Interceptor will leave 
no detail unseen. For the pinnacle in long range, 24 hour 
surveillance, look no further. The TD Interceptor has you 
covered.

 { Built to MIL-810G specifications
 { 1080i HD option available
 { Joystick and Matrix controlled

TD Interceptor
If your application requires a customized surveillance 
solution then the RDC-DSC is your answer. Each RDC-DSC 
is configured with a thermal and daylight PTZ camera, 
rechargeable battery power, mounting platform and a 
remote sensor unit capable of storing up to a week of 
recorded video footage per camera unit. The Deployable 
Sensor Command software controls and monitors up to 
16 deployed cameras and up to 128 slew to queue alarm 
sensors all form one laptop over a closed wired network, 
or through a secure wireless mesh. Rapid set-up and break 
down along with modular design and limitless sensor 
configurations makes the RDC-DSC the most adaptable 24 
hour surveillance system in its class.

 { 10 minute set-up per system
 { Solar Recharging Capability
 { Slew to Queue Sensors
 { Thermal and Daylight PTZ cameras
 { Wireless or Wired configurations

RDC-DSC

TomKat TI™; TK-18TI

TomKat Site Security; TK-40SS
TomKat Site Illuminator; TK-40IL

Rapid Deployment Camera(RDC); DSP 124

Big Shot; BGS-124

TD Interceptor TDI-1650
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Two-Way Communication 
for Increased Field Safety, 
Accelerated Response Time, 
and Operational Efficiency

Icom America provides communications solutions for 
government, public safety, law enforcement and military 
organizations including the U.S. Army and U.S. Marine 
Corps. Their product line includes portable and  
mobile radios, base stations and repeaters, software  
and accessories. 

Icom two-way radios are factory-certified and Mil-Spec 
to endure tough environments and heavy use and feature  
advanced emergency functions, GPS compatibility, 
encryption options,  and much more. Additionally, they 
offer scalability, wide area coverage, flexible installation, 
and secure conversation.  With solutions like the Icom 
P25 and IDAS™ 6.25 kHz Digital, organizations can 
dramatically increase field safety, accelerate response 
times, and maintain operational efficiency.

RADIOS & ACCESSORIES

Deploy Icom’s FOB COMMO Kit to conduct secure communications in and around the FOB. Whether 
in a CENTCOM, AFRICOM, PACOM or SOCOM AOR, this narrow band digital radio system is easy 
to deploy and easy to operate. The basic kit comes with enough radios for 30 and the “retrans” 
included helps cover most Forward Operating Bases. The Kit also includes dispatch software. This 
durable and affordable Mil-Spec kit accelerates response time, improves force protection and is 
backward-compatible with other (VHF analog) radios fielded by the U.S., Host Nations and NGOs. 
Program and encrypt the radios on site. Optional GIS software can use a cached AOR map to locate 
units and store GPS history. 

Advantages:
 { Scalable: 10-1,000 portable and mobile radios, base stations and repeaters
 { Real-time awareness of field personnel.
 { Improved safety with optional map software markup tools
 { Coordinated convoy and checkpoint security
 { Supply chain management
 { Digital and encrypted communications with stun/kill radio features for secure conversation

FOB COMMO KIT

FOB COMMO KIT

F5061 Mobile

3261 Handheld

FR5000 Repeater
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IP100H Advanced IP Radio System
The IP100H is a compact, waterproof and license-free IP radio that 
easily connects to your field base’s existing wireless network. Adding 
access points around the perimeter can expand coverage of this scal-
able IP100H radio system. Utilize individual, group or area communica-
tion and receive/transmit reliable audio and text messages below/above 
round. Secure, full duplex communication is possible with a required 
headset. Dispersed sites communication is also possible when con-
nected over an Internet VPN. System components include the IP100H 
handheld, the required IP1000C controller and the optional IP100FS 
remote communicator.

 { High security with encrypted communication (AES Encryption)
 { Vibration function for incoming calls
 { Up to 27 hours with standard BP-271 battery
 { Range restricted by IP network coverage
 { Up to 100 users can communicate at the same time

R20 Handheld Receiver
 { Dual Watch Handheld Receiver
 { Frequency Range: 0.150-1304.999, 1305.000-3304.999 MHz
 { Display Type: LCD
 { Band Scope: Yes
 { Receiver Type: Triple conversion, super heterodyne plus down converter
 { Modes: LSB, USB, CW, AM, FM, WFM
 { Memory channels: 1250
 { Alphanumeric Display: Yes
 { PC Programming: Yes
 { PC Controllable: Yes with CT17
 { CTCSS and DTCS: Standard
 { Attenuation: Yes
 { Power Supply: 1650 mAh Lithium Ion

FR9010 / FR9020 Series VHF/UHF P25 Repeater

F8101 HF Transceiver Over-the-Horizon Communications
Icom’s F8101 HF transceiver offers long-range communication and robust features in a 
user friendly, compact package. Select the most appropriate channel automatically with 
ALE (Automatic Link Establishment). Make selective, phone, message and position, status 
and other types of call with Selcall (Selective Calling). The rugged IP54 F8101 delivers 
125W output power at full duty cycle voice mode operation with a fanless design.

Secure interoperable communications with Icom’s FR9010 Series P25 digital repeater. 
This high-performing unit achieves 100% duty cycle at 110W (VHF FR9010 model) and 
100W (UHF FR9010 model) output. The Mil-Spec repeater has a heat sink built into the 
chassis, promoting continuous and stable operation. The FR9010 Series is compatible with 
P25 conventional, analog FM and mixed mode operation.

VE-PG3 RoIP Gateway
Expand the communications range of your radio network with the robust VE-PG3 Radio over IP 
(RoIP) Gateway. Interconnect between IP phone, analog phone and radio networks in VE-PG3’s 
converter mode. Radio users in the field can even initiate phone calls. In bridge mode, connect 
two or more radio sites over an IP network. The VE-PG3 also provides site-to-multi site radio com-
munication and cross band, cross category connection. Common VE-PG3 features include public 
address, siren, warning light and external equipment connection.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..
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OTHER C4ISR

Juggernaut.Case™ has designed and developed soldier-borne 
equipment for more than a decade.  Now they have applied 
their experience to the Juggernaut.Case system. Designed 
with input from the warfighter Juggernaut.Case was developed 
through SOF and conventional unit equipment tests and 
fielding.  The Juggernaut.Case is now widely deployed across 
many SF groups.

More than just a protective phone case, the Juggernaut.Case 
is a complete solution that provides everything needed to bring 
an Android platform to the mission.  Everything is taken into 
consideration, from the warfighter’s CONOPS, kit integration, 
and mounting, to ergonomic functionality, connectivity with 
other communications devices, and power distribution.

Samsung GALAXY Juggernaut.Case™
For Samsung GALAXY Note 3, Note 4, S4 & S5®

 { Ruggedized polymer case, IP-67 Rated 
 { Chemically hardened, anti-glare glass   

screen protector
 { EMI shielded case and connection,  

NETT  Warrior tested
 { Flip-Down Armor Mount with  

PALS/MOLLE interface
 { Case for Samsung GALAXY Note 3 & Note 

4®:  6. 6” x 4. 0” x 0. 75” Weight: 5. 5oz

 { Case for Samsung GALAXY S4 & S5®: 6. 
5” x 3.70” x 0. 65” Weight: 5.0oz

 { Mount Dimensions: 5. 20” x 4. 75” x 1. 
20”  Weight: 3. 2oz

 { All cases and mounts are integrally 
molded in Flat Dark Earth (FDE) unless 
specified Black.

Rugged Smartphone Connectivity for The Battlefield 

The Samsung GALAXY Juggernaut.Case™ provide an integrated solution for utilizing a smart 
phone EUD (End User Device) on the battlefield. The ruggedized case is designed to provide 
protection and connectivity to multiple communications platforms through a Glenair Mighty 
Mouse connector. Non-Cabled versions (-NC) are also available with a sealed USB-connector 
access port for data/charging. All phone controls are accessed though sealed buttons designed 
for gloved use. Camera and flash are positioned for use while in the mount.

SAMSUNG NOTE 8® 
JUGGERNAUT.CASE™
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The Samsung GALAXY Note8 Juggernaut.Case™ is our first tablet case and provides an ideal 
solution for team leader planning and information sharing.  The ruggedized case is designed 
to provide protection and connectivity to multiple communications platforms through a 
Glenair Mighty Mouse connector. Non-Cabled versions (-NC) are also available with a sealed 
USB-connector access port for data/charging.  All phone controls are accessed though sealed 
buttons designed for gloved use.  The Knee Board Mount provides a secure operating position 
for in aircraft/ ground vehicle use.  The Vehicle Mount provides a secure mount using a VESA 
Mount interface.

 { Ruggedized polymer case, IP-67 Rated for dust and immersion
 { Chemically hardened, anti-glare glass screen protector
 { EMI shielded case and connection, NETT Warrior tested
 { USB connectivity in USB SELECT or HOST configuration
 { Glenair® Series-80 Config-C compliant connector

 { All cases and mounts are integrally molded in Flat Dark  
Earth (FDE) unless specified Black.

JUGGERNAUT.CASE™ ACCESSORIES 
Mounts
Providing mounting solutions to place the EUD where it is 
useful on mission is a key feature of Juggernaut.Case.  Every 
smartphone case comes with an Armor Mount and every 
tablet case comes with a Sleeve Mount.  These mounts were 
designed based on Special Forces testing and feedback and 
have resulted in high functionality integrated to how the 
devices are used on mission.  We continue to introduce new 
mounts as applications are identified.  

Armor Mount  
Flip down chest mount securely fastened with a PALS/
MOLLE interface.  The infinite position flip-down hinge 
allows hands free use and the case can be quickly  
detached for hand-held use.  A tether secures the case in 
the stowed position.

HAHO Sternum Chest Mount
This mount has been approved for jumps and provides a 
secure hands-free display. 

Forearm Mount
Hands-free mount with BOA fastening system to securely 
position the case on the forearm for the S4 and S5 cases. 

Sleeve Armor Mount 
These shielded, Config-C compliant Male-Female 6-pin 
cables are designed to connect the Juggernaut.Case to a 
tactical radios and other devices such as the AN/PRC-154, 
AN/PRC-148JEM/MBITR2, AN/PRC-152A and MPU3.  
Extension cables come in 24 inch and 36 inch lengths for 
kit integration.

Connectivity Products
Durable connection solutions have been developed to con-
nect to a range of tactical devices and power sources to the 
Juggernaut.Case. These cables have been design for stream 
lined kit integration using Glenair Mil Spec connectors, 
shielded cable and durable strain reliefs.  

Extension Cables
These shielded, Config-C compliant Male-Female 6-pin 
cables are designed to connect the Juggernaut.Case to a 
tactical radios and other devices such as the AN/PRC-154, 
AN/PRC-148JEM/MBITR2, AN/PRC-152A and MPU3.  
Extension cables come in 24 inch and 36 inch lengths for 
kit integration.

Charge Cable
This cable allows charging the smartphone or tablet without 
removing it from the case. SIR Integration Cable: this cable 
connects the Juggernaut.Case to L3 SIR TACROVER and an 
external battery such as Li-80, Li-145, and Palladium CWB. 
This configuration provides video feeds from Apps such as 
ATAK and APASS. 

X590 Adapter
This adapter allows connection to X590 series batteries 
to Config-C 6-pin cables for distributed power to the Jug-
gernaut.Case and connected devices.

SAMSUNG NOTE 8® TABLET JUGGERNAUT.CASE™

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
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Fiber Optic Tools, 
Design and Fabrication 
Solutions

The business (SB) and leading provider of 
fiber optic connectorization products and 
services to the military and commercial 
communications industry. Serving the 
defense industry for over 15 years, KITCO is 
the optic connectivity expert U.S. Military and 
Government organizations turn to for fiber 
optic tools, design, fabrication, and services 
that meet their strict standards. 

OTHER C4ISR

Portable OTDR Test Kit
The TFOCA portable fiber optic inspection, clean-
ing, & test platform kit includes a video inspection 
probe that connects directly to the handheld mini 
OTDR. The kit includes everything the technician 
needs to clean, inspect and test fiber  
optic systems.

Includes:
 { Handheld Portable OTDR
 { Video inspection probe and probe tips
 { ST-Expanded beam singlemode HQLC,  

18 Meters
 { ST-ST Singlemode HQLC, 18 Meters
 { ST-SC Singlemode HQLC, 18 Meters
 { ST-LC Singlemode HQLC, 18 Meters
 { ST-ST Dead zone elimination box, 500 meters
 { ST-ST/ST-SC/ST-LC Connector adapters
 { Cleaning swabs, wipes and cleaning fluid

KITCO is an ISO 9001:2008 
registered company, with a 
shipboard quality system 
approved by NAVSEA. 
KITCO solutions include fiber 
optic tools and kits design, 
field services and support 
for on-site termination, 
splicing, troubleshooting and 
testing, hands-on training and 
certification programs.

Portable OTDR Test Kit;     0931-8253
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Quad Fiber Optic Fusion Splice Kit
A TFOCA Quad Fiber Optic Fusion Splice Kit designed to 
fusion splice 4 TFOCA optical fibers at the same time! The 
Quad Fusion Splicer can also be configured to Fusion Splice 
One, Two, or Four Military/Commercial 900 μm Optical 
Fibers and or 250 μm Commercial Optical Fibers. This amaz-
ing Fusion Splicer can also splice two multimode and two 
single mode fibers simultaneously.

 { Thermally strip four optical fibers at the same time
 { Precision cleave four optical fibers at the same time
 { Fusion splice four optical fibers at the same time
 { Heat shrink four optical fibers with one heat shrink sleeve
 { Custom TFOCA jacket strip tool
 { Includes 2 each of the jacket splice protection sleeves
 { Includes 25 each quad fusion splice sleeves
 { Includes 25 each dual fusion splice sleeves

TFOCA Fiber Optic Inspection & Cleaning Kit
The TFOCA Fiber Optic Inspection and Cleaning Kit was 
designed with input from the Warfighters tasked with the 
Inspection and Cleaning of Milspec Fiber Optic connectors.

Allows the technician to inspect and clean the following: 
TFOCA (SG) Connectors, ST Connectors, SC Connectors, 
LC Connectors 

Includes:
 { Exfo Tablet Inspection Display with built in VFL and Visual 

Fault Locator (VFL)
 { Auto Focus and Center Probe, 3 Levels of Magnification
 { Cleaning Sticks, Cleaning Tools, & Cleaning Solution
 { Video Probe Tips: 1.25mm, 2.5mm, ST Bulkhead,  

and SC Bulkhead

Quad Fiber Optic Fusion Splice Kit; 0931-1119
TFOCA Fiber Optic Inspection & Cleaning Kit;     0931-8259

Universal Fiber Optic Termination Kit
This fiber optic termination kit was designed to terminate all 
TFOCA first generation connectors, TFOCA second genera-
tion connectors, anaerobic connectors, epoxy connectors, 
hotmelt connectors and Unicam® style fiber optic connec-
tors; all in one kit!

Includes:
 { TFOCA first & second generation tools
 { Dual purpose epoxy/hot melt oven
 { Unicam® Pretium™ precision cleaver
 { Unicam® Pretium™ installation tool 
 { Built in go/no go indicator light
 { Crimp tool with 5 crimp die sets
 { 200X dual illumination microscope
 { ST, SC, & FC polishing puck
 { LC polishing puck
 { Tool roll with all required termination tools
 { Includes all consumables

Universal Fiber Optic Termination Kit;     0931-8234

TFOCA Splice Protection Sleeve
The TFOCA Splice Protection Sleeve is designed specially for 
TFOCA fiber optic cable. It is easily installed and is reusable. 
It was design to be flexible to allow it to conform to the 
shape of the TFOCA cable reel.

 { Size: 15” Long, 0.630” ID x 0.932” OD
 { Cable size range: 0.196” to 0.394” (Typical M85045/8A 

TFOCA Cable is 0.230”)
 { Tensile strength : 220 lbs 
 { High performance polyamide conduit
 { Self extinguishing, low smoke, halogen & cadmium free
 { -50° C to +105° C continuous, 150° C short term
 { Chemical resistance to fuels, mineral oils, alkalies
 { Re-entrable and reusable
 { Conforms to TFOCA cable reels
 { Waterproof design

Aviation Fiber Optic Inspection & Cleaning Kit
The Military Aviation Fiber Optic Inspection and Cleaning Kit 
was designed with input from the warfighters tasked with the 
inspection and cleaning of milspec fiber optic connectors.

Allows the technician to inspect and clean the following: 
M29504/4 Pin Termini, M29504/5 Socket Termini, ST Con-
nectors, SC Connectors, LC Connectors
 
Includes:

 { Exfo tablet inspection display with built in Visual Fault 
Locator (VFL)

 { Auto focus and auto center probe with 3 levels of 
magnification

 { Cleaning sticks, cleaning tools, & cleaning solution
 { Video probe tips: M29504/4, M29504/5, 1.25mm, 

2.5mm, ST Bulkhead, & SC Bulkhead

Aviation Fiber Optic Inspection & Cleaning Kit;  0931-8017 TFOCA Splice Protection Sleeve; 0931-1170

ADS provides a single-source solution for 
our government and commercial customers’ 

procurement and acquisition strategies.

 All The Procurement Solutionss 
 Your Readiness Requires.s 
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Bandit - Miniature Dual-Band Transceiver
The Bandit - Miniature L and S-band transceiver is a low-
cost, lightweight, wideband data link and all-in-one digital 
transceiver adaptable to a wide variety of applications.  The 
link is protected with AES encryption in compliance with 
government requirements.  With standard network inter-
faces and a built-in router, the Bandit is fully net-ready and 
is a powerful, tactical gateway into the net-centric  
battle space.

 { Low cost and SWaP
 { Video and data routing and relay capability
 { Symmetric digital data rates up to 6.4 Mbps
 { AES encryption
 { Ethernet port to pass imagery and data to and  

from a network
 { Small, fully ruggedized, all-in-one system: internal  

amplifier for each band
 { Configurable L or S-band operation for either TX or RX
 { Interoperable with ROVER and OSRVT products

Compact Multi-Band Data Link (CMDL)
CMDL is on the leading edge of miniaturized, high-
performance, wide-band data links.  Operating in Ku, C, 
L or S-band, with both analog and digital waveforms, the 
CMDL provides users maximum flexibility and performance.  
It is interoperable with military and commercial products, 
including: Tactical Common Data Link (TCDL) terminals, the 
complete line of ROVER products, and COFDM receivers.

 { Full-duplex, quad-band modem
 { Compact, low SWaP
 { Interoperable with CDL terminals, all ROVER products 

and COFDM receivers
 { Mission selectable RFE and antenna with selectable digi-

tal and analog waveforms, and data rates up to 45 Mbps
 { Forward error correction and encryption

RADIOS & ACCESSORIES

Bandit - Miniature Dual Band Transceiver; 60083064

Compact Multi-Band Data Link (CMDL); 60094037

Bandit - Miniature 
Dual-Band 

Transceiver

Compact Multi-Band 
Data Link (CMDL)
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ROVER 6 Transceiver
The ROVER 6 Transceiver is the next generation of ROVER 
portable radios.  Like earlier ROVER products, it receives 
sensor data from multiple airborne platforms.  However, its 
added transit and pending Type 1 encryption capabili-
ties set it apart.  ROVER 6 transforms sensor-to-shooter 
networking, allowing increased levels of collaboration  
and interoperability.

 { Multi-band reception and transmission
 { 5-band operation (UHF, L, S, C, and Ku)
 { External transmitter control
 { Transmitter amp blank and enable signal
 { Two simultaneous reception channels
 { Secure digital communications: Triple DES, AES, Type 

1 (pending)
 { BA-5590 battery compatible
 { Web-browser GUI control

 { International version also available, contact ADS for 
more information.

High-Performance 
Networked Intelligence 
Gathering

L-3 Communication Systems-West is a leading provider of 
networked communication solutions for high-performance 
intelligence collection, imagery processing, and satellite 
communications for DOD and other government agencies. 
L-3 Communications Systems - West provides high-data 
rate, wideband, secure, real-time communication systems 
for surveillance and reconnaissance. Their proven world-
class solutions and capabilities create high-value, low-risk 
solutions for use on sea, land, air, and space. 

Tactical ROVER (e)
The Tactical ROVER (e) provides encrypted digital and ana-
log video with aircraft and sensor positional data directly to 
the dismounted user for real-time situational awareness.

 { Type 1 encryption capable in a pocket sized  
full-motion video receiver

 { Interoperable with fielded ISR and fighter aircraft  
video transmitters

 { Receives and displays video, aircraft position, and  
sensor point of interest simultaneously

 { Automatic waveform search
 { Speed dial preset recall; quickly switch between 

multiple video feeds
 { Powered by PRC-152 and PRC-148 batteries

VORTEX
VORTEX is the next generation of compact, highly capable, 
multi-use transceivers. With simultaneous dual-band trans-
mission, VORTEX transforms sensor-to-shooter networking 
via increased levels of collaboration and interoperability.  A 
VORTEX-to-VORTEX dual-band link provides high reliability 
through spatial and frequency redundancy.

 { Multi-band reception and transmission
 { Two simultaneous transmit channels
 { Two simultaneous reception channels
 { Web-browser GUI control
 { Front panel indicators include: video activity, transmit 

enabled, system status, reverse polarity
 { Provides control for two external transmitters
 { Baseband modulation output for two transmitters
 { Reverse polarity protection
 { STANAG 7085 certified

 { International version also available, contact ADS for 
more information.

VORTEX SATCOM Modem (VSM)
The VSM is the next generation of compact, multi-band, 
multi-use, IP software defined radio. The combination of 
line-of-sight and SATCOM functionality reduces cost and 
SWaP.   Adherence to MIL-STD-188-165A, CDL and other 
legacy standards guarantees a flexible and  
interoperable system.

 { Broadband full-duplex SATCOM capability;  
UHF through Ka

 { Broadband full-duplex LOS capability; UHF through Ku
 { Mission selectable RFE and antenna; flexibility to meet 

system requirements
 { Net-T multi-access capability
 { Compact, low SWaP
 { Layer 2 and 3 networking for data relay
 { Mitigates adjacent satellite interference
 { Data encryption
 { Independent transmit and receive
 { Simple, web-browser GUI control
 { 1080p30 HD video

 { International version also available, contact ADS for 
more information.

VORTEX; 60065285

VORTEX SATCOM Modem (VSM); 60095328

ROVER 6 Transceiver; 60099669-001

100382741Tactical ROVER (e);
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Long Range 
Acoustic Hailing 
Solutions Increase 
Security Coverage, 
Protect the Force, 
and Communicate 
with Authority. 

LRAD 1000Xi™
LRAD 1000Xi is a self-contained acoustic hailer featuring a 
rugged carbon fiber emitter head integrated with electronics 
and amplification. LRAD 1000Xi has an adaptable control 
interface enabling system integrators to easily install and 
cable Xi control panels to nearby and remote command/
control centers.

Featuring superior voice intelligibility and extended 
frequency range, LRAD 1000Xi safely communicates com-
mands, instructions and warnings up to 3 km away.  LRAD 
1000Xi™ operators have the ability to issue clear, authorita-
tive verbal commands, followed with powerful deterrent 
tones to rapidly enhance response capabilities. 

300X-RE
The LRAD 300X is low profile, lightweight and designed for 
use on a tripod mount configuration or mounted on small 
vessels, security and defense vehicles and Remote Weapon 
Stations (RWS). It can be easily transported to provide 
security personnel long range communications and a highly 
effective communication and warning system where required 
up to 1,000 meters. The LRAD 300X has been used for 
commercial, security and defense applications throughout 
the world. 

LRAD 300X operators have the capability to broadcast clear, 
authoritative verbal commands, followed with powerful 
deterrent tones to modify behavior, enhance response 
capabilities and provide more time to scale the use of force 
if required.

Long range communication to 
resolve uncertain situations 
peacefully and save lives on both 
sides of its proprietary Long 
Range Acoustic Device®.

Today’s threat environment has placed 
increasing demands on military forces 
and has stretched resources to the 
limit. LRAD Corporation’s Sound 
Solutions are ideal to address  force 
protection challenges.  They provide 
increase security coverage with reduced 
manpower and improve response times 
and coordination efforts.

OTHER C4ISR
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Mobile-360X
The mobile 360X trailer is designed to instantly deploy the 
LRAD 360X system where needed for on demand mass noti-
fication or emergency evacuation instructions, warnings and 
notifications. The LRAD 360X delivers powerful, highly intel-
ligible voice and warning tone broadcasts with perfect 360° 
coverage. The LRAD 360X broadcasts uninterrupted audio 
communications over distances up to 1.3 Kilometers radius.

100X Mag Mount
The LRAD 100X is a self contained, hand held, portable loud 
hailer that broadcasts powerful, intelligible communication up 
to 600 meters. The magnetic base and accompanying mounting 
yoke allows you to quickly secure the LRAD 100X to a metallic 
surface such as a vehicle hood. The mounting yoke allows for 
elevation adjustment of the 100X for aiming purposes.  

At 20-30 decibels (dB) louder than competing megaphones, 
the 100X is four to six times louder than systems of 
comparable size and weight . As a portable communication 
system, it overcomes the background noise of vehicles, 
vessels, sirens and boisterous crowds to ensure each 
message is clearly heard and understood.  Optimized 
driver and waveguide technology ensure clear and loud 
communication so every syllable is understood. The warning 
tone provides a safe alternative to other non-lethal solutions, 
modifying behavior and increasing response time to scale 
force escalation.

500X-RE
The LRAD 500X is compact , lightweight and designed for 
applications ranging from fixed security installations to 
small/ medium-sized vehicles and vessels. It can be easily 
transported to provide security and defense personnel 
a highly effective communication, hailing and warning 
capability up to 2,000 meters. 

The LRAD 500X has been selected as the U.S. Navy and 
U.S. Army’s AHD (acoustic hailing device) for small vessels 
and vehicles. LRAD 500X operators have the capability to 
issue clear, authoritative verbal commands, followed with 
powerful deterrent tones to modify behavior, enhance 
response capabilities and provide more time to scale the 
use of force if required. The extended frequency range of 
the LRAD 500X ensures voice commands will be clearly 
heard and understood.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..

LRAD’s Long Range Acoustic Hailing 
Devices are tested and approved by 
the U.S. Army and the U.S. Navy and in 
service in more than 60 countries around 
the world.  They serve a diverse range 
of applications including:

CONVOY PROTECTION

FIXED SITE SECURITY

MARITIME OPERATIONS & VESSEL PROTECTION

CHECKPOINT SECURITY

UAV/UAS SENSOR NETWORK INTEGRATION
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The Nomad TCV is a game changing development in providing unsur-
passed scalability, versatility and adaptability to C4ISR operations.  
Developed with the input of our trusted customers, team members 
and suppliers around the country, the NOMAD TCV was painstakingly 
designed to overcome the inherent weaknesses in existing automobile, 
SUV and cargo van C3/C4 vehicle systems.

Featuring a revolutionary combination of On-The-Move-Workstations, a 
Collaborative Command Module, Advanced Technology Team Briefing 
Resources, and a Vibration Isolated HVAC controlled 42U electronics 
shelter, the heavy duty 4x4 diesel TCV with 17,000lb towing capacity, 
sets the standard in single resource, all-conditions and all-terrain  
C4ISR platforms.

Engineered to deliver a ‘no-compromises’ suite of C4ISR tools, including 
advanced voice, video and data communications on the move and while 
stationary, the TCV provides a modular, mission driven suite of commu-
nication package options, including multiple redundant secure Internet 
connectivity solutions (terrestrial/MESH/microwave/cellular/satellite), 
integrated IP to RF interoperability modules, integrated audio and video 
surveillance modules, and advanced data routing and switching tools.

Access Voice, Video, and Data Over Cellular, 
Radio, and Satellite Systems

Nomad is an industry leading provider of Mobile Communication platforms. Nomad 
Global Communication Solutions provides custom engineered specialty vehicles and 
communication platforms are designed and engineered to provide interoperable 
communications via mobile access to voice, video and data services over cellular, radio 
and satellite systems. Their innovative solutions provide in-field first responders, disaster 
preparedness teams,  and emergency personnel with the communication tools they need 
in infrastructure compromised areas.

ISR SYSTEMS

TACTICAL COMMAND 
VEHICLE (TCV)

TACTICAL COMMAND VEHICLE (TCV)
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The Nomad TCT was engineered from the ground up to pro-
vide the most capable self-contained and remotely manage-
able communications hub available.   Designed to provide up 
to 63U’s of vibration isolated, HVAC controlled electronics 
shelter space, the diesel powered TCT is available in variable 
power configurations from 6kw to 12kw and can operate in 
the most challenging and remote environments for 10+ days 
without on-site user intervention.

Configured to deliver a full suite of communication tools, 
including advanced voice, video and data connectivity, the 
TCT provides a modular, mission driven suite of communica-
tion package options, including multiple redundant secure 
Internet connectivity solutions (terrestrial / MESH / micro-
wave / cellular / satellite), integrated IP to RF interoperability 
modules, integrated audio and video surveillance modules, 
and advanced data routing and switching tools.

Designed to provide infrastructure replacement and 
extension capabilities, the heavy duty aluminum TCT can be 
utilized as a stand-alone resource or seamlessly operate as a 
network node in a larger ad-hoc MESH  
network environment.

Tactical Communications Trailer
The Nomad MPNN & MPSN were engineered from the 
ground up to provide a quickly deployable, man portable 
tool to deliver and extend video surveillance operations 
and MESH network coverage when traditional vehicle or 
trailer based solutions are unpractical.  With an integrated 
rechargeable battery pack with network health monitoring 
(battery levels, network health, etc), the MPNN and MPSN 
have typical operational times of 6-10 hours depending on 
operational use before battery replacement is required.

System configurations are mission driven and available with 
man-portable tripods with heights from 4’ to 24’ to delivery 
multi-camera HD quality PTZ video surveillance tools and 
network extension solutions.

The MPNN & MPSN was designed to provide a cost effective, 
reliable and scalable component in an overall MESH network 
or to be used as a stand-alone resource for  
surveillance applications.

When Every Minute Matters, the Nomad MPNN & MPSN 
weighs less than 50lbs and can be fully deployed in under 
5 minutes.

Man Portable Network & Surveillance Nodes

The Nomad TST was engineered from the ground up to 
provide a light weight, quickly deployable and remote 
manageable trailer platform to deliver and extend video 
surveillance capabilities and MESH network coverage.  With 
an integrated solar powered battery system and available 
generator backup, the TST can operate for up to 30 days 
without on-site user intervention.

Equipped with 12U’s of vibration isolated electronics shelter 
space and deployable tower heights up to 50’ the TST can 
deliver multi-camera HD quality PTZ video surveillance 
tools, network extension solutions and LMR support to 
remote operations.

Designed to provide infrastructure replacement and 
extension capabilities, the all aluminum TST is available in 
standard heavy duty or optional ruggedized platforms and 
can be utilized as a stand-alone resource or seamlessly 
operate as a network node in a larger ad-hoc MESH  
network environment.

Tactical Surveillance & Tactical Network Trailer

Global Communication Solutions

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 
 MORE INFORMATION..
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RADIOS & ACCESSORIES  POWER SUPPLIES

Establish Tactical Comms in Minutes; 
Anywhere in the World with Zero Downtime

PTS technology supplies immediate power to tactical radios anywhere AC or DC power 
is available. PTS PSDS power tactical radios in fixed and semi-fixed environments 
without batteries or dead-lined vehicles, using AC/DC power continuously.  Users are 
able to establish tactical comms in minutes at any facility worldwide, providing zero 
radio downtime and no lost communications. Designed to meet differing deployment 
requirements, PTS offers 11 different systems supporting Harris, Raytheon and 
SINCGARS tactical radios.

Harris 117F Power Platform
Docking position for:

 { One Harris AN/PRC-117F
 { Three terminal lugs
 { On/off for external amplifier
 { Includes one PTS-H-0003J cable

Harris 117F Power Platform ;    AS0117-HR-117F

SINCGARS Dual AC/DC Platform
Docking position for:

 { Two SINCGARS RT-1523 (E/F) (ASIP)
 { Two AM-7238B RFPAs
 { 22-32 VDC
 { Tactical data router
 { TOC Net capabilities

Raytheon PSC-5 Power Platform
Docking position for:

 { One Raytheon AN/PSC-5 (C-D)
 { Includes one PTS-H-0003J cable

Harris 117G/152 Power Platform
Docking position for:

 { One or two Harris AN/PRC-117G
 { One or two Harris AN/PRC-152
 { One Harris AN/PRC-117G and one Harris AN/PRC-152
 { Includes two PTS-H-0004J cables
 { Requires vehicle amplifier for mounting each RT

SINCGARS Dual AC/DC Platform;     AS0004-SR-4A-OD

Harris 117G/152 Power Platform;    AS0117-HR-117G/152 Raytheon PSC-5 Power Platform;     AS0005-RR-PSC-5

POWER SUPPLY DOCKING STATIONS
The PSDS has become an invaluable 
component of tactical operation centers. 
Each PSDS is a rugged, self-contained system 
weighing between 9 and 21 lbs. packaged in 
a Mil-Spec transit case. Systems are simple 
to install; once the properly configured radios 
are locked into the PSDS base, you plug the 
PSDS into the power source and power on.  
Communications are up and running instantly.  

All PTS PSDS utilize worldwide AC power or 
DC battery. The switch from AC to DC is a 
smooth transition with no power dropouts or 
spikes. The PSDS features 85-260 VAC and 
47 to 440 Hz along with a built in power surge 
protector. The PSDS offers automatic voltage 
and frequency selection worldwide. There are 
two sets of LED lights. One set indicates which 
NET is active while the other changes from 
green to amber when power switches from  
AC to DC.

Each PSDS has a built-in speaker, hand set 
connector and a remote LS-671 connector. 
The environmental temperature range for 
the PSDS is -30° C to 50° C and the relative 
humidity is 5% to 95%. AC power input is 
standard on all models; DC (22-32 VDC) is 
standard only on the SR-4A but is available on 
all models by request.

PERKINS TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.
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Power Management 
Solutions That 
Universalize Power
Protonex systems give operators 
unprecedented capabilities to charge any 
battery and power any equipment from any 
energy source such as solar, vehicle, or 
AC. Their kits reduce weight, volume, and 
clutter by eliminating single-function battery 
chargers, power supplies, and converters. 
The rugged, reliable, efficient, light weight 
Protonex SPM-612, SPM-622, and VPM-402 
power managers are the premier solutions 
of choice for U.S. Special Operations, Army, 
Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps operators 
who require intelligent power management.

POWER SUPPLIES

The VPM-402 Man-Worn power management kit provides 
long-duration uninterrupted power for the equipment most-
often deployed on a tactical vest or plate carrier: one or two 
handheld radios, a smart-phone or portable computer, and 
one or more accessory items. The kit includes adapters for 
the most often used vest-worn equipment (PRC-152, USB 
Smartphone) as well as quick-connect recharge via con-
nection to vehicles (cigarette plug) and scavenged energy 
sources, and the use of flexible conformal or standard 
x590 batteries. The VPM-402 kit is ideal for operators on 
extended missions who need to be able to doff their ruck 
while maintaining full communications and SA capability, 
and need to keep all equipment powered and fully charged 
while being transported by vehicle to the mission location.

Man-Worn Power Management Kit

Man-Worn Power Management Kit, VPM-402; 008-713

Designed and manufactured in the USA, 
Protonex power management systems and kits 
include an easy-to-use, lightweight, and highly 
efficient power manager,  as well as all cables and 
adapters required for the most-used equipment, 
batteries, and energy sources. 

SPECIAL FORCES POWER 
MANAGEMENT KIT
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The Special Forces Power Management Kit (SF-PMK) provides everything the Operator needs 
to recharge all his batteries and power his kit from any source (solar, vehicle, world-wide AA). 
Built around the industry-leading SPM-622 intelligent power manager, the lightweight SF-PMK 
includes a lightweight foldable solar blanket, adapters to charge the most commonly used 
military and commercial batteries (AA to BB-2590), and cables to power PRC-117, PRC-152, 
Toughbook, USB and cigarette powered devices, as well as many more. The easy-to-use 
SF-PMK quickly charges from one to three batteries simultaneously, and powers up to five 
pieces of gear at once, converting all voltages automatically. The SF-PMK provides all the power 
conversion and charging the operator needs in the field, saving weight, cube, clutter,  
and complexity.

SPECIAL FORCES POWER MANAGEMENT KIT

The EOD Power Management Kit (EOD-PMK) provides 
everything the EOD technician needs to recharge his 
batteries and power his kit from any source (solar, vehicle, 
AC Mains, scavenged energy). Built around the industry-
leading SPM-622 intelligent power manager, the compact 
EOD-PMK includes a foldable solar blanket, adapters to 
charge BB-2590, PRC-148, PRC-152, DeWalt tool, AA, and 
CR-123 batteries, and cables to power common EOD radios, 
tools, and detection equipment. The easy-to-use EOD-PMK 
quickly charges one to three batteries simultaneously, 
and powers up to five pieces of gear at once, converting 
all voltages automatically. Often deployed in the EOD Tech 
vehicle, the single power manager replaces up to 20 differ-
ent battery chargers and power adapters, for a huge savings 
in space and clutter.

EOD Power Management Kit

The JTAC Intelligent Power Management Suite (JTAC-IPMS) 
provides everything the JTAC or TACP needs to recharge his 
batteries and power his kit from any source (solar, vehicle, 
AC Mains, scavenged energy). Built around the super-thin 
VPM-402 intelligent power manager, the compact JTAC-PMK 
includes a compact solar blanket, adapters to intelligently 
charge and power PRC-152 and PRC-117G radios,  AA, 
and CR-123 batteries, and cables to power other common 
forward air control gear. The easy-to-use JTAC-IPMS quickly 
charges one or two batteries simultaneously, and powers 
up to three pieces of gear at once, converting all voltages 
automatically. The kit gives the forward controller the ability 
to maintain communications at all times, while monitoring all 
battery charge levels and remaining mission time.

JTAC Intelligent Power Management Suite

The SPM-612 Starter Power Management Kit (S-PMK) provides a low-cost way for soldiers, 
Marines, and special operators to get started with intelligent power management. The S-PMK 
includes the SPM-612, the widest deployed intelligent power manager on the planet. The SPM-
612 is a lightweight (under 1 lb) six port power “universalizer” that can charge any battery 
from any source, and simultaneously power any kit of man-portable gear from any battery. The 
S-PMK, which is priced under the purchase card limit for most users, provides basic battery, 
vehicle, and device power adapters. The kit can be easily expanded to support solar and AC 
input, power for virtually any radio, computer, or other portable device, and adapters for most 
military and commercial batteries.

Power Management Starter Kit

The Field Medic Power Management Kit (FM-PMK) is a 
convenient “energized” carry case which not only transports 
patient monitor, suction, ventilation, and other critical care 
equipment, it keeps the batteries of each of these fully 
charged and ready for immediate use. Built around the 
industry-leading SPM-622 intelligent power manager, the 
compact FM-PMK includes integrated rechargeable battery 
storage and recharge, and adapters to power and recharge 
a fluid warmer, patient monitor, infuser, and more. The 
easy-to-use FM-PMK can quickly charge all device batteries 
simultaneously,  converting all voltages automatically. The 
water-proof kit provides an AC power connection on the 
outside of the case to permit recharging of all equipment 
with one simple connection at base or in vehicles.

Field Medic Power Management Kit

Special Forces Power Management Kit, SPM-622; 007-471
Power Management Starter Kit, SPM-612; 007-593

EOD Power Management Kit, SPM-622; 008-711
Field Medic Power Management Kit, SPM-622; 007-816 JTAC Intelligent Power Management Suite, VPM-402; 008-712
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PD-100 Black Hornet SBS is the smallest operational 
unmanned system in the world and it has been used 
extensively in combat operations by NATO forces over the 
past few years. The system is described by its users as a “Game 
Changer” and a “Life Saver”, and has created a new standard 
and class for the smallest UAS.

proxdynamics.com

YOUR PERSONAL SOLDIER BORNE 
Z SYSTEM (SBS)



The World’s Smallest and Most Advanced 
Soldier Borne Sensor Systems

As the world’s largest Nano Unmanned Aerial Systems (NUAS) Company, Prox 
Dynamics is uniquely positioned meet the rapidly increasing requirements for small 
“Cargo Pocket” sized flying Soldier Borne Sensors (SBS).  Prox Dynamics creates 
innovative SBS solutions to complex challenges through the utilization of modern 
microelectronics, new sensor technology, creative mechanical design, and efficient 
low-cost production techniques.  Their advanced Nano helicopter technology 
combined with system integration, hardware development, and signal processing has 
redefined the limit of Nano Unmanned Aerial Systems.

PD-100 SOLDIER BORNE SENSOR
Prox Dynamics and ADS have teamed together to provide a game changing capability to 
war fighter, law enforcement, and emergency response agencies using agile contracts. 
The PD-100 Soldier Borne Sensor is a pocket sized system that provides real-time live 
motion video back to the operator. This allows the operator to get situational awareness 
from a safe distance. In the battlefield, this system provides today’s networked warrior 
immediate situational awareness to successfully execute dismounted operations.

UAS SYSTEMS

1Nano Air Vehicles
The Black Hornet nano air vehicles are inherently safe and 
pose virtually no risk to other air vehicles or personnel, 
allowing the system to be operated almost anywhere at any 
time without prior airspace coordination. The Black Hornet’s 
low signature makes it virtually inaudible and invisible 
beyond short distances.

2 Base Station
The base station houses the two nano air vehicles, and con-
tains all necessary functions to plan, execute and analyse 
missions. All mission data is stored in real time on the base 
station. Internal rechargeable batteries supply power to the 
external display and recharge the nano air vehicles. The base 
station also contains the detachable single hand controller.

3 Display Options
Prox Dynamics offers a lightweight daylight readable  
display for the Black Hornet. The high quality 7 inch screen 
allows information to be shared between users in all environ-
ments. In addition, external head mounted display options 
can be used.

The PD-100 Soldier Borne Sensor (SBS) is a complete 
nano UAS consisting of two nano helicopters, base 
station, controller, display unit and pouch. Total system 
weight is 1.3 kg. The system is delivered in a waterproof 
hard transport case.

2

3

1



ISR SYSTEMS



For soldiers that need secure, reliable military GPS, 
MicroDAGR-V is an L1/L2 GPS receiver for vehicles that 
supports the U.S. DoD mandate for using SAASM GPS in 
combat operations. Unlike commercial GPS receivers, 
MicroDAGR-V provides secure, military, SAASM-based GPS 
in a rugged, reliable package and boasts a human Interface 
that adheres to standard military GPS messaging protocol. 
Unlike commercial GPS receivers, MicroDAGR-V notifies 
the user when a position is bad and allows soldiers to view 
multiple color map layers as well as high-resolution satellite 
imagery while overlaying waypoints, routes, hazards, and 
targeting information. 

MicroDAGR-Vehicle & MicroGuide-Vehicle
For dismounted soldiers who must call in precision weapons on a target 
and need to accurately know position, MicroDAGR is an L1/L2 receiver that 
supports the U.S. DoD mandate for using SAASM GPS in Close Air Support 
and targeting operations. 

Unlike commercial GPS receivers, MicroDAGR notifies soldiers when a 
position is bad and boasts a highly intuitive human interface that adheres 
to standard military GPS messaging protocol.  It also allows soldiers to view 
multiple color map layers as well as high-resolution satellite imagery while 
overlaying waypoints, routes, hazards and targeting information. MicroDAGR 
is deployed with militaries worldwide.  MicroGuide is the SPS GPS product 
variant and commercially available.

Innovative Electronics Solutions for 
Navigation, Communications, and Aviation 

Rockwell Collins designs, produces, and supports navigation, communications and aviation 
electronics for both commercial and military customers worldwide. The Government Systems 
segment offers its products and services for airborne and surface applications to the U.S. 
Department of Defense, local and state governments, other government agencies, civil 
agencies, defense contractors and foreign ministries of defense.

MICRODAGR 
& MICRO GUIDE

MICRODAGR & MICRO GUIDE 
HANDHELD GPS

MicroDAGR Handheld; 822-2930-003
MicroGuide Handheld; 822-2931-001 MicroDAGR-V; 822-3136-002

MicroGuide-V 822-3153-001
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ANTENNAS

Reliable, Advanced, and Battlefield Proven Antenna Solutions

Shakespeare designs and manufactures superior U.S. made tactical vehicle, manpack, and mast systems to support the 
ever-changing battlefield.  Shakespeare Company provides the U.S. Military, Radio OEM’s, System Integrators, DHS, and 
various commercial and civilian clients with reliable, innovative, and battlefield tested HF, VHF, UHF, L-Band, Broadband 
and Electronic Countermeasure (ECM) antennas. Shakespeare offers a broad range of military and commercial mast systems 
including telescoping composite, aluminum, and RolaTube systems available in many heights and sizes.
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The MP3512 Broadband manpack antenna has been 
designed for manpack and handheld radio applications 
operating in the 30-512MHz frequency bandwidth.  It 
performs with a VSWR of 2.5:1 or less, outperforming other 
30-512MHz antennas.  This antenna is designed to meet 
the requirements for tactical radio communications.  The 
MP3512/TG has a built in Gooseneck for more flexibility.

 { Frequency: 30-512MHz
 { Polarization: Linear
 { Impedance: 50 OHM 

 { Power: 20 Watts
 { Gain: -2 to -30dBi

The RamHead Tactical SATCOM Antenna is designed to pro-
vide the radio operator a hands-free way to send and receive 
real time information via satellite.  The RamHead provides 
high quality voice communications for both dismounted and 
mounted operations.

 { Frequency:  
225-500MHz

 { Polarization: Linear
 { Impedance: 50 OHM 

 { Power: 25 Watts (Max)
 { Gain: 2.14dBi
 { VSWR: 2.5:1 or Less

Panther Mast
The Panther Mast is an alternative to heavy, burdensome 
communications mast/ antenna solutions currently on the 
market today.  This ultra lightweight system allows the 
operator to rapidly deploy man portable LOS communica-
tions requirements.  This system is ideal for squad and 
platoon LOS communications along with forced  
entry operations.

 { Frequency: 30-512MHz
 { Impedance: 50 OHM
 { Power: 25 Watts (Max)
 { VSWR: 2.5:1 or Less
 { Other frequencies available upon request

High Performance Tactical Mesh Antenna
The High Performance Tactical Mesh Antenna (HP-TMA) is 
an ideal solution for enhancing signal coverage in mobile 
mesh deployments. It improves wireless signal quality 
and reach through the use of 3D Signal™ technology that 
combines a unique high performance circular wave pattern 
with patented signal boosting technology in one low-profile, 
easy-to-implement device. The result is a highly efficient 
and farther reaching wireless network, as well as a more 
forgiving signal pattern that delivers greater link stability 
between mobile clients. The low profile and rugged con-
struction also delivers a significant footprint advantage over 
traditional high gain linear omni-directional antennas.

 { Other mast heights available upon request.

Wideband Body Patch Antenna
Shakespeare introduces the Tactical Wideband High 
Performance Panel Flex Antenna. This antenna can be worn 
in proximity to the user’s torso, attached to a back pack, 
protection vest or in a pocket. This antenna is comparable 
to standard whip antennas that come with most radios. This 
antenna provides a wider spectrum and greater portability.  
Perfect solution for commercial cellular, SATCOM, first 
responders, executive security or public safety.

 { Dimensions: 5” High by 5-3/4” Wide

Tactical Mesh Network Antenna - 2.4GHz; TMA-24A-302CT

Wideband Body Patch Antenna; BPA 3200

Panther Mast; PM53MC-MK3512

30-512MHz Manpack Antenna (Tape); MP3512/T

RamHead Tactical SATCOM Antenna; RH-2535

RolaTube Elevation System; 305000/1/1

Rolatube™ Elevation System
Shakespeare has teamed with Rolatube™ and is proud to 
offer a line of light weight, highly portable mast systems 
developed for man portable tactical use. The system is 
designed to minimize the size and weight of package 
carried by the user and is significantly lighter than any 
comparable system currently available. Quick and simple 
to deploy and may be used either fully extended or partially 
rolled out for shorter deployment length. Unlike metal or 
carbon composite masts, the thermal signature of BRC 
masts is minimal. Available in a variety of diameters and 
lengths, this highly versatile system can be used to extend 
antennas, cameras, sensors or most any device. Tripod and 
personnel recovery systems also available. 

 { Height: 3 M-2” diameter
 { Stowed dimensions:  5” x 6”
 { Weight:  2.55 lbs.
 { Payload:  11 lbs.
 { Max Wind (guyed):  75 mph

 { Other mast heights and colors available upon request.

1
2

30-512MHz Manpack Antenna1

RamHead Tactical SATCOM Antenna2
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Field-Tested, Combat Proven Hearing 
Protection and Communications Systems

Silynx Communications is a world leader in tactical, in-ear hearing protection and 
communications systems. They provide users with an unparalleled operational edge, 
enhancing lethality and situational awareness. 

Silynx is committed to a simple and focused mission: to provide leading edge, high 
quality, and reliable hearing protection and communications solutions to warfighters 
and law enforcement officers.  To help users successfully complete their missions, 
Silynx leverages in-house design expertise and incorporates critical end-user feedback 
into all final products.

HEADSETS

Field-tested and combat 
proven for nearly a 
decade, Silynx headsets 
are relied upon by elite 
US and international 
allied warfighters, as well 
as the public safety and  
 law enforcement 
community.
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OPTIMUS
The OPTIMUS is the latest addition to the Silynx suite of 
tactical headsets.  Offering combat proven in-ear hearing 
protection, the OPTIMUS was designed for users that 
require up to triple comms capabilities, as well as a fourth 
net (when using dual-net radio). Mounting clips attach to 
either face of the unit, so the user can customize the fit and 
feel, while receiving impulse and steady state noise control, 
intercom interoperability, clear communications, and sound 
localization for full situational awareness.  Compatible with a 
broad range of radios and immersible to 20m, OPTIMUS is a 
highly capable system in a small, light weight package.

 { Color: Tan, Black

OPTIMUS 2 Lead; OPT-X-2L-001
OPTIMUS 3 Lead; OPT-X-3L-001

CLARUS Fx
The CLARUS Fx is based on the original CLARUS design and 
function, but focuses on users requiring single comms and 
a lower price point.  The Fx, or fixed lead system, provides 
the user the same battle-tested hearing protection and will 
connect to a single radio – which is determined prior to 
purchase.  Simple to use, the CLARUS Fx provides impulse 
and steady state noise control, as well as electronic hear-
thru and sound localization for full situational awareness.  
Available for most law enforcement radios.

 { Color: Tan, Black

CLARUS Fx; CLAR-X-FX-XXX

hSE
The hSE is a helmet-mounted smart earplug system that 
leverages combat-proven Silynx hearing protection.  The 
extremely low profile hSE is simple to attach to the helmet 
and provides impulse and steady state noise protection in 
all noise environments, as well as electronic hear-thru and 
sound localization for full situational awareness. The hSE is 
for the user that does not carry a radio but requires hearing 
protection in a sleek, light weight design (the hSE does not 
connect to a radio).

 { Color: Tan, Black

hSE – Tan; HMSE-T-001
hSE – Black; HMSE-B-002

CLARUS
As the world’s smallest and lightest in-ear headset system, 
the CLARUS offers advanced hearing protection and com-
munications capabilities in a smaller, simpler, and lighter 
weight design.  CLARUS provides impulse and steady state 
noise control, intercom interoperability, clear communica-
tions, and sound localization for full situational awareness.  
Compatible with a broad range of radios, immersible to 
20m, and available in single or dual radio configurations.

 { Color: Tan, Black

CLARUS Hybrid Kit; CLAR-X-H-XXX
CLARUS Fixed Kit; CLAR-X-F-XXX

CLARUS SE
The CLARUS SE (Smart Earplugs) is based on the original 
CLARUS design with the same combat-proven hearing pro-
tection. Simple to use, the CLARUS SE provides impulse and 
steady state noise protection in any environment, as well as 
electronic hear-thru and sound localization for full situational 
awareness. The SE was created for the user or shooter that 
needs hearing protection without the radio connectability 
(the SE does not connect to a radio).

 { Color: Tan, Black

CLARUS SE Kit - Tan; CLAR-T-H-001
CLARUS SE Kit - Black; CLAR-B-H-001

MWPTT
The Silynx Micro Wireless Push-to-Talk (MWPTT) enables 
users to remotely and wirelessly PTT their comms devices.  
Pair the MPWTT with a Silynx control box in seconds, and it 
will PTT up to two devices, including radios, smartphones, 
and various ICS platforms.  With an optional 2.5mm jack, 
the MWPTT supports a removable ring finger PTT, ideal for 
snipers, airborne, and low-vis operations.

 { Color: Tan

MWPTT; MWPTT-XXX
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NETT WARRIOR POWER SOLUTIONS

In 1989, with an increase in missions requiring dismounted warfighters in 
urban settings, the U.S. Army created the “Land Warrior” program to increase 
warfighter readiness through the design, manufacture and fielding of a 
specialized set of equipment. 

The Land Warrior program had three major initiatives:
1. Integrate small arms with emerging technologies for increased capability.
2. Provide communications, command, and control at the individual level.
3. Position the warfighter to be an independent asset, rather than  

a component.

The program was broken down into a subset of seven core sub-groups: 
weapon, integrated helmet assembly, protective clothing and equipment, 
computer, navigation, radio, and software systems.  Throughout the Land 
Warrior Program’s lifecycle it went through several iterations and was 
assigned to multiple large defense contractors acting as lead integrator.  After 
18 years and close to $1.1 Billion in research, development and fielding, the 
Land Warrior Program was cancelled by the Army in 2007 due to a variety of 
factors, including increasingly limited resources and overall weight concerns.

In 2008, US Army Program Executive Office Soldier Project Manager 
Ground Soldier (PEO Soldier PM GS) began work on a new program, Nett 
Warrior, based on the founding principles and goals of Land Warrior, but 
focusing instead on creating a system of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) 
technology and equipment integrated into a warfighter’s existing get set to 
bring increased readiness, capability, and situational awareness to both the 
warfighter and mission command. 

PEO Soldier PM GS began identifying individual items they would like 
incorporated into the system in early 2009, and started researching potential 
procurement, sustainment and supply chain management options to keep 
costs low and fulfill requirements as efficiently as possible.

1

2

3

4

CUTTING EDGE COTS
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ADS SOLUTIONS STORY

Nett Warrior is an integrated dismounted soldier situational awareness system 
for use during combat operations. The system provides unparalleled situational 
awareness and understanding to the dismounted soldier, allowing faster and more 
accurate decision making on the battlefield. 

Efficient power generation and distribution for Nett Warrior systems is critical for 
mission success. A myriad of power systems solutions have been developed and 
deployed to maximize the power efficiencies required to operate Nett Warrior.  These 
capabilities include soldier power sources, power scavenging, renewable energy, 
power distribution, power management, and power storage solutions that are 
lightweight and soldier-portable or wearable.

THE CUSTOMER:
  U.S. Army Program Executive Office Soldier (PEO Soldier)
  Project Manager Ground Soldier (PM GS)

THE CHALLENGE: PEO Soldier PM GS required a 
procurement, sustainment, and supply chain management solution to 
provide low-cost, efficient fulfillment for orders placed through the Nett 
Warrior Program.

ADS SOLUTIONS DRIVEN APPROACH
ADS identified equipment, procurement, and support 
solutions that increased Nett Warrior Program capabilities  
and efficiencies.

   POWER STORAGE & CHARGING
Modular Universal Battery Chargers
Fuel Cells & Batteries
Soldier-worn Conformal Batteries

   TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
Multicast Forwarders
Handheld Tactical Radios
Wideband Multiband Multimission Radios
Joint Tactical Radio Systems (JTRS)
TCAPS Headsets & PPT

   POWER & DATA DISTRIBUTION
Power & Data Hubs
Soldier Power Management
Tactical Cables
GPS Repeaters

     DEVICES & ACCESSORIES
End User Devices (EUD)
EUD Hard Cases
Chest Mounted Soft Cases
Micro Data Storage
Night Vision (NV) Filters
Capacitive (Touch-Screen) Gloves

 EQUIPMENT 

Our ADS C4ISR Subject Matter Expert (SME) reached out to our diverse 

network of industry-leading C4ISR equipment manufacturers to identify cost-

effective items ADS could provide to PEO Soldier PM GS to fulfill existing 

Nett Warrior program requirements.

With a thorough understanding of the program objectives, our SME also 

identified equipment solutions that would increase Nett Warrior system 

capabilities and address integration challenges, such as signal repeaters 

from GPS Source which allow soldiers to utilize the functionality of their 

equipment inside vehicles and aircraft with no signal interruption or static. 

 PROCUREMENT 

PEO Soldier PM GS wanted to utilize the DLA Troop Support Special 

Operational Equipment Tailored Logistics Support (DLA SOE TLS) Contract 

to procure equipment for Nett Warrior but experienced multiple instances 

where the equipment was initially denied due to contract scope concerns. 

ADS contracting experts faced this procurement challenge head on assisting 

Nett Warrior Program Managers with formulating rationales, collecting 

supporting documentation, resubmitting requests to DLA for review, and 

successfully gaining approval.

With a well established working relationship in place, ADS now provides 

ongoing support to PEO Soldier PM GS as new equipment is identified 

for Nett Warrior ensuring the procurement process does not inhibit the 

program’s ability to provide increased readiness.

 SOLUTIONS 

When ADS is able to provide the equipment PEO Soldier PM GS requires and 

orders are placed, our Kitting Experts gather all of the individual components 

at our warehousing facility, assemble kits if necessary, and load everything 

into individual boxes.  The order is then consolidated onto plastic-wrapped 

pallets for efficient and safe delivery.  Finally, ADS Logistics Experts arrange 

for the palleted order to arrive at the Unit’s destination with a full bill of 

materials for simplified receiving and inventory control.

NETT WARRIOR

POWER GENERATION (not shown)
Wind & Solar Power
Multi-Fuel Generators
Hybrid & Scavenging Energy Systems

1
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BATTLEFIELD PROVEN PRODUCTS

VISIT ADSINC.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION



Tac-Eye Binocular
The Tac-Eye Binocular is a head-mounted display (HMD) 
designed to provide a high-resolution, “big-screen” image 
for tactical operations, giving warfighters hands-free access 
to mission-critical video data. The system provides the 
user with a 55” screen in a compact, portable package. It’s 
perfect for applications where the user will be looking at 
video for long durations. 

The display can plug directly into computer systems, FLIR 
imagers, camera systems, thermal weapons sights, or 
remote video sensors. The system can also accept standard 
VGA interfaces and has an integrated head tracker, ideal for 
simulation and training applications.

 { Battlefield proven
 { 60% increase in battery life of a typical computer
 { Helmet mounts available for PVS 21 and 15
 { Supports 3D stereoscopic viewing

Tac-Eye 2.0
The Tac-Eye 2.0 is a display system for non-standard environments. Head worn and hands free, it replaces a direct-view 
display while enhancing the capabilities of the User. The System is much smaller and lighter than a traditional monitor, 
and consumes much less power. It allows the User to maintain light discipline and can be interfaced electrically and 
mechanically to a variety of usage models. The Tac-Eye 2.0 is high resolution, 800 x 600 pixels, with full color.  This 
display has a field of view of 29.5° diagonal and is lightweight, weighing in at 51 grams/1.81 ounces, making it easy to 
carry on missions. Its high-contrast SVGA display is perfect for displaying images from computers, IR imagers, camera 
systems, thermal weapon sights, or any other video source.  Simple controls allow the operator to quickly adjust the 
display to accommodate all environmental conditions with little to no training required.

ISR SYSTEMS

ODIN
ODIN is a see through display technology that 
enables augmented reality. This patented optical 
see through system allows the user to simultane-
ously view the real world and relevant computer 
generated information such as graphics, maps, 
and alerts without ever having to compromise 
situational awareness.  This technology can be 
used in a variety of applications such as industrial, 
medical, commercial, and defense to provide users 
with a cost effective solution. It is also beneficial by 
promoting safety and efficiency. Using hands-free 
technology coupled with this see through display 
has endless possibilities for real-time applications.

Personal Display 
Solutions for 
Digital Data

Six15 Technologies, is a world leader in 
rugged, high-resolution head mounted 
displays (HMD) and optoelectronic 
module (oem) manufacturing. Their 
military qualified production facility 
manufactures OEM components for 
thermal imagers, off-the-shelf military 
and industrial display systems, R&D 
projects, and custom computing and 
display solutions.

The task of displaying this data to the 
user can be a challenge. Bright sunlight, 
light discipline, weight and power - all 
become important factors for your 
display choice. Six15 delivers a Tac-Eye 
family of display systems that efficiently 
deliver a solution to these issues.

Standard Mobile Monitor
The SMM functions as a complementary device for non-HMD 
applications.  This technology is a must have on missions 
due to its ability to convey critical data.  This low cost 
monitor is semi-rugged but has an optional kit available for 
purchase that upgrades the monitor to achieve optimal rug-
gedization. This monitor has a resolution of 640 x 480 and 
implements a Gorilla Glass window which ensures maximum 
scratch resistance. It also helps prevent weighing the User 
down with a light weight of 225 grams/9 ounces. The SMM is 
designed specifically for use in ISR markets and comes with 
custom adapters which make it compatible with all of the 
same products as the Tac-Eye, including L-3’s SIR, Coastal’s 
MVR VI, and Harris’ 7800.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

ODIN; 534T00011Standard Mobile Monitor; 404T10041
404T10091Optional Ruggedization Kit;
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LIBERATOR II DIGITAL TACTICAL HEADSET

HEADSETS

TCI’s Liberator II™ (Single-Comm) is a digital tactical headset allowing an operator to 
interface, monitor and transmit on one radio. Designed for Military, Law Enforcement, and 
Special Operators to enhance communication reliability and capabilities. Delivers high-
performance communications and Digital Threat Compression Technology (DTCT).

 { Embedded state of the art electronics which support secure communications
 { REV6 Digital Sound Processing
 { BTH – Behind-the-Head suspension for excellent comfort with popular ballistic helmets
 { Low-Profile earcups for proper fit with common ballistic helmets (including MICH 

and ACH)
 { Battery-life: 600 hours using (2) AAA batteries
 { Five volume control settings with memory
 { Auto-shut off and low battery tone 
 { Multi-speaker system separates communication audio from ambient sound enabling 

both to coexist in the headset, without compromising either
 { Includes Press-to-Talk: (1) TCI Tactical PTT for MBITR, PRC-152, PRC-117, PRC-150 

and Legacy PRC radios
 { Made in the U.S.A.

Industry Leading 
Communication Systems

Tactical Command Industries (TCI), a proud brand of the 
Safariland Group, has designed, manufactured and provided 
many of the industry’s best tactical communications accessories.

Founded by military and law enforcement tactical professionals, 
TCI is an industry leader in creating modular communications 
headsets, ear pieces, bone conduction systems, and interface 
accessories for federal agencies, conventional military, and elite 
special operations personnel operating in all environments. TCI 
can electronically adapt their products to your communications 
architecture, be it aerial support, specialized infiltration 
techniques, encrypted military command networks, or digital 
satellite communications. Their streamlined business model 
is designed to quickly react to urgent customer needs and 
integration challenges - no matter the customer, the product, or 
the application.

LIBERATOR II DIGITAL  
TACTICAL HEADSET

Special Forces Liberator II - BTH; CTB2-D-329/LODB
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LIBERATOR III LITE Communication Suite (MIL)
LIBERATOR III™ LITE dual-comm headset systems are 
exceptional headsets for law enforcement, military and 
PSD Operators who require secure dual-comm capabilities. 
Engineered with the operator in mind and includes features 
and capabilities required by professionals. Multi-speaker 
system separates communication audio from ambient sound 
enabling both to coexist in the headset, without 
compromising either.

 { State of the art electronics which for 
secure communications

 { REV6 digital sound processing 
 { Enhanced EMI/RF shielding
 { Low-Profile earcups for proper fit with common 

ballistic helmets 
 { Industry-leading 600-hour battery life on two 

AAA batteries 
 { Auto-shut off and low battery tones 
 { Made in the U.S.A.

Includes:
 { (2) Integrated radio cables for specified radio models
 { TCI Tactical PTT with two color-coded PTT buttons 

and disconnects for rapid transition between 
accessory cables

 { (2) 17” Coiled Radio Interface Cables for MBITR, PRC-
152 and Legacy PRC Radios; other radio types supported

LIBERATOR III ITJCS Communication Suite (MIL)

LIBERATOR III™ Integrated TACP/JTAC Communications 
Suite (ITJCS) is a modular and highly-flexible multi-comm 
communication package allowing deployment of multiple 
radios for JTAC, Rescue, and Special Operators requiring 
secure dual-comm capabilities. Made in the U.S.A. 

 { State of the art electronics for secure communications
 { REV6 digital sound processing 
 { Dual-Comm/Radio capable
 { Enhanced EMI/RF shielding
 { Low-Profile earcups for proper fit with common 

ballistic helmets 
 { Industry-leading 600-hr. battery life w/ 2 AAA batteries

TABC III 
Tactical Assault Bone Conduction Headset
TABC III™ is a state of the art, binaural bone conduction 
headset. It is a light-weight, well-vented, yet robust headset 
that is adjustable and worn around the back of the head. It 
does not offer hearing protection, yet it allows the user to 
maintain complete peripheral hearing. Made in the U.S.A. 
TCI’s proprietary Binaural Dynamic Audio Resonance 
System (DARS) provides pristine audio fidelity directly to 
the cochlea through the jaw bone enabling audio to bypass 
the eardrum and be perceived by the auditory nerve
Compatible with various tactical helmets and headgear
Dual-Comm configuration available upon request
Made in the U.S.A. 

Includes:
 { Binaural TABC III Headset
 { TCI Tactical Push-to-Talk (PTT) for MBITR, PRC-152, 

PRC-150, PRC-117 and legacy PRC radios
 { Other versions available for other radio models
 { We recommend using TABC II with Surefire EP-3 or EP-4 

Sonic Defenders when impulse hearing protection is 
desired

CTB3-U-ITJ32/LODB-AM-1Liberator III ITJCS Communication Suite (MIL);

TABC3_D_329TABC III - Tactical Assault Bone Conduction Headset;

CTB3_U_LTJT/LODB-AM-1Liberator III LITE Communication Suite (MIL);

Special Air Service II (SAS II) Low-Visibility 
Tactical Headset
TCI's SAS II tactical headset system was developed to pro-
vide spec-ops and tactical units with a durable, low-profile 
communication solution that could be used for tactical and 
low-visibility missions. It provides phenomenal acoustical 
performance. Made in the U.S.A. 

 { Phenomenal acoustical performance in a low profile 
dual-comm configuration

 { Compatible with virtually any helmet, hat, cap or bala-
clava and can be fitted for operators of any shape or size

 { Made in the U.S.A. 

Includes:
 { TCI tactical push-to-talk
 { Noise-canceling/waterproof microphone
 { Advanced soundwaves/FC earcoil with sound-attenuation 

ear insert
 { Durable, yet flexible cables

TCI MAST - Version-1
TCI Modular Antenna System - Tactical (M.A.S.T.™) – was 
created to allow tactical operators to relocate and remote 
their radio antennas to improve line of sight (LOS) com-
munications, reduce the potential for interference caused 
by certain types of radio antennas and decrease visual 
obstructions caused by radio antennas. This is achieved by 
relocating radio antennas to a more advantageous location 
using our high-performance RF cables and use of the univer-
sal antenna harness. Made in the U.S.A.

 { Version 1: TNC-M to TNC-F, 24” High-Strength Molded 
cable; M.A.S.T. Antenna Harness, MALICE Clip

 { Quick Disconnect Version 2: BNC-M to TNC-F, 24” 
High-Strength Molded Cable

 { Quick Disconnect Version 2R: BNC-M to TNC-F Right 
angle adaptor, 24” High-Strength Molded Cable

 { Compatible with modular webbing systems
 { Available in coyote tan, OD green, foliage, and black
 { 42” cable length also available.

SAS2-D-329-HNSpecial Air Service II Low-Visibility Tactical Headset System;

MASTv1.24-1.0MAST – Modular Antenna System – TACTICAL v1.24-1.0;
MASTv2.24-1.0MAST – Modular Antenna System – TACTICAL v2.24-1.0;

Includes:
 { Dual-Comm headset with Cobra noise-canceling micro-

phone and integrated NVG compatible mic-light
 { TCI Tactical PTT with two color-coded PTT buttons and 

disconnects for rapid transition between cables
 { (2) MBITR/PRC-152 cables  

 { (1) Coiled Manpack radio cable 
 { (1) 15 ft. radio extension cable
 { (1) NATO adapter for low-impedance aviation
 { (1) Modified H-250 handset for sharing/additional radio
 { (1) “Y” adapter to enable radio sharing
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When a communications need requires a rapid, unique and custom solution, 
organizations turn to the engineering team at Tactical Electronics. By matching our 
technical knowledge to your critical mission requirements, Tactical Electronics has 
earned a reputation for delivering trusted, effective solutions to its customers.

 TACTICALD  
 ELECTRONICSD  

 CORPORATION’SD 
 TEAM DESIGNS,D  

 BUILDS AND ENSURESD   
 RELIABLE RADIOD  

 COMMUNICATION FORD  
 EVERY APPLICATION.D  

Trusted and 
Effective 

Customized Radio 
Solutions

ISR SYSTEMS  RADIOS & ACCESSORIES
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Tactical Electronics Incident VHF/UHF Repeater is a 
self-contained, portable, rugged and integrated solution 
for quickly creating a local radio repeater site. The quick 
and simple setup allows maximum operational flexibility 
between user radios. Coverage is expanded where radio 
links are necessary or where conditions hinder line of sight 
communications. The mobility of the repeater extends the 
operational theater communication for tactical P25, digital, 
analog and encrypted radio networks. Voice and data can be 
passed through the repeater.

Incident VHF / UHF Repeater

Tactical Electronics Watchman is a portable spectrum 
manager. Watchman surveys the available radio spectrum 
collecting known and unknown signals into a database. 
With this information, the user may assign frequencies, 
determine when and where signals are being emitted, or 
even what type of radio is being used based on the char-
acteristics of the signal. The frequency database is DISA 
importable or exportable giving the user total dominance 
of the radio spectrum in an operational theater environment.

Watchman

Tactical Electronics Tri-Band Radio provides HF (long 
distance communication), VHF-AM (aeronautical band com-
munication), and UHF-AM (military aeronautical band) in 
one multi-functional unit. The Tri-Band unit is self-contained 
in one ruggedized enclosure with multiple power sources. 
The Tri-Band radio provides essential radio communications 
capability from remote locations worldwide

Tri-Band Radio VHF / HF / UHF
The Village Stability Operations FM broadcast band 
transmitter allows government entities to communicate 
messages to listeners in distant small villages and rural 
areas. These remote areas aren’t reached by the traditional 
in-country broadcast media. Tactical Electronics Corpora-
tion has developed the VSO Remote Village FM Transmitter 
to provide a means to access these remote areas with a 
radio voice and broadcast information pertinent to the 
area and the government. With the VSO, villages can 
communicate in the local language/dialect while covering 
topics that are popular and important to the local listeners. 
It is specifically designed to be deployed in typical remote 
village environments worldwide.

Village Stability Operations (VSO) Transmitter

Watchman; TEC-WM-1

Incident Repeater VHF; TEC-IR-1
Incident Repeater UHF; TEC-IR-2
Emergency Response Kit; TEC-ERS-1

Tri-Band Radio VHF/HF/UHF; TEC-TRB-1

Village Stability Operations (VSO) Transmitter; TEC-VSO-1
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The INVISIO® V60 is TEA’s ultimate communication 
headset system and one of the only systems on the 
market that allows users to connect, control and 
communicate across 3 devices or 4 separate 
channels all at the same time.

The V60 is also one of the easiest advanced headset 
systems to use, simply connect the system to a radio 
and it’s ready to go (no calibrating or start up delays).  
Using modular smart cables, the V60 connects to 
practically any type of 2-way radio or multi-talk 
group/channel radio, mobile phone/portable 
smart device and also the intercom systems 
found on vehicles, aircrafts or boats.

TEA offers a wide variety of configurations and 
accessories for the V60 depending on your 
operational needs and radios/devices. 2015© Television Equipment Associates, Inc., All rights reserved

Mobile Headset
(Customer Owned)

Legacy Headset
(Customer Owned)

The below diagram highlights the modularity and capability of the INVISIO® V60 Communication System.  The V60 system adapts to a wide
variety of headsets which includes adapting to in-service legacy headsets, hybrid options for use on rotary wing/fast boats as well as military 
free fall applications.  TEA provides highly customized configurations of this system for several military special operations teams that operate
in the most extreme environments and conditions.  Take your communications to the next level with the INVISIO® V60!

INV-X5-V60-2

INVISIO X5 Headset

Part No.

Model

SOR1312HBGN-V60

HTH Tier 1 HDST

Part No.

Model

INV-M3S-V60

INVISIO M3s (Maritime)

Part No.

Model

IPF/V60

Mobile HDST Adapter

Part No.

Model

INV-V60-M80

V60 w/ Wireless

Part No.

Model

M80/V60

Wireless M80 PTT

Part No.

Model

INV-BM-V60

Hybrid Rail Boom 

Part No.

Model

V60-U173

HALO Hybrid 

Part No.

Model

SPS/2MP-V60

HALO PTT

Part No.

Model

SWS/2P-V60

ALT. HALO PTT

Part No.

Model

V60/P3

For PRC148/152/117G

Part No.

Model

V60/MK

For PRC 148 Maritime

Part No.

Model

V60/U93

For Military Aircraft

Part No.

Model

V60/IP

Mobile/Sat Phones

Part No.

Model

V60/AP

VIC 3 Intercom Sys.

Part No.

Model

V60/DCV

AUX POWER PACK

Part No.

Model

V60/U92Part No.

Model STD/Legacy Adapter

INV-V60

V60 Control Unit/PTT

Part No.

Model
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Mobile Headset
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Legacy Headset
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The below diagram highlights the modularity and capability of the INVISIO® V60 Communication System.  The V60 system adapts to a wide
variety of headsets which includes adapting to in-service legacy headsets, hybrid options for use on rotary wing/fast boats as well as military 
free fall applications.  TEA provides highly customized configurations of this system for several military special operations teams that operate
in the most extreme environments and conditions.  Take your communications to the next level with the INVISIO® V60!
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HEADSETS

INVISIO® 
X50 SYSTEM

HTH Tier 1 Conversion Kits
The HTH is fully compatible with new and legacy helmets.  
TEA offers adapters that allow you to mount the headset 
directly to the rails of your helmet.  You can also convert 
your legacy neckband headset to a headband version or to 
work with TEA helmet rail adapters.  See below for adapters 
and conversion kit part numbers.

HTH OPS-CORE Kit; ARC-HTH
HTH Team Wendy Kit; INV-M3-03-BK-L
SARA Conversion Kit; HTH-IF-GEN2
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High Quality, 
Advanced Tactical 
Headsets and 
Communications.
Since its inception, TEA has a long 
history of providing advanced tactical 
headsets and communication products 
to specialized teams within law 
enforcement and the military.  
They are also well known for the 
ability to integrate their solutions 
into practically any radio, device, or 
communications platform.  

More than 30 years ago, TEA designed 
and developed the first tactical throat 
mic system (LASH®) for use with 
military and public safety radios.  Soon 
after, they began providing maritime 
teams the first radio dry bags with 
fully integrated submersible headsets 
and push-to-talk switches that 
revolutionized the way maritime teams 
could communicate in the water.

INVISIO® V60 System
The INVISIO® V60 is TEA’s ultimate communication headset 
system and one of the only systems on the market that 
allows users to connect, control and communicate across 3 
devices or 4 separate channels all at the same time.

The V60 is also one of the easiest advanced headset systems 
to use, simply connect the system to a radio and it’s ready 
to go (no calibrating or start up delays).  Using modular 
smart cables, the V60 connects to practically any type of 
2-way radio or multi-talk group/channel radio, mobile phone/
portable smart device and also the intercom systems found 
in vehicles, aircrafts or boats.

 { Additional options and accessories available.  Contact 
ADS today for more information.

The INVISIO®X50 is the Tactical Communication and Protec-
tive System (TCAPS) Program approved product for the U.S. 
Army.  The X50 System consists of 2 main products.  The 
INVISIO® X5 dual in-ear communication headset, which pro-
vides certified hearing protection and enhanced electronic 
hear-thru and the INVISIO® X50, which is a push-to-talk/con-
trol unit that interfaces with the new NETT Warrior radios/
devices as well ground vehicle and aircraft intercom systems 
via modular radio cables.    

As robust as the X50 is it is very simple to use, the unit has 
easy to find buttons for transmitting and for volume control, 
which can be operated using one hand or from the rail of the 
rifle using an optional a dual wireless remote switch.

INVISIO® X50 SYSTEM

INVISIO V60 PTT; INV-V60

V60 PTT with Wireless; INV-V60-M80
PRC 148/152/117 Cable; V60/P3

PRC 148-Maritime; V60/MK
INVISIO X50 PTT; INV-X50
PRC 148/152/117 Cable; ODU/P3
VIC 3 ICS Cable; ODU/AP
Motorola XTS Radio; ODU/MS

TEA U94 Tactical PTT’s
The TEA U94 Push-to-Talk’s rugged and contoured design 
allow it to be easily accommodated onto almost any type 
of vest or uniform and features a removable back clip that 
allows for right or left side wear.  To prevent the ingress of 
water or debris into the input socket, the U94 has a protec-
tive boot that seals around the headset connector.

 { Available in multiple Single and Dual  
Radio/Device versions.

U94 for PRC 148/152/117; U94/P3
U94 for PRC 148 Maritime; U94/MK

U94 + HALO PTT Kit
The U94 + HALO PTT Kit keeps you connected to your 
comms even at 30,000 ft.  TEA’s GEN2 U94 also features 
a ruggedized auxiliary input port which is recessed to 
provide a strong seal for connected secondary devices like 
the remote TEA HALO PTT or O2 mask mic.  Item numbers 
below are in addition to U94 PTT (Example add to U94/P3).

Remote U94 Input; MJ-113C
TEA GEN 2 HALO PTT; SPS/2MP
Mask Mic Cable; U/173/U173-16

Hi-Threat Tier 1 Headset
The Hi-Threat Tier 1 Headset is specifically designed to 
meet the demands and intensity of elite special operations 
teams.  The HTH features Combat Noise Suppression 
technology that protects the operator’s hearing against 
damaging noises and adjustable electronic hearing  to 
maintain awareness.

The HTH headband features a removable nylon cover that 
integrates the cable with the headband frame.  The remov-
able headband allows for swapping between headband and 
helmet mounts.

HTH Tier 1 - OD Green; SOR1312HBGN-U93

Approved System for TCAPS Program
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Thales Defense 
& Security serves 
military and 
civilian customers 
worldwide with 
a broad product 
portfolio.

Thales Communication Systems include 
helmet mounted display and motion 
tracking technologies; tactical SATCOM 
terminals; intelligence surveillance and 
reconnaissance solutions; electronic 
warfare; combat management systems; 
advanced sonars; air traffic management 
solutions; and information security and 
data protection solutions.  

RADIOS & ACCESSORIES  POWER SUPPLIES

The AN/PRC-148 Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS) 
Enhanced Multiband Inter/Intra Team Radio, or JEM, is 
an evolution of the combat-proven AN/PRC-148 MBITR 
and is the smallest, lightest, and most power-efficient 
multiband, tactical, handheld radio covering the 30-512 
MHz frequency range in use today. This Software Com-
munications Architecture-compliant platform hosts all 
of today’s key waveforms and enables the integration of 
program enhancements, future waveforms, and additional 
modes via simple software downloads. The programmable 
cryptography supports the requirements of the National 
Security Agency’s (NSA) crypto modernization program and 
is certified by NSA to protect the confidentiality of voice 
and data up through the Top Secret level. Programmable 
INFOSEC enables interoperability with a full range of legacy 
systems and allows for non-Type 1 or exportable INFOSEC 
implementations. 

 { Contiguous 30 to 512 MHz Coverage
 { Programmable Encryption Engine (AIM)
 { 256 Programmable Presets

AN/PRC-148 JTRS Enhanced MBITR (JEM)

The company also leverages the 
technology-rich portfolio of the global 
Thales organization for U.S. markets.  
With core expertise spanning more 
than 40 years, Thales Defense & 
Security, Inc. is a recognized leader in 
meeting the challenges of size, weight, 
and power constrained battlespace 
environments. An early pioneer, Thales 
developed core software-defined radio 
technology for portable radios and built 
upon that technology with complete 
communication systems for the 
warfighter. The company has delivered 
more than 300,000 handheld radios.

Maritime Version (20M Immersible); PRC6999-ABS-HTB
Urban Version (2M Immersible); PRC6999-ABS-HTB
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The PRC6809 Non-Type 1 MBITR is part of the AN/PRC-
148 family of radios, the most capable dismounted radio 
system available today. Based on the combat-proven AN/
PRC-148 MBITR, the PRC6809 Non-Type 1 MBITR provides 
unprecedented interoperability with existing military and 
commercial legacy radio systems. With software upgrade 
ability, future operation with the next generation of com-
munications equipment is ensured. The PRC6809 Non-Type 
1 MBITR can be utilized with the full set of AN/PRC-148 sys-
tem components for mounted and dismounted operations.

 { Contiguous 30-512 MHz Coverage
 { Selectable RF Output Power DES/Type III and  

AES/256-bit Encryption Options
 { 2 and 20 Meter Immersible Variants

The Mission Module concept integrates Thales’ AN/PRC-
148 JEM handheld radios and Full Motion Video Receivers 
into an FMVR Mission Module form factor.  This single 
device approach reduces the size and weight burden of the 
warfighter and provides the ability to receive Full Motion 
Video from ISR assets on-the-fly as the mission dictates.  
Users currently carry multiple radios to maintain access to 
legacy narrowband waveforms and wideband Full Motion 
Video downlinks from assets such as UAVs.  As an “add-on” 
module to the currently-fielded AN/PRC-148 radios, the 
FMVR-MMs eliminate the need to introduce a separate 
and dedicated FMV ground terminal receiver and provide 
mission-specific extended capability to the user.

The Modular Universal Battery Charger (MUBC) solution is a 
state-of-the-art scalable charging system that provides the 
ability to charge a wide range of military and commercial 
batteries and also provides for the addition of new batteries 
through software upgrade ability and an innovative modular 
design. The base unit weighs less than 6 pounds, is small 
enough to be carried in a ruck sack, and is rugged enough 
to be vehicle mounted. The unit can also be cascaded with 
an identical unit to double the base unit charging capability. 
This system is based on technology from field-proven 
trials and allows charging while under heavy rain and other 
harsh environmental conditions. The system is optimized 
to provide the warfighter with the ability to harvest power 
from a wide variety of sources solar as well as a variety of 
other power sources. The MUBC combines the functions 
and capabilities of multiple battery chargers in one small, 
scalable package versus multiple standard chargers.

The AN/PRC-148B MBITR2, the next generation Multiband 
Inter/Intra Team Radio, builds on the legacy of the smallest, 
lightest, most power-efficient multiband, tactical, handheld 
radio in use today. By leveraging technologies based on the 
leading narrowband AN/PRC-148 tactical handheld radio 
and the leading wideband AN/PRC-154 tactical handheld 
radio, the MBITR2 provides the dismounted warfighter 
with the ability to integrate into the wideband tactical IP 
and voice network via the Soldier Radio Waveform (SRW) 
wideband channel while simultaneously maintaining legacy 
reach back via the narrowband channel—two radios in one 
form factor.  The MBITR2 retains interoperability with exist-
ing fielded radios and addresses tomorrow’s requirements 
for a next generation, wideband, networking handheld radio.  
A low-risk and cost-effective approach to fielding is provided 
through an upgrade path for the more than 200,000 AN/
PRC-148s currently deployed. Further, the common look and 
feel of the MBITR2 minimizes training, provides for common 
logistics support, and retains compatibility with the existing 
installed base of ancillaries.

Full Motion Video Receiver Mission Module; FMV-MM-EDM

Maritime Version (20M Immersible); PRC6809-ABR-BAS
Urban Version (2M Immersible); PRC6809-BBR-BAS

Modular Universal Battery Charger; 1100700-504

AN/PRC-148B MBITR2 Radio; PRC7337-BCS-SYS

FMVR
Full Motion Video Receiver Mission Module1 PRC6809 (Non-Type 1 MBITR)

Multiband Inter/Intra Team Radio2 MUBC
Modular Universal Battery Charger3

The AN/PRC-154A Rifleman Radio is a lightweight, rugged, 
body worn radio that transmits voice and data simultane-
ously utilizing the Soldier Radio Waveform. It brings secure 
inter-squad networked communications to the soldier at the 
tactical edge of the battlefield network.  The radio allows 
self-forming, ad hoc, voice and data networks and enables 
any leader at the tactical level to track individual soldier 
Position Location Information, giving dismounted soldiers 
a much-needed situational awareness capability.  The AN/
PRC-154A Rifleman Radio is capable of providing soldiers 
with access to the government’s classified networks at the 
Secret level and below.  The functionality of the Rifleman 
Radio is critical for the DoD’s plan to build out a ubiquitous 
tactical communications network to facilitate voice and 
data communications inter connectivity anywhere around 
the globe.

AN/PRC-154A Rifleman Radio; PRC7338

AN/PRC-154A 
Rifleman Radio4 AN/PRC-148B MBITR2

Multiband Inter/Intra Team Radio5

2
5

3

4

1
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AV2140-1 SPECIFICATIONS
Frequencies         243-318 MHz UHF SATCOM
                    30-88 MHz VHF/LOS
                    225-512 MHz UHF/LOS
Polarization  Right Hand Circular 
Gain (@ Zenith)     3-4 dBiC, Receive Band
    5-6 dBiC, Transmit Band
VSWR    2:1 or less

Impedance   50 OHMS
Power Handling  50 Watts 
System  Weight  9 OZ.

Omnidirectional, pointing not required. 
Ground-plane independent design and 
lightweight tube enclosure enables true 
portability.

AV2140-1
UHF SATCOM & LOS
On-The-Man On-The-Move Antenna.

trivec.com

Stowed

Deployed



Lightweight (1 lb.), foldable, and highly portable UHF 
SATCOM antenna. Can be operated while hand-held, mag-
netically mounted, or positioned over tripod. 

 { Landbased Antenna
 { Magnet Mount Available

Miniature UHF SATCOM Antenna
Foldable (AV2090-10) or fixed (AV2090-7S) UHF LOS and 
UHF SATCOM antenna. High-angle and low-angle versatility 
ideal for SATCOM On-The-Move (SOTM) operations. 

 { Vehicular Antenna
 { Magnet Mount Available

UHF SATCOM Antenna - “X-Wing”
Lightweight (3 lb.), foldable, and highgain UHF SATCOM 
antenna. Coat-pocket size ideal for missions where portabil-
ity and high gain are essential. 

 { Landbased Antenna

The AV2097-3 low-profile system provides true-on-the-move communications for long-range or over-the-horizon missions. 
Automatic pointing optimizes signal integrity when using hard-to-hit low-angle satellites. A flexible base spring mount allows both 
antenna systems to be interchangeable. The AV2097-3 offers a lower profile and slightly less gain than the AV2097-1, but the 
directivity of the system attains optimal signal-to-noise ratio and maximizes signal integrity, even during high speeds and turns. 

 { 6 dBiC Gain @ Beam Max.
 { Control Unit stores up to 30 satellite profiles, including 

last-satellite-used information for immediate on-the-go 
quick start operation.

 { Minimum user interaction. Self-steering antenna auto-
adjusts to speed and direction of vehicle.

 { Lower-profile alternative to AV2097-1.

UHF SATCOM Self Steering Vehicular Antenna (shown left)

Reliable and Durable Antenna Systems 
for the Most Demanding Environments 
on Earth

Trivec Avant Corporation’s in-depth antenna knowledge, unparalleled technical support 
and rapid prototyping capability makes their systems a first choice for applications 
requiring the ultimate in antenna solutions. For decades, Trivec Avant antennas have 
provided warfighters all over the globe with the most reliable and durable performance 
in the most demanding of environments which is why they are one of the premier 
suppliers of advanced antenna systems to the U.S. and NATO governments, as well as 
commercial integrators and manufacturers. 

Coat-Pocket UHF SATCOM Antenna

ANTENNAS

UHF SATCOM Self Steering Vehicular Antenna; AV2097-3

Coat-Pocket UHF SATCOM Antenna; AV2055-3
UHF SATCOM Antenna - “X-Wing”; AV2090-4 Miniature UHF SATCOM Antenna; AV2125
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SRNC-17 - Semi-Rugged Notebook Computer
When it comes to getting down to the business side of tacti-
cal computing, nothing beats the fully rugged product line of 
VT Miltope. With its first new semi-rugged notebook, VT Mil-
tope combines the best in business rugged performance and 
fully rugged protection to achieve new standards in mobile 
military computing. It’s the best of both worlds. When the 
mission requires high performance in a field environment, VT 
Miltope’s semi-rugged notebook answers the call.

 { Windows® 7/8 Professional 64 bit OS
 { 17.3” High resolution displays
 { High capacity solid state disk adaptability
 { Dual storage capability
 { Expandable media bay options
 { Wifi cellular options
 { Security feature options
 { Enhanced chassis ruggedization
 { Thermal management

RTCU-3 - Rugged Tablet Computer Unit
Take the best-in-class tablet technology and coupled it with 
a dock that increases functionality for evolving require-
ments, then add the military-grade ruggedness for which 
VT Miltope is famous, and you get the RTCU-3: The multi-
mission computer system that’s not only powerful, but built 
to survive the harshest environments that military personnel 
and vehicles encounter.

 { Rugged magnesium chassis
 { 10.4” XGA LED IPS display (1024x768)
 { 4 GB Ram expandable to 16 GB
 { Best sunlight readable display: 1300 NITs
 { Integrated CAC reader
 { MIL-STD-810G, MIL-STD-461F and IP67 tested
 { 4th generation Intel® Core™ i5 processors

MACH-1
Mobile Adaptive Configurable Hardware
The world’s first enterprise-class tablet. Configure yours and 
adapt to your ever-changing world. Work in your environ-
ment without compromise by choosing your interfaces, 
comms and special mission attributes. Configure the 
MACH-1 as you need, when you need without the fear of 
compromise. It’s truly your tablet, your way.

 { Intel® Atom™ Bay Trail Quad Core Processor X86
 { WES8, Win8.1 Pro, Win7 32-bit
 { 9.7” 1024x768 daylight readable touchscreen display
 { 4 to 8 GB RAM
 { Dimensions 8.5”H x 11”W x 0.85”D; Weight 2.7 lbs
 { WiFi (802.11 a/b/g/n)
 { Bluetooth, Microphone & Speakers
 { Configurable I/O
 { Upgradable CPU, memory, and function
 { Integrated expansion modules
 { Adaptive ruggedization
 { Smart docking solutions
 { Intel® Atom™ Bay Trail quad core processor

RCLC-1 - Rugged Convertible Laptop Computer
The new RCLC-1 is packed with technology and options 
that deliver faster, more powerful performance – in a new 
convertible laptop-to-tablet package. But don’t let the small 
size fool you; it is still the ultra-rugged design that you’ve 
come to expect from the leaders at VT Miltope, derived from 
a family of rugged laptop computers that have served three 
generations of the U.S. Army’s Integrated Family of Test 
Equipment (IFTE).

 { Lightweight laptop-to-tablet form factor
 { Features Intel® Core™2 Duo processor P8400
 { 10.6” 1280x768 WXGA, LCD LED backlit
 { Faster, more powerful performance in a rugged portable 

computing system for military tactical operations
 { Rugged 87 key backlit keyboard with tactile feel, 

tethered stylus and mouse “stick”
 { Industry leading five-year warranty

MACH-1 - Mobile Adaptive Configurable Hardware; 717760

SRNC-17 - Semi- Rugged Notebook Computer; 717500

RTCU-3 - Ruggedized Tablet Computer Unit; 718030-1

RCLC-1 - Ruggedized Convertible Laptop Computer; 715109

OTHER C4ISR
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Whatever your rugged or semi-rugged computing needs, 
VT Miltope has the product line and expertise to meet 

your most exacting standards. At our headquarters 
in Alabama,we develop and manufacture rugged

computing platforms while providing world-class 
support to our users in the � eld. You can trust our 

affordable computers and peripherals to provide 
reliable functionality under the most challenging 

conditions. VT Miltope - Reliable in the Extreme.

mymiltope.com

Reliable in the Extreme

HANDHELDS       •        LAPTOPS       •       TABLETS       •       SERVERS       •       STORAGE       •       WIRELESS

15-0002_MyMiltope_Catalog Ad_X1a.indd   1 1/30/15   4:38 PM
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Smallest 20 Watt Man-Packable 
Amp On The Market

AR-20 and AR-20B Booster Amplifiers are small, 
compact, and simple to use from a company that has 
over 45 years of RF amplifier experience.

Waveforms Supported:

•  AM, FM, HPW, SINCGARS, IW, ANW2, 

SRW, WNW, ASCM, Plus Others

•  30 - 512 MHz with 
available LOS and SATCOM 

•  Full 20 Watts RF Output 

•  Wide Range DC Input - 12 to 36 VDC

Supports Multiple Radios like:

•  AN/PRC-154 RiflemanTM, AN/PRC-152, 

AN/PRC-148, Plus Others 

To learn more, visit us at www.arworld.us/20watts or call us at 425-485-9000.

AR-20 with LNA

AR-20B without LNA
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The most effi cient solution for 
operating military radios 
in Tactical Operations Centers.

Perkins Technical Services, Inc. is commited to building reliable Power 
Supply Docking Stations (PSDS) to power SINCGARS, Harris or Raytheon 
tactical radios. 

Utilizing PSDS equipment offers self-contained solutions for Tactical 
Operations Centers and numerous other dismounted operations. PSDS 
eliminates the requirement to deadline tactical vehicles by stripping 
communications mounting bases, cabling and speakers from the vehicles 
or to stock batteries and battery maintenance solutions for fi xed site 
requirements.

pts-inc.com
info@pts-inc.com
256-539-6787

Made in the U.S.A.

GS-35F-0673J

PERKINS TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.

Contract  GS-35F-0673J

PTS HR-117G/152 and PTS SR-4A shown with radios, power amps, LS-671 speakers and handsets



  YOU DEFINE THE MISSION.
  WE PROVIDE THE SOLUTION.

AeroVironment’s family of small unmanned aircraft systems provides real-time 

situational awareness, increasing the security and effectiveness of your mission. All 

of our systems are easy to transport and can be in the air within minutes delivering 

critical information when and where it’s needed. Whether your mission is on the 

frontline, peacekeeping or training, we provide the solution.  

To learn more visit www.avinc.com/uas

Raven® 

Wasp® AE

Puma™ AE

Shrike VTOL™
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